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ABSTRACT
HOLISTIC TRANSFORMATION PROGRAM:
A DESCRIPTIVE STUDY OF CHRISTIAN ZHENG SHENG ASSOCIATION
Alman Siu-cheuk Chan
This study employed a qualitative research method to discover and describe (1)
the attributes and dimensions of the holistic transformation program within Christian
Zheng Sheng Association, a Christian drug rehabilitation program based in Hong Kong
and (2) the perceptions of the residents towards the core values embodied in these
attributes. It revealed how spiritual life (Christian principles and directions for life),
community life, work/laboring and schoolmg, and the four emphases highlighted by
Jacob Lam (the CEO) contributed to the transformation and worldview shift of its
residents. These four emphases interweaved through the holistic interactive relationship
between the staff and the residents (i.e., in a holistic interactive therapeutic coimnunity).
An overall positive response of the interviewees showed the effectiveness of this program
and illustrated how vital the staff-resident relationship was in helping the residents to
change.
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CHAPTER 1
PROBLEM
Context
This study took place in the context ofHong Kong. As a result, an accurate
picttire of the cultural background of Hong Kong is important in order to understand the
problem.
Upward Trends in the China Story
The problem of dmg addiction has intensified over the last three decades, (hi this
study the term "drug[s]" refers to psychotropic substances and heroin. In the context of
Hong Kong, psychotropic substances include ecstasy, cannabis, ketamine, amphetamine,
and benzodiazepines (Cheung et al. 2). The Ministry of Public Security ofChina states
that the number of known drug addicts in China rose from 700,000 to 860,000 in 2000
and experts comment that the actual number of regular users probably topped four
million; most users were under the age of thirty-five (United Nations). This upward trend
of drug use in China is threatening Hong Kong because of the ever-increasing number of
people crossing the border from the Chinese mainland into Hong Kong. Publications and
Press Releases: Immigration Department Review 2004 reports that about 245,000 people
crossed the border each day for reasons such as visiting, busmess, or study. This large
number ofpeople makes efficient customs inspections very difficuh (Gough). Further,
the increase in Chinese dmg trafficking through Hong Kong to other countries has also
served to increase the availability of drugs in Hong Kong (Beech).
The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region Government (HKSARG) is facing
great pressure because of the upward trend ofdrug use in China. Joseph T. F. Lau
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suggests that Hong Kong has been experiencing a significant of the drug abuse problem
in China since the late 1 990s, and he explains that lower prices, peer influence, and better
availability are important factors that contribute to rising drug use in China. Both China
and Hong Kong have been facing dmg problems since the Opium War of 1 841 (Regnier).
Regarding China's historical and current dmg problems, Hanna Beech says, "Dmgs were
the scourge ofpre-communist China. Today the country is using again�and producing
too." Hong Kong has always been aware of the influence, but the dmg problem in China
has never exhibited this kind of intensity. With this threat. Hong Kong is in a hazardous
situation.
Downward Trend ofHong Kong
Despite increasing dmg use and abuse in China, the prevalence of dmg and
substance abuse in Hong Kong has begun a downward trend. According to the Central
Registry ofDmg Abuse (CRDA) Report, the generally falling number of reported dmg
abusers went from 19,343 in 1995 to 14,714 in 2004, reaching an historic low. The
number of reported young dmg abusers under twenty-one declined gradually from 3,988
in 1995, to 2,121 in 2004, the lowest in the past ten years. These statistics indicate that
Hong Kong has been experiencing a falling trend for ten years in spite of the threat from
China.
Hidden Threats in the Falling Trend
The trend is clear, but it may be misleading as research work on drug problems is
often multidisciplinary. As a result, myriad studies, questions, and unique problems from
a large number of different perspectives, including medical, political, social, economic,
educational, psychological, judicial, and law enforcement aspects are involving. In Hong
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Kong, while many disciplines are studying the problem of dmg usage, such study is often
low priority to many disciplines rather than a high priority for a few disciplines. Other
major hurdles to obtaining accurate data on substance abuse are the unstable nature of
abusers and the difficulty of collecting data. Therefore the hidden issues in the reported
statistics must be put into consideration in order to obtain a whole picture.
The number ofnewly young dmg abusers (yotmger than sixteen) reported in an
armual CRDA report on dmg abuse in Hong Kong by HKGSAR, showed an upward
trend fi-om 1991 to 1994, a downward trend from 1995 to 1999, and a sharp increase in
2000 (see Table 1.1).
Table 1.1. Number ofNewly Reported Drug Abusers (CRDA)
Year 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997
D 270 345 493 764 464 406 298
Year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005
n 269 242 615 558 469 353 260 331
The increasingly serious problem from 1991-1994 seemed to be reheved to a
certain extent after 1994 until the sharp increase again in 2000. Of course, each user is a
reason for concern because ifnothing is done to help these newly reported abusers, the
accumulated number of young abusers will rise.
In spite of the falling number ofnewly reported dmg abusers. Hong Kong still
faces two serious concerns, which should not be taken lightly. First, the prevalence of
psychotropic substance abuse among youth is rising. The number rose from 2,61 8 in
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1995 to 6,101 in 2004. The average annual rate of increase was 14.9 percent (Central
Registry 3).
The second concern is the drug abuse problem among Hong Kong students (Fung
1 5). HKGSAR has been conducting a Survev ofDrug Use among Students every four
years since 1992. In 2004. Alex C. W. Fung, who was among those being commissioned
to do the survey, reports that his sampling represents 509,100 high school students (aged
12-19). In the surveys for 1996, 2000, and 2004, the school included ordinary secondary
day school (grades 7 to 13), international schools, and the Hong Kong Institute of
Vocational Education. The number of students selected to complete the questionnaires
was 1 13,841 in 1996, 95,788 m 2000, and 95,558 in 2004. This sample size gave good
validity to the survey. Table 1 .2 shows that hundreds of students, from one-time to
lifetime users, used drugs when they were in the school system. By multiplying the
percent of the students in the survey by the total population ofHong Kong students,
thousands of students have dmg-taking experience in the Hong Kong schools.
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Table 1.2. 1996, 2000, and 2004 Surveys Regarding Drug Use among Students in
Hong Kong
Year 1996 2000 2004
N 113,841 95,788 95,558
Number of lifetime heroin users 2,391 2,490 1,529
% of lifetime heroin user 2.1 2.6 1.6
Number of lifetime psychotropic substance user 3,074 3,927 2,580
% of lifetime psychotropic substance user 2.7 4.1 2.7
Number of 30-day heroin user 911 862 287
% of 30-day heroin user 0.8 0.9 0.3
Number of 30-day psychotropic substance user 683 2012 669
% of 30-day psychotropic substance user 0.6 2.1 0.7
Source: Fung.
Experts in the field of substance abuse have grave concern regarding these
thousands of high-risk students in spite of the overall falling number of dmg abuse cases
in Hong Kong. Without proper attention to this issue, putting these students in school, a
high peer influence environment, puts the school system at risk.
Fung's survey discovered that more than half of the heroin users (57.4 percent)
and three-quarters ofpsychotropic substance users (76.5 percent) in Hong Kong did not
seek help from others concerning their dmg problem (34). This failure to seek help poses
danger to other students in the non-dmg using majority, since many students believe that
using psychotropic substances will not lead to dependence. This belief, however, was
proven wrong by David Cheung et al. who quote a memorandum from the World Health
Organization:
The misleading term physical dependence should be renamed
"neuroadaption" and dependence recognized as "a clustering of
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phenomena (cognitive, behavioral and physiological)" ofwhich "evidence
ofneuroadaptation is just one" and "not ... the most important." (4)
The preceding statement suggests that a diagnosis of dependence could be made even in
the absence of vsdthdrawal symptoms. Cheung et al. conclude that psychotropic
substances do indeed cause dependence. Young people in Hong Kong often express an
inaccurate understanding of dependence in which they recognize only physical
dependence as addiction and ignore psychological dependence. This inaccurate
understanding of dependence among the youth ofHong Kong, the rising number of
young psychotropic substance abusers hidden behind the overall falling trend in Hong
Kong, and dmg abusers traveling between China and Hong Kong make the Hong Kong
problem both unique and complex.
A problem hidden in the dmg abuse data ofHong Kong is namely that the
problem ofpsychotropic substance abuse among youth is getting more serious in spite of
the overall decrease of dmg abuse cases in Hong Kong. Against this complex problem.
Christian Zheng Sheng Association (CZSA) was founded in May 1985, and its youth
center for male and female dmg abusers in 1993. The details and the history of the
program are covered in Chapter 2.
Table 1.3. Number of Residents in Youth Center of CZSA
YEAR 1995 2006-Mar
Female 3 21
Male youth 18 85
Total 21 106
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As the prevalence of drug abuse in Hong Kong increase, the number of residents
in CZSA increased (see Table 1 .3). In the youth center, operating since 1993, the number
of female residents increased from three in 1995 to twenty-one in 2006, and the number
ofmale residents from eighteen in 1995 to eighty-five in 2006. The total number of
residents in the youth center rose from twenty-one in 1 995 to 1 06 in 2006. According to
admissions data ofCZSA, 95 percent of residents had a history of abusing psychotropic
dmgs. (The other five percent ofCZSA's students were referred for emotional/behavioral
problems.) CZSA's growing admissions number and the high percent ofpsychofropic
dmg users among its residents point to this fact: the problem ofpsychotropic substance
abuse among youth in Hong Kong is getting more serious. The average age ofCZSA
residents is about sixteen years, and the youngest of CZSA residents is twelve years old.
This data and the rising admissions number suggest that the number ofyoung drug
abusers is rising and the dmg problem exists in the school system.
Understanding Drug Treatment and Rehabilitation in Hong Kong
Hong Kong has adopted a multimodal approach to dmg treatment and
rehabilitation in order to cater to the diverse needs of dmg-dependent persons from
various backgrounds according to the Hong Kong Narcotics Report 2005. Many different
dmg treatment and rehabilitation models are the compulsory dmg treatment scheme by
the Correctional Services Department, the voluntary methadone outpatient treatment
programs run by the Department ofHealth, and voluntary residential treatment programs
by nongovernment organizations (NGOs), including twelve Christian therapeutic
agencies. The HKGSAR reports that the twelve Christian therapeutic agencies are
Bamabas Charitable Service Association, Fiimish Evangelical Lutheran Mission,
Chang
Christian New Being Fellowship (CNB), Operation Dawn, Christian New Life
Association, Glorious Praise Fellowship, Mission Ark, Remar Association, Wu Oi
Christian Center (WO), St. Stephen's Society, Drug Addict Counseling and
Rehabilitation Services, and CZSA (study subject).
Christian Zheng Sheng Association
I attempted to compare the number of admissions for youth among various
Christian dmg treatment programs. Nevertheless, the information I obtained from the
Third Three-Year Plan on Drug Treatment and Rehabilitation Services in Hong Kong
(2003-2005) was fragmented (Government). In the report, only WO and CNB reported
youth programs. The other organizations did not report programs specifically targeted to
the youth population, although such programs might have admitted young addicts.
Accordingly, the results ofmy search for admission rates from other organizations were
inconclusive (see Figure 1 . 1 . for comparison of the number of admissions in WO, CNB,
and CZSA). However, Figure 1.1. still shows a clear rising frend ofCZSA's number of
admissions.
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Figure 1.1. Number of admissions in five Christian male youth treatment centers.
This rising trend in CZSA's admissions ofmale youth for treatment also suggests
a different picture from DATC�the compulsory dmg treatment program ofHKGSAR,
which was experiencing a decrease in the total number of admissions in male youth
treatment, dropping from 1,916 in 1997 to 1,289 in 2002 (Government, Third Three-Year
28). Experts and others in the field of dmg abuse treatment sought reasons for the
differences in admission rates from DATC in light of the problem of young male dmg
users in Hong Kong.
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Figure 1.2. CZSA's number of admissions.
Figure 1.2. illustrates CZSA's admissions data. Notably, CZSA's total admissions
numbers rose even when those of other agencies did not rise. A possible reason for
CZSA's increase in admissions was CZSA's introduction of an educational program in
1998 and a vocational training program in 1997 within the rehabilitation facility.
CZSA's holistic approach or its growing reputation for offering effective dmg
treatment might explain its increasing number of referrals and admissions. Jacob Hay
Sing Lam, the founder ofCZSA, calls this transformational ministry a Holistic Interactive
Therapeutic Community (HITC). HITC has gone through many changes and
developments that demonstrate its core values and concepts.
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Hong Kong's Varied Modalities Approach
HKGSAR's varied modalities approach to dmg treatment may appear to be
holistic, but holism is more than an integrated or interconnected program. HKGSAR has
continuously enhanced the treatment programs and services in Hong Kong. In the coming
years, with recommendations from the Third Three-Year Plan on Dmg Treatment and
Rehabilitation Services in Hong Kong (2003-20051 HKGSAR will make an effort to
help rehabilitated addicts go back into society through further vocational fraining,
partnering with the commercial sector, adopting a multidisciplinary approach,
redesigning the approach to new dmg and poly-dmg users, enhancing training for
antidmg workers, developing employment assistance, encouraging greater family
involvement in treatment programs, providing late-night facilities for young people and
implementing Chinese medicine for dmg detoxification and relapse prevention
(Government). Yuet Wah Cheung makes similar recommendations:
i) the development of innovative programs and service elements that could
more effectively raise the self-efficacy of the clients,
ii) the building of social capital in the clients that could protect them
against re-association with dmg-using peers and facilitate the support of
non-dmg-using friends,
iii) helping clients to become more satisfied with their present lives,
iv) the inculcation of a correct job attitude in them,
v) the recognition of the possible contributions of pre-relapse dmg-free
periods to fiiture long-term abstinence, and
vi) the establishment of a proactive body/unit that, through out-reach work
and coordination with all freatment/rehabilitation agencies, could assess
the needs of chronic dmg abusers and bring them into the orbit of the
social and health services available in the community.
All of these new measures cover many areas of addicts' needs; however, the schooling
and education offered in HITC entails more than simple vocational training. These
elements impact greatly the attitude changes evident in the lives ofCZSA residents. The
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National Institute ofDrug Abuse (United States) reports that in many therapeutic
community (TC) models for adolescents, programs that implement schooling as one of
their components seem to lead to great improvement regarding the residents' addictive
behavior.
CZSA Different from Other Non-Christian and Christian Agencies
Lam emphasizes that education and learning are basic elements in life. As such,
persons should avail themselves of every opportimity to leam and/or receive education.
Holism seeks to maximize the potential of each moment in the day. Thus, schooling in
HITC is an opportunity for attitude change. Schooling is a means for achieving the
desired attitude change rather than schooling as the end result for its own sake. This clear
attitude and emphasis on schooling make CZSA different from all other non-Christian
and Christian agencies with varied intervention approaches. This commitment to
education/schooling has led this organization to form Christian Zheng Sheng College
(CZSC), the only registered high school in Hong Kong with a rehabilitation function; 95
percent of the students are ex-dmg addicts. This college is more like a vocational
boarding school with a normal schooling program as well as its own business operation
that provides work experience for the residents/students in the marketplace. CZSA
believes work is good not only for livelihood but also as a means to a productive life.
The HITC of CZSA exists in a unique way and shows a high success rate. The
differences in the data ofCZSA, Cheung's study, and the government-run DATC is
obvious. Chetmg reports that the success rate of her program was 43 percent and the
relapse rate 57 percent in 2003 (among 547 subjects in a three-year period). She
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conducted interviews at twelve-month intervals. The success rate ofDATC is 30-44
percent with a relapse rate of 59-70 percent from 1993 to 1998 (see Table 1.4).
Table 1.4. Recidivism Rate ofDATC
Year of Discharge 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998
Recidivism Rate % 70 68 65 59 56 56
Success Rate % 30 32 35 41 44 44
CZSA shows its success rate from 1986-2005 in an accumulative maimer. Out of
1 72 graduates, forty-six of them have taken dmgs again and 126 said they have remained
clean. The percents are shown in Table 1.5.
Table 1.5. Success Rate for Christian Zheng Sheng Association, 1986-2005 (N=172)
n %
Relapse 46 26.74
Drug free 126 73.26
In spite of the different sample sizes, variables, ranges, and methodologies, this
data shows that the relapse rate ofCZSA is lower than the other programs. Other data
shows that fifty residents graduated with a high school diploma from CZSC and
completed vocational fraining in the last five years. Among these high school graduates,
only one was recorded as abusing dmgs through 2005. Such data suggests asking
questions regarding the effect of schooling on success rates for adolescent dmg freatment
programs and the reasons for CZSA's apparent higher success rates and lower relapse
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rates. Answers to such questions may be found in the core values, principles, and
worldviews expressed in the many different dimensions in HITC.
Problem
While CZSA's drug treatment program seems to be more successful than others,
the characteristics ofHITC have not been fully described and the perceptions of its
residents toward the core values embodied in the program attributes have not been
documented.
Purpose
The purpose of this study was to discover and describe (1) the attributes and
dimensions of the holistic transformation program within CZSA and (2) the perceptions
of the residents towards the core values embodied in the program attributes.
The study will deepen the understanding of the therapeutic ministry in the
Christian context by studying the manner in which spiritual life (Christian principles and
directions for life), community life, working and schooling (the fotir emphases
highlighted by Lam), contribute to the transformation and worldview shift of its residents.
Research Questions
The following research questions guided this study.
Research Question 1
What are the attributes and components of the program and what values do they
attempt to instill?
Research Question 2
What do the residents think about the components of the program and how they
contribute to their recovery process and fiiture life?
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Qualitative Research
1 used a qualitative researcli/descriptive case study approach in order to discover
and describe the core values and principles ofCZSA and in order to gain an
understanding ofCZSA's uniqueness. This strategy was chosen because as investigator I
had little control over the events and the focus of the study was on a contemporary
phenomenon within a real-life context (Yin 1). Robert K. Yin says, "The case study
method allows investigators to retain the holistic and meaningful characteristic of real-
life events�such as individual life cycles, organizational and managerial processes,
neighborhood change, international relations, and the maturation of industries" (2).
HITC is a model involving many different elements interacting with one another
and happening in a real-Ufe scenario, a scenario that cannot be repeated. For example,
few if any dmg abusers would willingly choose to repeat a dmg treatment program.
Nevertheless, even when a dmg abuser completes a program for the second time, the
differences and changes they experience would render the second experience different
from the first.
Each participant is distinctive and dynamically changing in every moment,
whether inside or out. As a result, setting up any control group for comparison was
impossible because of individual uniqueness. The holistic nature of the HITC program
also limited the choice of study methods (Wiersma 14). If a factor was isolated for
investigation, then the dynamic relations among all other factors participating and
confributing to each other might be missed or misinterpreted. Without these relations the
nature ofholism cannot be clearly illustrated, because holism is dependent upon many
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interrelated aspects of the whole. A descriptive approach, therefore, proved the most
appropriate choice.
In this study I sought to understand the data from various perspectives by using
the data triangulation method. Richard J. Bales states that triangulation improves the
validity of the findings and allows a deeper understanding from different viewpoints and
assumptions by applying findings from several sources of data (6). Paul D. Leedy and
Jeaime Ellis Ormrod illustrate further that triangulation involves examining different
sources of data collected in hopes that such date sources will converge to answer the
research question (99).
The triangulation in this study involves my literature review ofholism, the
chronology ofCZSA and HITC as described in Chapter 2, and the semi-stmctured
interviews as delineated in Chapter 3. The chronology was generated from newsletters,
newspaper clippings, computer data files, video programs from TV stations, interviews of
staff and residents, and a TV series produced by CZSA.
Definition of Terms
This study features two essential terms that must be accurately understood in
order to understand the work of the study fiilly.
Holism
HITC views each person, as well as the dmg rehab program, as a whole. The
worldview ofCZSA and its HITC is expressed well by William L. Reese's discussion of
holism in which he says, "[T]he holistic creates 'wholes' which cannot be subdivided
without qualitative loss. Mind is the supreme embodiment of the holistic factors" (533).
The live-in program experience�spiritual life, community life, working/laboring, and
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schooling�cannot be subdivided in a precise manner and, therefore, must be considered
as a whole. The CZSA model needs to be studied as a whole and can be illustrated as
'"unity in diversity, and diversity in unity" (Kalliath 90).
Holism has been interpreted as the integration ofmany parts or expressed as the
reconnection of two entities�mind and soul. Marianne Apostolides claims that massage,
yoga, nutritional therapy, acupuncture, hypnosis, homeopathy, and dozens of other
treatment interventions could help addicts nunimize the impact ofwithdrawal symptoms,
prevent relapse, and allow them to become aware and take responsibility for the way they
think, feel, and act. She belie\ es that the above treatments are holistic therapies that can
recormect the bod>' and soul of addicts; nevertheless, CZSA classifies the preceding
approaches as altemati\ e treatments or muhidisciplinary approaches rather than holistic
treatments. CZSA"s concept sees holism as a worldview or set of assumptions about
reality rather than a set of specific treatments or list of specific tasks (Burnett 12). The
interaction between the program and the person creates a new and distinct culture that
enables a person to change. As a result, in the community ofCZSA, a person's changes
are not the result of schooling, training institutions, or other training programs; instead, a
person" s changes are the result of the new mind-set in which the whole person and the
holistic program interact.
Holistic Transformation
CZSA's "holistic transformation" resembles Charles H. Kraft's description of
conversion in which he says, "Conversion is a lifetime process, consisting of continuous
divine-human interaction and a continuing series of human decisions" (403). Albert C.
Outler says in a more explicit manner, "The heart ofWesley's gospel was always its
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lively sense ofGod's grace at work at every level of creation and history in persons and
communhies" (105). CZSA understands that holistic transformation is not about adding
more elements to a program or a wide coverage of different areas as suggested in
concepts like holistic education or as shown in Daniel T. L. Shek's study (1469). These
schools of thought view transformation as a product, while CZSA echoes Kraft's thought
that transformation as a process in which one change or some small changes lead to a
series of other changes as explained by the butterfly effect of Chaos theory. In this
process the residents change their meaning of life, their perspective, or their interpretation
of the outside world from within. In another words, residents experience a shift in their
worldview�a shift that is cognitive, affective, and evaluative (Hiebert 45)�^and thus
residents are converted from one culture to another.
Methodology
The methodology section of this paper includes a description of the population,
instmments, data collection, data analysis, delimitations, and generalizability of the study.
Population
This research covered all residents ofCZSA's dmg freatment program as of 3 1
December 2006. 1 divided the population of eighty-one residents and placed them into
four testing groups according to their total length of stay broken into six-month
increments. I then tested the semi-stmctured interview questions on a pilot group. The
pilot group was composed of two residents from each of the four groups: D (0-6 months),
C (7-12 months), B (13-18 months) and A (>1 8 months) (see Table 1 .6).
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Table 1.6. Testing Group for Semi-Structured Interview
Testing Group A B C D
Months of stay >18 13-18 7-12 0-6
Instruments and Data Collection
The duration of the basic program for each resident is two years, although
residents can work alongside counselors and stay for longer periods of time. Within the
participant group, a few residents had stayed more than two years.
I initiated a pilot study in order to test the semi-stmctured interview regarding
interview length, time needed for date analysis, how well the questions were understood,
how close the questions were related to the study problem and research questions, and an
appropriate setting for the interview. The pilot group of eight, two residents from each
group, was identified and questioned in the pilot test. After identifying possible faults m
the pilot study, I modified the interview questions to meet the project's needs.
In a semi-stmctured mterview with questions regarding CZSA's emphases,
residents reflected on how well they understood the core emphases and on how these
emphases were instilled in them. I grouped participants for the interviews (see Table 1.6).
During the interviews, I taped participants' answers rather than have the participants write
their answers, as their proficiency in writing is low. The details of the semi-stmctured
interview are in Appendix A.
Data Analysis
From the responses of each group, I tried to (1) identify the attitudes of the
residents towards the program, (2) categorize their answers under different themes, and (3)
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find a correlation between their attitudes and interpretation of the program and their
length of stay in the program.
Delimitations and Generalizability
One of the delimitations of this study was my preexistent relationship with the
participant, residents of HITC who receive counseling and help from me. I am an
authority figure (executive director) of the organization (CZSA), so role confiision, bias,
or subtle influence was possible and even natural in this setting. Another delimitation was
cross-sectional nature of this study in a fixed time fi-ame that cannot reflect the
longitudinal growth of the residents in the program. The third delimitation was that the
age of the sample was fi-om 13 to 25 years. The age range was wide, and as such it might
affect the validity' and the generalizability of the study because both teenagers and adults
were included. With a larger sample size, however, this large age range might serve to
increase the validity.
The findings of this research together with the data from the literature gave a
better imderstanding of the program and the perceptions of the residents. The study
identified some important attributes that could lead to quality enhancement ofHITC or
other similar programs.
Theological Foundations
The theological foundation of the study includes views on the value of humankind,
abusing behaviors, holistic humanity, and holistic approaches. These concepts are present
in all the components ofHITC; therefore, understanding these ideas can provide
increased understanding ofHITC 's treatment and ministry model.
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Value ofHumankind
Humankind is God's creation, created in God's image. As such, God said, "Let us
make men in our image, to be like ourselves. They will be masters over all life�^the fish
in the sea, the birds in the sky, and all the livestock, wild animals, and small animals"
(Gen. 1 :26. NLT). People were made by God's intentional action, and as such people
have the honorable and distinct purpose ofmeeting God and responding to God. Wai Yiu
Wan says, "Man is a being, who is made to encoimter God. Man is a responding creature".
All humans need to rebuild a loving relationship with God because such a relationship is
God"s intention. Each person has great potential, and therefore, deserves opportunities to
excel. Study of Scripture generates the concept that people have value and potential. Each
person must be treated with love, care, and realistic expectations. Because Scripture
values persons, every aspect ofHITC exists in order to benefit people, namely, HITC
residents and community members.
Abusing Behaviors
Abusive behaviors emerge at least m part from poor choices. The bibhcal
narrative speaks frequently to the act of choosing, even as early as Eden, in which God
gave Adam and Eve a waming: "You may freely eat any fruit in the garden except fhiit
from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. Ifyou eat of its fruit, youwill surely
die" (Gen. 2:16-17). Adam and Eve had all other choices from which to pick, but they
chose poorly (Anderson 36). Throughout the narrative of Scripture, humankind's
dismpted relationship with God is highlighted as a common theme. Psalm 51 :5-6 states,
"Surely I was sinful at birth, sinfiil from the time my mother conceived me. Surely you
desire tmth in the mner parts; you teach me wisdom in the inmost place." These verses
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illustrate people's wrong approaches to life. Such an approach to life or substances will
eventually lead to distorted mentality, and thus the dmg user will form disordered
relationships wdth other human beings, with God, and with creation. Rehabilitation exists
in order to help the suffering person apply and practice a proper mentality for
understanding people (themselves and others), life, and the Creator.
Holistic Humanity
People are holistic multidimensional beings living in multidimensional settings;
therefore, problems in life need to be solved in a holistic manner. Miroslav Volf and
Dorothy C. Bass say, "[T]he term 'holistic' reflects an integrative view ofwell-being that
embraces the entire person, including her relationships and the larger environment in
which she lives"' (111). They also state that the practice of recovery extends into many
areas of life. Transformational ministry allows for both holistic recovery and nurture.
This concept is based on the Hebrew word "shalom," and the Hebrew word translated as
"redemption."'
Holistic Approach
A. JeffBenner describes the emphasis that Hebrew language and culture place on
relationships. As such, the Hebrew language defines terms according to their relationship
to other objects, or according to a person's relationship with another person. People are
complex entities, as are the communities and environments in which they dwell. Human
beings are holistic; thus, they constantly interact with a holistic community and with the
environment. Due to Ufe's complexities, human problems are rarely caused by any single
reason. Therefore, when dealing with any life issue, a holistic approach is generally
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useful in addressing the problem. As in the case ofCZSA, such an approach is used in the
treatment of substance abuse (seemingly a single problem).
Overview
The literature review ofChapter 2 establishes the foundation for the theology of
the whole ministry ofCZSA. Focus for the study was drawn from reflection on the
theology ofholism. As a result, these concepts suggested certain implications regarding
the complexity and diversity of CZSA's community. Triangulation helped review my
assumptions and understand this program more in depth. The elements for friangulation
were spiritual life, commimity life, working/laboring, and schooling. The chronology
helped locate those elements in the program.
Chapter 3 sets the stage for the major research for this study and tells how this
qualitative study is organized and presented by clearly laying out the semi-stmctured
interviews. This chapter also explains how the interview answers were classified into
different themes.
Chapter 4 compares interview findings with the four emphases suggested by Lam
and the importance residents ascribe to each emphasis.
Chapter 5 presents a simimary of the findings of the study. I outline my
understanding of the transformational ministry and describe the residents' views for
consideration in order to enhance and/or advance the community.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE
Theology ofMinistry
The word "abuse" means wrong or improper use, misuse, misappHcation,
nontherapeutic or excessiv e use of a dmg, or the misuse of any substance, especially, for
its stimulant effects ("Abuse"). For the purposes of this study, abusing behaviors refer to
the behavior (including the propelling mentality) of improper use or misuse of substances.
Abusing Behaviors
In the modem world, almost everyone has used medications, or substances in
order to help the body get through the day. In one way or another, all people experience
vary ing degrees of dependence upon someone or something (Lattimore 47). Anything can
be used in right or wrong ways. Addictions are the outcome of a series ofwrong choices
that lead to disordered relationships. As such, the problem is not the substance or the
material itself, but the behavior of abusing and misusing a substance or substances.
Dependence upon and improper use of a substance creates addiction. Regarding the
attitudes of addicts' toward their behaviors, Santon Peele and Archie Brodsky offer the
following statement:
Addiction is an ingrained habit that undermines your health, your work,
and your relationships, your self-respect, but that you feel you cannot
change. Addictions are difficult to change, because you have relied on
them�in many cases for years or decades�as ways of getting through
life, of gaining satisfaction, of spending time, and even of defining who
you are. Whereas some addictions involve dmgs (like smoking or problem
drinking), some do not (like shopping, or eating, or sex). It is impossible,
therefore, to relate addiction to one chemical or biological process or
another (9)
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Addiction involves a state ofbeing out of control because addicts wholly rely upon and
define themselves by their abusing, out of control behaviors.
Neil T. Anderson tells how people can have victory over darkness by knowing
who they are (27). Accordingly, Anderson defines Christians as the children ofGod (John
1:12). The identity of a person is cmcial. As a result, treating addictions to restore a
person's sense of healthy identity is also very important, and one way to help restore
healthy identity is to pro\'ide meaningful work and a disciplined healthy lifestyle. Vital
aspects of human identity is discussed later in this chapter.
Meaning of life and work can be developed through building up positive habits in
daily life. People's lives are filled with habits, some ofwhich they are aware and some of
which they are not. Sports, music, and spiritual disciplines are habits. Addictions are out
of control habits. Positive habits can help provide purpose and meaning for life and work,
especially for addicts. Focusing on the meaning of life rather than to emphasize recovery
fi-om addicti\'e substance or materials is more usefiil to help addicts. Meaning is a
subjective choice that emerges fi-om an intrinsic list of assumptions�worldview, created
by the fi-ee will and historical experiences of an individual (Wan). "Worldview is not
some objective reality, but formulates my perspective ofwhat is real" (Bumett 12). To
illustrate his point, David Bumett quotes James Su-e's concept: "A worldview is a set of
presuppositions which we hold (consciously or subconsciously) about the basic make-up
of our world" (12). The worldview forms the center of all meanings to a person, and the
meaning of life or other aspects are grounded in a person's worldview, which is hke a
filter through which humans see the outside world. Figure 2.1 shows how the worldview
works; it filters information.
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On addiction, Peele and Brodsky suggest, "The addictive potential of a substance
or other involvement lies primarily in the meaning it has for a person" (42). The meaning
found is the essence of addiction and rehabilitation. Anthropologists explain that meaning
grows out from the worldview. That is, the worldview helps humans make sense of the
world around them. This inside worldview of a person or a community is the starting
point of all transformation. Kraft explains that all changes are from inside out and are
initiated by those inside a culture or community, though they are usually the most
difficult to initiate (403). He points out that advocates and innovators are cmcial to the
transformation process (404). The staff members and the residents inside the community
are innovators. This assertion agrees with CZSA'S HITC model and belief that the
holistic interaction between the addicts and the staff initiates changes.
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Kraft also illustrates that humans experience cultural patterning and cultural
performance in making decisions and forming worldviews (69). Humans are influenced
by the cultural patteming (structure) and are performing in the culture with choices.
The worldview is continuously self-modified and tested. Figure 2.2 illustrates how the
worldview shift is related to experience, and how the assumptions behind are constanfly
tested and reinforced or changed in daily lives. For dmg addicts, the experience can be
their dmg experience, which reinforces their coping mechanisms (i.e., substance abuse)
in life.
Assumptions reinforced or shifted
Experience
Assumptions
Source: Whiteman.
Figure 2.2. Assumptions reinforced.
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Figure 2.3 shows that one's worldview is behind all his or her choices that
constitute meaning and self-definition. It forms a major component of personhood.
Source: Whiteman.
Figure 2.3. Worldview.
Darrell Whiteman calls the change ofmeaning and self-definition a "worldview
shift." As such, worldview shift is a process of redefining an individual's approach to life.
Specifically, people in need of dmg treatment need a new life perspective; therefore, this
direction is one that every rehabilitation and recovery program should follow.
By nature, humans avoid from suffering or anxiety and seek pleasure and security
(Hall, Lindzey, and Campbell 36). Peele and Brodsky say, "An addiction is a habitual
response and a source of gratification or security" (42). Addicted persons employ choices
to adapt themselves to and cope with their life settings. Addiction serves as a "quick-fix"
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solution to life's problems. Often the problems are needed to fix, but the cost of these
quick fixes are not well calculated and the consequences often underestimated.
The biblical narrative presents two opposing approaches to choices. God defined a
boundary for humans' good with a waming concerning the tree of the knowledge of good
and evil. Adam and Eve made a wrong choice. They disregarded the consequences of
their behavior, a dismpted and distorted relationship with God. People who approach life
in general or use substances in particular in inappropriate ways will eventually experience
disordered relationships with others, leading to fiirther misuse and disorder. While Adam
and Eve presented an example ofpoor choices, Jesus addressed his temptation in the
wilderness in a different maimer. Satan tempted Jesus (Luke 4:1-8) with the choice of a
"quick-fix" solution ofmaking bread instantly appear instead of relying upon God for
food (Lattimore 60). With Satan's solution, people only focus on their own problems and
themselves. Jesus chose appropriately. His relationship with God the Father remained
undisturbed.
For addicts, rehabilitation is the application of a right understandmg (worldview
shift) ofpeople (themselves and others), life, and the Creator. A proper understanding of
these relationships (i.e., a worldview shift) can be strengthened by the meaning and
purpose the addicts find through collective life, work, and education.
Rehabilitation and Recovery
An accurate understanding of abusing behaviors leads to a clear picture of the
need, the method, and the reason for rehabilitation. Rehabilitation is not a local but a
worldwide issue; it is not only the concern ofChristians but of all humankind.
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For the purpose of this study, the term "recovery" is interchangeable with the term
"rehabilitation." Rehabilitation programs are also called recovery programs. Natalia
Yangarber-Hicks discusses the approach/direction of recovery. She believes recovery is a
holistic, nonlinear, unique process that individuals experience toward wholeness. This
understanding of recovery stands in opposition to the traditional medical model that is
based primarily on symptom elimination. Elimination of symptoms is a first step, but the
process of recovery is a long joumey. As such, recovery involves engendering hope in the
addict. According to Yangarber-Hicks' study, hope has a strong coimection with love.
When humans experience being loved, hope is created in their hearts to help them
continue the recovery joumey (35). Patricia Deegan writes that hope is a "small and
fragile flame" that "illuminated the darkness of our despair" (qtd. in Yanbarger-Hicks 32).
When individuals experience hopelessness, they tend to ignore important self-care tasks;
therefore, hope is essential for every human being. As mentioned before, love and hope
are some major elements in recovery. Romans 8:24-35 is a perfect illustration of love
bringing hope in every Christian's life. The ultimate love is from God, but humans are the
media through which love flows. The spiritual factor is essential in the recovery joumey
and is the center of hope, love, and empowerment. As such, God is the source who
provides coping and problem-solving sfrategies in the midst of ttagedies and confusion
and in the context of a social support network (35). In recovery, addicts are no longer
dueling with symptoms but getting on with life and participating in their new lives. Such
a focus seems to support the importance of holism in the recovery ministry. The whole-
person approach is reminiscent of the Christian concept of identity in the first century.
"Now may the God of peace make you holy in every way, and your whole spirit and soul
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and body be kept blameless until that day when our Lord Jesus Christ comes again" (1
Thess. 5:23). The emphases of this verse rest upon "in every way" and "whole." Charles
Ringma comments that all of God's good should manifest in all spheres of hfe (21). This
concept of holism can be found in Genesis, Thessalonians, and throughout the Bible.
Hebrews and Christians are based upon this understanding of the whole person, both in
foundation and in practice. Whether holism refers to the whole of an object or all areas of
life or a combination of both remains to be seen.
Holism
The term holism was originally used by Jan C. Smuts m 1926 (Ansbacher 486).
Holism is often poorly defmed and widely used in many disciplines with differing
understandings. Ringma claims the word is "too loaded" with too many meanings and
applications. In short, he suggests that the term "holism" can be confusing, and some
ideas of holism are inconsistent with the Bible. The term "holistic" is too widely used as
is the term "gentleman" in modem English. "Gentleman" has lost its original meaning:
one who had a coat of arms and some landed property. Now, this word suggests the
speaker 's point ofview rather than giving out information about that person (Lewis).
People use holism now to describe all or multidimensional integrated approaches for any
issue in the physical, social, medical, educational, spiritual, political, or psychological
realms. Some defme the holistic approach as the sum ofphysical, psychological, social
and spiritual approaches (Luk and Shek 939), but the core concept ofHITC rests on the
concept of differences in agreements, and agreements in differences (Kalliath 90), and
"simplicity in complexity, and complexity in simphcity" (Seamands, Ministry 96-116) for
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a person and the community in an interrelated and interconnected relationship. Ringma
also comments that many of the key notions of holism pose philosophical problems (25).
The use of the term holism in the 1 980 was similar to the term empowerment in
the 70s (Ringma 23). It became the buzzword and was widely used in nursing (Belcher
and Griffiths 272) to quantum mechanics (Perovic 316). The holism concept also appears
in holistic counseling, holistic medicine, holistic healing, holistic and sustainable
agriculture, holistic environmentalism, and many more (Ringma 24). Holism is also
defined as approaching matters or problems as a whole by adding Eastem altemative
approaches (Apostolides 123), additional approaches to traditional ones (Ashmore-Fish
16), an integration of approaches (7), approaches connecting mind and body (Apostolides
124), or a mixture of all of the above. These approaches are similar yet different. People
have a hard time understanding the meaning of holism.
George W. Linden expresses his idea of classical holism, upon which this study
rests as the foundation, with these words from Smuts:
And Smuts adds: "It is the very essence of the concept of the whole that
the parts are together in a unique, specific combination ... in a creative
synthesis which differentiates it from all other forms of combinations of
togethemess." (254)
In his study Linden supports classical holism with wider contexts: those of cosmic and
biological speculation (which he describes as cosmic holism) and deep systems and chaos
analysis (or in his term, chaotic holism) (265). He invites his audience to meditate on
three images: a circle, a clock, and an orange in order to gain a deeper understanding of
classical holism (254). A circle is the sum ofmany arcs. A clock is made up of different
parts for a specific function that will be lost in all the parts if the clock is dissembled. "It
consists of parts outside of parts and is constmcted from the outside in" (254). While the
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clock illustrates the "outside-in" nature ofholism. Linden states that an orange grows
from inside out. The genes in it cause it to be an orange, and it will reproduce itself and
grow to be a tree. The illusfration of the orange echoes the holistic transformation in this
study, (i.e., an inside-out process of change). A small change from within will lead to a
series of other changes within and without. This concept echoes with the foundation of
classical holism.
Classical holism seems to emphasize the togethemess, uniqueness, and specific
combination. Multiple attributes come together to form a new quality, which all attributes
share. Some people understand classical holism as oneness and unity of all things. Some
people understand classical holism as all dimensions of a matter. Finally, some people
understand classical holism as an integration ofmany elements and components. No
matter how much Linden emphasizes classical holism as the foundation (265), people
still have their own agendas, applications, and interpretations.
The term holism is not only used with different applications, but it is also
attributed to a variety ofphilosophical movements. Ringma shows it has become
synonymous with the New Age movement and is used for Tao physics, psychosynthesis,
esoteric healing, goddess worship, rites ofmystical qabalah, and I Ching. With this broad
spectiran, the term is rich in meaning but confiising. The term originates from early
Greek thought, as evidenced by its Greek origin, "holos," which means complete, whole,
and entire (Hall, Lindzey, and Campbell 435). Further, holism is also deeply rooted m
Eastem thought, such as Hinduism (24). The discussion seems endless.
In spite of its many directions, the discussion still provides some helpfiil
understanding ofholistic ministry. Ringma comments that these discussions are a reaction
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to reductionism and they overcome mechanistic or atomistic approaches to Hfe and
ministry (25). He disagrees with some of the central notions of holism, such as the notion
of the absolute wholeness of everything, in which the whole is the highest and most
indivisible quality. As such, this notion implies that nothing can be understood by itself
alone. Ringma offered the following opposing statement regarding central notions of
holism:
The fimdamental problem of holism lies with its central notions: that the
whole is more than the sum of the parts; that the whole determines the
nature of the parts; that the parts cannot be understood if considered in
isolation from the whole; and that the parts are dynamically inter-related
or interdependent. To grab such a "whole," one would need to be
transported into the eschaton by Hegel's Absolute Spirit. (25)
Ringma argues if the above is tme, then nothing could be understood. People should not
use the term holism carelessly due to its wide range of usage. Accordingly, biblical
holism, the foundation ofall ministries, needs its own definition.
Biblical Holism
Ringma says a holistic mission or ministry rests upon a proper understanding of
all that Scripture reveals about God's purposes in creating, sustaining, redeeming,
renewing, and making humanity and all of creation whole. As a result, biblical holism is
the foimdation and core ofeverything. Ringma asserts that all Christians must constantly
allow the biblical account to correct or enlarge their understanding and praxis ofmission
and ministry. Ringma suggests that integralministry is a better term for holistic ministry
(21). Nevertheless, according to CZSA's concept, HITC is not just an integral ministry
with many domains and elements but operates with its own understanding of biblical
holism.
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Ringma agrees that the practice of holistic ministry must emerge from an accurate
understanding of the Scripture (22). Rather than merely focusing on the meaning of
holism, understanding biblical theology is vital for every ministry.
Jesus states, "The spirit of the Lord is on me, because he has anointed me to
preach good news to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim freedom for the prisoners and
recovery of sight for the blind, to release the oppressed, to proclaim the year of the Lord's
favor" (Luke 4:18-19). In these verses, Jesus defmed the meaning and purpose of his Hfe
as living for others and for the needy. The Christian Church, through its long, two
thousand-year joumey, has always sought, in its love for God, to serve the neighbor, in
general, the hurting, the needy, and the vulnerable, in particular (Ringma 21).
Christine Y. Wiley affirms that the calling to help the needy in a holistic maimer is
an example of faith in action (358-59). RobertA. Preston agrees, saying, "[Wjithout this
mission, the church's reason for existing is in question" (53). Many Christians believe
that holism exists in meeting the multidimensional needs of a person. Antony Kalliath
says, "[T]his process of reconciliation is a verily liberative stmggle of the poor and the
marginalized for there is no holiness in wholeness where there is oppression and
exploitation" (90). While this assumption may be only partly tme. Christians need to
draw out the tmth regarding biblical holism from the Bible.
In order to have a deeper understanding ofbiblical holism, the beginnings of
humankind must also be examined. Those moments of creation forged human identity,
which, in tum, gives an understanding of the whole person and his or her existence in the
world and response to the world.
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Ringma agrees by concluding the following:
The missional role of the people ofGod in the world is not simply
evangelism and social action. It is also building families that love God,
creating businesses that serve the wider community and forming
institutions that shape society. It involves evangelism, church planting, the
work of charity, the quest for justice, the task of social transformation and
the work of enculturation. And this is the task of the whole church, not that
of some zealous workers on behalfof the church. (23)
According to the Lausanne movement, the holistic mission and ministry is "the whole
people ofGod, bringing the whole gospel to the whole world" (Stott 125). Expressed
differently, Harold H. Rowdon's work asserts that a holistic mission brings ministry to the
whole ofhuman need rather than singling out one particular aspect for special attention
because of its perceived priority. Instead, Rowdon claims the importance of the overall
whole�^the whole ofGod's mission to the whole world, the whole of the Church's God-
given task, and the whole of human need (32). As a result, the main concem rests upon
the concept ofwholeness.
While the word "holism" caimot be found in the Bible, the term conceptually
manifests itself throughout the whole Bible in concepts such as monotheism, redeeming
creation, salvation, shalom, the healuig ministry of Jesus, and the Trinity. Each of these
concepts originates from one God, God over everything, and God of all. God formed the
creation out of a formless and empty void (Provan 23), established a perfect whole
shalomic order, and pronoimced his whole creation "good." In Genesis 1-3, God affirms
the value and purpose of humans, initiates the divine-human relationship, and entmsts
men and women with responsibilities and community. While this perfect whole reality
was subsequently marred by the Fall ofhumanity, God's original shalomic order is the
purpose for which persons are redeemed. These assertions suggest that tme biblical
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hohsm is fimily rooted in the reality of one God and his redemptive work in the whole
world and for the whole world.
Hebraic concepts of "whole" and holism are evident in the Hebrew word shalom,
and the Hebrew words for redemption and man. Nevertheless, the meaning of each word
cannot be understood by itself but must be understood contextually. Language is defined
by usage. This statement is tme for Hebrew, Chinese, and other languages, so a holistic
approach to language and knowledge must be employed. Each word has its own meaning
but can be understood only in context. As such, all words connect to a richer sense of
meaning, usually reflected in issues of connectedness, usage, and application ("3.
Understanding and Holism" 15). By studying how some words have been used or
translated broadly in the biblical context. Christians are in a better position to understand
the meaning ofwholeness through such words. All these words share common meanings
and connotations ofwholeness.
Shalom. Shalom is a very common and important word in the Bible. The word
shalom appears 135 times throughout the Old Testament ("Shalom"), and generally
means "completeness, soimdness, welfare, prosperity, health, safety and peace" (Harris,
Archer, and Waltke). R. Laird Harris, Gleason L. Archer, and Bmce K. Waltke also show
shalom as completeness in number, soundness in body, quiet, tranquility, contentment,
peace in human relationships, peace with God, peace from war, and making peace. When
taken together, all of these meanings seem to suggest a certain sense ofwholeness
("Shalom"). As m Numbers 6:24-26, "May the Lord show you his favor and give you his
peace," the peace ofpriestly benediction is granted to the whole person from God. Harris,
Archer, and Waltke summarize, "[T]he general meaning behind the root sh-l-m is of
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completion and fulfillment�of entering into a state ofwholeness and unity, a restored
relationship." God created the world in Genesis 1 m a shalomic order, and he completed
his creation with the Sabbath rest on the seventh day (Folk 104). Creation is the most
complete, comprehensive way of illustrating shalom in the Bible. After God has
completed his creation, creation could be described as all and everything in its own place
with perfect relationship with each other. Folk widened the idea, suggesting, "God's
shalom embraces not only the entire human family but also the whole realm of life, the
biosphere with all its species, which God created and declared good and blessed" (104).
God created the universe from chaos within six days, and he completed it fully�
"wholly." A strong sense of the whole emerges from the biblical creation accoimt.
Redemption. Redemption is one of the major themes in the Bible. Redemption is
the process of "the purchase back of something that had been lost, by the payment of a
ransom" ("Redemption"). Jesus paid the ransom with his life. Jesus said, "For even I, the
son ofMan, came here not to be served but to serve others, and to give my life as a
ransom for many" (Matt. 20:28). In John 19:30, Jesus said, "It is finished!" In this verse
Jesus seemed to use the term in a complete and whole fashion in that not only his life was
fmished but also the messianic prophecy was accomplished and his major redemptive act
was completed. Christ completed the redemptive act on the cross through his total
surrender Jesus also called humans to come to him for an abundant life (John 10:10) in
this redemptive relationship. The aim of redemption is to restore humans to a larger and
fuller life�^through all manner of blessings and all possible avenues to find the whole
fulfillment m Christ ("Redemption"). Christians experience redemption on a personal
level, but redemption also extends to all htiman relationships. The redemption of the
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inner spirit of an individual leads to freedom in other realms of life, so the redemption of
the individual leads to a different relationship with others. Therefore, Christians are able
to experience new ways of relating in the body of Christ (1 Cor. 12:12-27).
Iain Provan says all Christians are redeemed in order to restore the divine image
in human beings and the intrinsically connected right relationships all persons were
created to have with God, with their neighbor, and with the creation. Provan also suggests
that redemption as a whole rests upon God's creation purposes for humans and is closely
connected with God's purpose for humans in the new creation, in which humans meet
Christ (29). Christians are in God's holistic, redemptive plan. God views his concept of
creation as a whole rather than as divided units. All of creation as a whole is from one
God and by one God.
HoUsm in CZSA
The HITC model is built on CZSA's concept ofholism. The CZSA concept and
program have been developed on the fronthne of the transformational ministry with drug-
affected individuals in Hong Kong. The CZSA concept has been practiced for twenty-one
years; a clearly articulated theoretical framework to communicate better the CZSA
approach and to enhance other programs are so important.
Background
CZSA is a ministry to male and female juvenile dmg addicts ages twelve or
above. CZSA's purpose is detoxification and rehabilitation incorporating education,
vocational training (business operation), and soul healing. CZSA is helping its students
reintegrate into or reconnect to society. In 1998, the Christian Zheng Sheng College
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registered with the Hong Kong government and became Asia's only school for ex-drug
addicts.
Now CZSA is operating six rehabilitation centers, including a high school, an
orphanage (Chinese mainland), and a program for homeless children (Chinese mainland).
The businesses providing work experience include a teahouse, a fast food restaurant, a
gift shop, a video production house, a piano shop, and a computer shop.
Work occupies 60 percent of residents' time in CZSA's centers. CZSA wants to
help residents build up a good work ethic because they will spend most of their time
working after rehabilitation. As such, work is paramount. With work, residents find
relationships, a sense of belonging, achievement, recognition, self-esteem, and meaning
of life. All these attributes come fi-om God, a working God who commands humans to
work as the prunary meanmg or purpose of life (Gen. 2:15). God is a creative God (Gen.
1:1) and work presents creative opportunities. Humans can participate m God's
cocreation for his glory. Work is also expressed explicitly and implicitly in the Bible.
"For even when we were with you, this we commanded you, that if any would not work,
neither should he eat" (2 Thess. 3:10). In Ecclesiastes 10:18, a person has responsibility
for work. In Genesis, the first purpose ofhimians is to manage. The word "servant" is
used throughout the Bible. Work is very important in a person's life.
God is also looking for people with faithfiil hearts who can bear responsibility and
care for the others. Humans have responsibility to God, to themselves, and to the people
around them, so community life provides a medium to reveal what responsibility is, how
to be responsible, and what being responsible to others means.
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CZSA helps drug addicts rebuild themselves and their values in a holistic and
interactive therapeutic Christian community. In this community, the staff and clients
practice honesty, modesty, self-control, and unselfishness, which are deeply rooted in
Christian faith and human heritage. They reinforce these practices through counseling,
character development programs, and Bible study for groups and individuals. These
training hems are interrelated and integrated in life situations.
Mission
The whole emphasis of CZSA rests upon helping residents move from addiction
to sobriety. The concept is one ofwhole person development in a three-dimensional space
instead of a linear training program�step by step because a person in nature is living in
multidimensional space. The program takes recovered addicts beyond twelve-step self-
help groups. As such, program residents can work to identify themselves as normal
persons (1 Pet. 2:2; 1 Cor 3:1-2�grow up into maturity). Paul's stmggle with sin was a
never-ending problem (Rom. 7:21), but through Christ Jesus, the law of the Spirit of life
set him free (Rom. 8:2). Such freedom is CZSA's hope for all its residents.
Values
Serving the needy (Luke 4:18-19) is a central core value ofCZSA, even though
CZSA does not have a wealth of resources. It puts 15 percent of its mcome into the China
ministry. CZSA's focus on service to the needy is grounded in its overall affirmation of
the value and worth of each person.
God created all creatures, but he only created human in his image. People were
made by the intentional actions ofGod, so they have an honorable and distinct purpose,
namely to meet with God and respond to God. Wan says, "Man is a being, who is made to
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encounter God. Man is a responding creature." All need to rebuild a loving relationship
with God. God's priority is also building a loving relationship with us. Each person has
great potential and deserves opportunities to excel. The study of Scripture generates the
concept that people have value and potential. Each person must be treated with love, care,
and realistic expectations.
Nevertheless, people often operate under false assumptions. These false
assumptions are pervasive stmctures of self-referenced being, and these stmctures affect
all areas of life. Paul describes them as life according to the flesh. In Genesis 4:16-17,
Cain, after his long discussion with God, went wandering away from the presence of the
Lord. His life became a self-centered one. At the tower ofBabel, false assumptions of
personhood occurred again (Gen. 1 1 :2-4). Paul lists the result of such choices in
Galatians 5:19-21: fornication, impurity, licentiousness, idolatry, sorcery, enmities, strife,
jealousy, anger, quarrels, dissensions, factions, envy, drunkenness, and carousing. The
first step to recovery is to admit that humans are helpless in their own problems, ofwhich
addiction is only one.
Theological Foundations for CZSA
All that Christians know or believe must be put into action; as such, knowledge
and belief will be developed in relationships and community life (Eph. 4:2-3; Heb. 10:25).
Christians relate to God ui a corporate sense (Ps. 95). These verses and others assert that
the most appropriate place to put Christian faith mto action is a community where people
must work out their conflicts. Life in a community will present confrontations, but
sacrifices are needed in order to build relationships. To build relationships. Christians
must remember that a sacrificial relationship also rests upon a proper understanding of
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the Trinity (Joiin 4:34; 5:19; 6:38). In community life comes daily opportunities for
sacrifice and consideration of others.
Relationships. Relationships are essential in the Trinity, and God created humans
in relationships (Seamands, "Theology ofMinistries"). As such, relationships are
essential in humans' lives. People cannot find meaning and purpose without relating to
others. Humans are relational beings. They are meant to share many parts of their lives
with others�^physically, emotionally, and spiritually. Without others, life is never
complete.
For centuries theologians have made innumerable attempts to understand the
mystery of the Trinity. While the creeds of the Christian faith outline Trinitarian theology
in relatively simple terms, the Trinity remains largely a mystery. In like manner, the
transformational ministry ofHITC also presents a certain sense ofmystery. While many
researchers have studied and hypothesized regarding the nature of transformation, keys to
the transformation process often are specific to the individual and as such are sometimes
elusive and difiRcult to define. Each person's path to transformation and healing is unique.
CZSA sees its job (and the job of each Christian) as one ofproviding support and
facilitation to its students in the transformation process. While CZSA supports and
facilitates students' transformation, CZSA ultimately depends on God's work in the inner
life of the mdividual as the impetus for change. As such, change ultimately occurs not
due to human efforts but instead to God's will and wisdom. Rather than prescribing
certain fixed stages or steps through which students must progress on their paths toward
transformation, CZSA offers students a stable environment in which to live, work, leam,
and heal. In this environment students live in a real-life, multidimensional web of
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relationships where they can experience transformation at their own unique pace
according to God's will. As such, God is the initiator and catalyst for transformation, and
CZSA provides support, direction, and facilitation to students in this process.
CZSA provides many different kinds of experience in all walks of life, thereby
giving residents multiple opportunities to leam. Life is not a linear process but a complex
system. Things happen in all dimensions at the same time. Due to the unpredictable
complexity of human problems, putting residents in real-life situations is an effective way
to help them handle the complexities in life. In real life's complex system, empowerment
to change comes from relationships that play an important role in transformation. CZSA
attempts to deal with life's nonlinear problems in a nonlinear approach�^holistic
interactive relationships. HITC places coimselors alongside students in order to give
students carefiil supervision so they can experience pressures, stress, and opportunities
together with counselors. This "togethemess" aspect ofHITC's treatment approach serves
to empower both counselors and students. The role of the counselor is seen as "a friend, a
mentor, a facihtator, or an experienced ttaveling companion" (Forbes) in a real context.
In order for a counselor to depend fuUy on the work of the Holy Spirit and leave
outcomes to God, the counselor must also be able to experience God's love daily.
Love. God is love. Love flows out from the Trinity (Seamands, "Theology of
Ministries"); this overflow of love is the reason for the existence of CZSA's ministry.
Without love, CZSA can offer the addicts no help and has no context in which the helper
can live out his or her calling. Love is also what the addicts need. As a result, love, rather
than purely cognitive reasoning, is essential in the addicts' state of heightened
emotionality.
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Incarnation. Jesus' model ofministry includes the Incarnation, cmcifixion, and
resurrection. In order to embody the Incarnation and identify with others, CZSA affirms
and accepts addicts as persons. Naturally, rejection and marginalization do not help the
process of transformation. CZSA staff practice the incamation ministry by living fiiU-
time with the students. Immersing themselves in the students' daily lives, staff members
are in a better position to walk beside them and present wiser choices in person.
Cmcifixion is an act of love. The staffmust carefully build a loving relationship with the
students in times of fun and discipline. The students know the staff are fak because they
feel loved and respected. Sometimes, loving someone means sacrificing, which anyone
would naturally avoid but the staff members obey because of their love for Jesus.
Resurrection. Resurrection is the central power of hope in transformational
ministry. As such, according to the Holy Spirit's agenda, transformation can occur. Deep
down changes ofworldview rather than superficial corrections in behaviors are the goal.
This deep dovm change is similar to the experience ofChristian conversion. Therefore,
the only means of transformation is a total release of control to the Holy Spirit. In
Christian life, a believer is either a slave of God or of Satan (Rom. 6:19). In reality.
Christians must choose between dependence on others or oneself or the Holy Spirit. With
wrong choices, dependence changes to addiction and moves toward loss of control. This
wrong choice will lead to various types of addiction including dmg addiction.
CZSA is a ministry rebuilding people's lives from the most primary levels. The
ministry involves all areas of a person's life; therefore, all areas of theology are involved
and cannot be avoided. This character ofCZSA explains why its foundations in theology
listed above seem diverse and without focus. Real theology touches all spheres of life.
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and the real picture is that the theologies ofCZSA are joined by the most fundamental
concept�^holism. The ministry actually is diversity in harmony. All point to the belief of
one God and his creation of humankind. This belief echoes through the areas of the
ministry and into the biblical holism concept.
Understanding a person. As John W. Cooper mentions, "[PJersons are single
wholes that cannot be divided up into parts that would survive intact" (22). Not only are
persons mdivisible, but individuals' thoughts and feelings are ultimately intemal. As a
result, establishing a basic understanding of an individual person seems to present a
unique intractable problem. Rom Harre addresses this concem: "[H]uman life is lived in
the light not only ofwhat people are disposed to do as a matter of fact, but also in the
light ofwhat it supposed in any given social milieu that they should do" (299). In order to
understand a person's worldview, CZSA employs the social milieu to help humans
understand themselves and help others better understand them.
One environment that can lead to increase self awareness is that of adventure-
based counseling. As a result, some professionals try to understand their clients through
this method. "Adventure-based" means doing something people would not normally do;
the adventure does not need to take place in the wild. In any new experience, a person
will confront his or her worldview to achieve changes or reinforce assumptions. Living in
a community becomes the soil in which life is nurtured and begins to grow. Based on the
dynamics of reahstic conditioning, counseling, facilitating, and coaching can be
conducted in many real life-situations, and a deeper contact with a person's worldview,
presuppositions, will be possible.
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In the HITC model, CZSA places residents in a context with multiple elements so
they can understand themselves more in depth through varied interactions in order to
achieve inner harmony (see Figure 2.4). The varied interactions that CZSA residents
experience are similar to the "BrainString" Cube puzzle:
The puzzle consists of a clear acrylic 3 1/2" cube with 12 mini bungee
cords, which pass through the center of the puzzle. Each of the stretchy
cords has a button on each end. The cords remain inside the puzzle, the
buttons outside. Move the bottoms around to different sides of the puzzle
by passing the cords through a series of channels. Any string and its
colored buttons are interchangeable with another. The problem and puzzle
here is to keep the cords from getting tangled within the cube.
("BrainString Cube")
The goal ofCZSA is keeping the residents' inner self from getting tangled up.
Source: "BrainString Cube."
Figure 2.4. BrainString cube.
Multiple dimensions in holistic, real-life, contextualized approaches are necessary
because residents' problems are often tangled together. Residents come to HITC with a
variety of interwoven problems such as dmg addiction, criminal histories, and broken
family relationships (see Figure 2.4�^right). In order to allow students to untangle the
Iimer harmony Tangled up
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interwoven, muhi dimensional problems in their lives, HITC employs time, patience, and
multiple approaches through such activities as schooling, work, sports, music, vocation,
career, and the living environment, characterized by love and care with realistic
expectations. Much like the BrainString Cube puzzle, residents often come to HITC with
tangled problems inside. The HITC approach is multi dimensional, in that residents are
ftilly immersed m the program and thereft)re treatment emerges fi-om all aspects of life m
the community, much like the buttons on the BrainSfi-ing Cube puzzle serve to untangle
the inner knot fi-om every side. The love and care shovm to residents is from God.
Realistic expectations emerge fi-om God's intentional creation of the universe and God's
intentional creation of humans in his likeness.
Fusing Backgrounds
The experiences of the residents in CZSA resemble cross-cultural experiences.
For example, residents deep in the dmg culture are introduced to a Christ-centered culture.
The goal of this new culture is to introduce Christian values�fi-uit of the Spirit�in all
aspects of the community experience. In the community context, reconciliation is at the
center. Through reconciliation, residents leam self-control, responsibility, consideration
of others, mutual understanding, wisdom, and many other interpersonal and intrapersonal
skills. Through the CZSA program, the road to maturity is revealed, and a person will
leam the wisdom of life, namely, that God is love (Lam). This wisdom and the
relationship with God is more than a cognitive understanding but a daily practice in the
rehabilitation process.
In Chinese and Hebrew cultures, courtesy and relationship (Jordan) are at the
center ofbeing, because both cultures are essentially family and community oriented
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(Benner). Both cuhures see the community and relationships as a whole rather than on an
individual basis. The concept of harmony in Chinese culture and the concept of shalom in
Hebrew culture rest firmly upon wholeness�within each person and with others in the
community.
In HITC, relationships to people and to environment have many therapeutic
functions for dmg addicts. The experience ofCZSA residents as well as Lam's twenty
>'ears of experience working with dmg addicts show that addiction ultimately brings the
addicted person to a place of pure out-of-cont-ol self-centeredness. While many addicts
have peer influence as a major reason for dmg use, all addicts will eventually exhaust all
their relationships and be completely alone. Healthy relationships and reconciliation
empower addicts to move from self-oriented lives to other-oriented lives. The ultimate
goal ofCZSA is a personal reconciliation with God because the divine/human
relationship is the ultimate answer for life.
Time Factor
CZSA does not create a holistic community. Community living is holistic by itself.
All communities are by nature holistic, but often persons lack awareness of this basic
property of the communities in which they live. In this study, the term "holistic
community" is only used to encompass the holistic nature ofcommunity. A holistic
community provides a platform for building all kinds ofmultiple dimensional
relationships, and time is the best instmment to show iimer transformation. When time
goes by, continuous interactions in life consolidate the fransformation. As a Chinese
idiom goes, "Distance proves the sfrength of a horse; time shows the virtue of a person
[i^iS^M;^, 0 ^KU.K'b'T (WikiTNT). Tune is a major factor in the revelation of tmth.
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This idiom suggests using time to bring clarity to an otherwise unknowable variable�a
person's inner subjective world. This type of understanding takes time. CZSA's holistic
approach allows changes to take place at their own pace in each individual's heart. As a
result, time is a factor for transformation.
Time is the tmest test of loyalty, an important characteristic in Chinese culture. As
such, for Chinese people, loyalty is often more important than ability and achievement,
characteristics that can be determined quickly. Loyalty is evidenced only through
togethemess o\'er longer periods of time. This idea of loyalty relates to the manner in
which God searches for faithful servants. Achievements, results, and abilities can occur
without relationship or in temporary relationships, but loyalty exists only in lasting
relationships, which are developed over time.
With the discussions above, CZSA's holism does not imply that it offers the right
way and the other programs offer the wrong ways. Instead, CZSA offers a different
intemal attitude and worldview. The core is to see life as a whole and let individual
embrace holistic living.
Therapeutic Community
The basic concept of a Therapeutic Community (TC) needs to be understood
before moving to the more specific HITC model. TC is a miniature society for drug
recovery (Gibbons, Anderson, and Garm 7). According to the official website of the
National Institution ofDmg Abuse (USA), TC model use conmiunity as the method. The
interaction between both the treatment staff and the residents in recovery is the key
change agent. As such, all community members interact through both stmctured and
unstmctured ways in order to influence attitudes, perceptions, and behaviors associated
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with drug abuse. Within the community the emphases for recovery focus upon behavioral
skills, attitudes, and values associated with socialized living.
The intemal hierarchy of the community is also a major character of TC model.
[Ejach resident begins at the 'bottom' of the hierarchy (sweeping floors or
cleaning bathrooms, for example), and works his or her way up through
the ranks ofmore desirable jobs and departments. Sleeping quarters can
also be arranged by seniority status, with more long-staying residents
eaming rooms with fewer roommates, or in some cases, private rooms.
(Gibbons, Anderson, and Garm 1 0)
This hierarchy creates positive reinforcement that prompts residents to comply with
community mles in order to achieve transformation of each resident. The hierarchy is a
major component of the community aspect of the TC model.
Besides the role of the commimity in the residents" recovery joumey, residents
share responsibility in nmning the community and thus influencing change in the lives of
others by learning collective responsibility. As a result, residents are the main
contributors for their own changes.
Robert Vaughn Frye describes TC by quotmg Abraham Maslow:
Remember what they are (what people universally need): first of all, safety,
being anxiety-free, free of fear; next, belongingness, you have to belong to
a group; next, affection, you have to have people who like you; and fmally,
respect, you have to have some respect from people.
Frye comments that a TC is a place where people find protection and safety,
belongmgness, affection, self-esteem, and possibly healing. These experiences empower
dmg addicts to change.
Wendy Gibbons, Debbie Anderson, and Annette Garm say no formal religious
component in freatment, education, or trainmg in the TC contexts (11). The absence of a
religious component in the TC method is one of the major differences between a TC and
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the HITC ofCZSA because in the HITC ofCZSA intentional religious components are
implemented such as Bible study, devotional time, prayer, moming assembly, faith-based
counseling, and interaction wdth all Christian staff
Self-Explained Episodes
As ofDecember 2006, sixteen nongovernment organizations ("Voluntary In
patient Treatment") operated forty residential drug treatment and rehabilitation centers in
Hong Kong (Government, Fourth Three-Year Plan Annex VII i-xhii). Seven of these
agencies received financial aid from the government and operated nineteen of the forty
total centers (11).
Among the sixteen NGOs, only one organization, the Society for the Aid and
Rehabilitation ofDmg Abusers, claims to be a TC. While no other Christian dmg
rehabilitation centers make such a claim, CZSA describes itself as on HITC (see
Appendix C). CZSA describes its HITC and the elements contained therein in five
episodes produced by the residents ofCZSA.
Episode 1 titled Holistic Interactive Therapeutic Community presents the
theological backgroimd ofHITC and covers areas such as study, work, and leisure time.
Episode 2 in the Abnormal Operations series, titled Cowboy Lam, features Lam's
personal testimony. In this episode. Lam mentions some concepts behind HITC.
Specifically, Lam emphasizes the hardship of life and the important ofwork. Further, he
believes that life requires persons to "tough it out" in any situation. In episode 3 titled
Never Give Up, the content includes work, endurance, and "tripping therapy," a casual
expression used by Lam to mean confrontation among staffmembers and residents as a
means of transformation, a very common circumstance in the daily lives of persons in
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any community. Further, this episode claims that work itself constitutes a form of
counseling. Ideas such as bearing responsibility and community life are covered in
episode 4 titled Education and Dmgs Addiction, as students share their academic
experiences. The last episode Unexpected Drug Rehabilitation Approach, reports on a
variety of the businesses run by CZSA. The workplace experiences provide many sharing,
counselmg, and learning opportunities for residents and staff to share their lives in a
community, create bonding, and provide social opportunities.
Qualitative Research
At the outset of this study, the identification of a specific research problem to
study at CZSA proved difficuh. CZSA is a complex and irmovative organization, and the
philosophy ofCZSA is difficult to understand fiilly and identify specifically. As a resuk,
the work of identifymg patterns and trends was not an easy task, and the nontraditional
approaches of rehabilitation in CZSA made identifying a research problem difficult.
Potential research problems were often too large or too complex; this study sought to
subdivide the problem in order to make it manageable (Leedy and Ormrod 51). I
employed a qualitative research/descriptive case study approach in order to discover the
core values and principles of CZSA and to understand the uniqueness ofCZSA regarding
selected areas including spiritual life, community life, working/laboring, and schooling.
This research strategy supports the understanding that the investigator has little
control over events because the study focused on a contemporary phenomenon within a
real-life context (Yin 1). Regarding this research strategy, Yin says, "The case study
method allows investigators to retain the holistic and meaningful characteristic of real-
life events-such as individual life cycles, organizational and managerial processes.
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neighborhood change, international relations, and the maturation of industries" (2). The
real-life context ofCZSA's program is of utmost importance because without this real-life
context the program would lose its synergy, momentum, and transformative power.
Therefore, 1 selected qualitative research with a descriptive case study as the research
design for this study in order to increase the intemal validity of the project.
Case study is appropriate in this context, since other research designs could
conflict with the special characteristics of the CZSA model and thereby adversely affect
validity and reliability. HITC involves a wide variety of events interacting with each
other and happening in a real-life setting. As a result specific events cannot be repeated
without at least some variation; new therapeutic elements are constantly emerging. Such
events include attending school, working in the pizza restaurant or gift shop, filming a
documentary for a local television station, or cleaning up the dormitory. As such, the
transformational life begins with these purposeful scenarios. Such moments of learning
and transformation cannot be repeated without at least some miniscule variation. For
example, while no dmg abuser would desire to repeat dmg treatment unless given no
choice, repeated treatment at HITC would differ from the original treatment because
aspects of the community (such as specific individuals, staffmembers, or work tasks)
would have changed since the initial treatment. Analyzing such differences and changes
would prove too complex and would involve too many false assumptions and hypotheses
for the purpose of this study. For this reason qualitative research and a case study are the
most appropriate research designs for this study.
Each participant in CZSA experiences continual, dynamic changes in distinctive
ways from both inside and outside. As a result individual imiqueness and dynamism
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negates the establishment of a control group for comparison. In medicine doctors often
employ case study research to identify pattems in their patients due to each patient's
imiqueness. After collecting data fi-om many individual cases, doctors can then begin to
see pattems, discover exceptions, and make tentative predictions. This approach to study
is common for professionals involved in applied research rather than pure research.
CZSA's HITC model fits such a category of applied research. The holistic characteristics
of the model limit the method of study (Wiersma 14). Isolating a particular factor for
investigation might cause omission or mismterpretation of the dynamic relations among
other factors participating with and contributing to each other. These relationships in
HITC, a new combination rather than just a mixture of therapeutic theories, illustrate
clearly the nature of holism. The concept ofholism has been applied for thousands of
years in traditional Chinese medicine, as explained by Songxin You:
The four techniques of diagnosis refer to inspection, auscultation and
olfaction, interrogation, pulse-feeling and palpation, which are for
knowing and grasping the disease course. The eight principles refer to
exterior and interior, cold and heat, deficient and excessive syndromes, yin
and yang, in each group the two elements countering each other. The
apphcation of the four techniques of diagnosis and the eight principles
cannot be separated from each other. These methods should be applied in
combination with each other. In order to grasp the nature of diseases and
make correct diagnoses it is necessary to master the special feature of each
method and distinguish tmth from false and simplicity fi-om complexity.
(8)
The four Chinese medical techniques of diagnosis and the eight principles cannot be
separated fi-om each other; as such, the doctor implements the techniques and principles
in a cohesive manner in order to help the patient best. This approach stems from the
Chinese understanding of the person as a whole, unified being whose interrelated parts
cannot be studied or treated separately.
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Rather than studying specific isolated aspects, this research employed a
descriptive approach. For example, a person's living hand cannot be understood fully in
isolation; instead, the converse is true�the human hand is most fiilly understood when
studied in connection to the body as a whole.
Qualitative inquiry requires an adequate understanding of the data from various
perspectives. As such, this type of inquiry resembles becoming acquainted with a person,
in that spending time in a variety of settings is necessary for adequate relating. In such a
setting, characters and personalities reveal themselves slowly. This approach draws from
Bales' concept of triangulation. He says triangulation of the data is needed to improve
validity of the findings, and triangulation allows a deeper understanding of different
viewpoints and assumptions by applying findings from other sources of data (6). Leedy
and Ormrod explain fiirther that triangulation involves examining multiple sources of
data collected with the hope that sources will converge to answer the research question
(99).
For this study, triangulation was based on the hterature review and the history of
CZSA generated from newsletters, newspaper clippings, computer data files, video
programs from television stations, interviews of staff and residents, and a television series
produced by CZSA. The review of this data emphasized and isolated different areas of
CZSA for further study. The semi-stmctured interview examined the isolated areas.
Analyzing the collected data was a complex and time-consuming process, so I
employed a technique called analysis spiral. Leedy and Ormrod describe the process of
data analysis spiral as follows:
1 . Organizing the data, perhaps by using index cards, manila folders, or a
computer database. One may also break down large bodies of text into
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smaller units, perhaps in the form of stories, sentences, or individual
words;
2. Pemsing the entire data set several times to get a sense ofwhat it
contains as a whole. In the process, one should jot down a few memos
(e.g., writing in the margins or using Post-It notes) that suggest possible
categories or interpretations;
3. Identifying general categories or themes and perhaps subcategories or
subthemes as well and then classifying each piece of data accordingly. At
this pomt, one should be getting a general sense ofpattems�a sense of
what the data mean; and,
4. Integrating and summarizing the data for readers. This step might
include offering propositions or hypotheses that describe relationships
among the categories. It might also mvolve packaging the data into an
organizational scheme such as a table, figure, matrix, or hierarchical
diagram. (151)
Wading through a great deal of information is necessary in order to eliminate useless
information and identify emerging and recurrent themes. Yin states, "[S] ingle-case
designs therefore require carefiil investigation of the potential case to minimize the
chances ofmisrepresentation and to maximize the access needed to collect the case study
evidence" (42). In this process, time was a major factor for the success of the study.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Problem
The problem faced in this study is that the attributes of the holistic transformation
program implemented by CZSA have not been fully described and the perceptions of
program residents towards the core values embodied in these attributes have not been
documented.
I attempted to discover and describe (1) the attributes and dimensions of the
holistic transformation program within CZSA and (2) the perceptions program residents
have towards the core values embodied in the attributes of the program.
The literature review and chronology led to a developing hypothesis: the four
emphasized areas of spiritual life, community life, working/laboring, and
schooling/education in the CZSA's holistic model are believed to have brought about the
successful outcomes of the program. Based on this hypothesis, I designed questions for
the semi-stmctured interviews.
My understanding of a therapeutic ministry in a Christian context was deepened
through studying the CZSA program. In this research, I began to determine the extent of
residents' understanding regarding the meaning of spiritual life (experience in Christian
activities), community life (residential experience and other activities), working/laboring
(demonstrating proficiency), and schooling and to evaluate how the four emphases
mentioned previously contributed to the transformation of each dmg addict and how they
are related to the worldview shift of the residents.
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Population
CZSA operates six centers in Hong Kong: two centers at Cheung Chau, one center
at Tai O (under construction as of December 2007), one center at Mui Wo, and two
centers at Ha Keng. Residents can be divided into three categories�male adults (older
than 22), male youth (22 or under), and females. This study focused on the male youth
residents and female residents who live in Cheung Chau and Ha Keng (MFCH). This
sample represented the majority of the whole population ofCZSA (81 out of 89 as of 31
December 2006, 13 ofwhom were female). The male and female residents in Cheung
Chau attended school e\ ery day in Ha Keng because both centers shared many facilities
and activities. According to statistics from CZSC, 81 percent ofMFCH residents were
admitted under court-ordered probation. Further, 95 percent ofMFCH residents were
dmg abusers, while the other 5 percent of residents were youth with emotional or
behavior problems. No residents had completed high school prior to admission.
I divided the sample into four testing groups according to residents' length of stay
as measured by six-month increments (see Table 1 .6, p. 19). As a result, the number of
participants in each group varied. I chose the six-month increments to measure length of
stay because one year seemed too long, and three months too short to show results.
Grouping participants in this manner created a time interval for study. In this project the
variable�^time�^was studied along with another variable�^the CZSA program.
Instrumentation
This study was a qualitative case study with triangulation. I began my research by
collecting data from CZSA's history.
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Collecting Data from CZSA's History
After completing the literature review of various aspects of holism, I traced the
history ofCZSA fi-om interviews and collected documents. 1 also prepared semi-
stmctured interview questions to interview the residents in CZSA, focusing on their
perceptions towards the core emphases embodied in the attributes of the program. These
questions helped tiiem respond within focus as they were limited by their literacy level.
Lam Inter\ iew
On 15 October 2004, 1 interviewed Lam, the founder ofCZSA, at his home in
Cheung Chau. The entire mterview was recorded on a video which was edited and
became an episode titled Cowbov Lam m the TV series Abnormal Operations, produced
by CZSA. This series featured the stories of eight staffmembers and was broadcast by a
local cable television station in January 2005. This episode tells the pivotal events in
CZSA's formation as well as many ofCZSA's basic beliefs and principles. Data fi-om my
interview with Lam laid the foundation for this study. On 15 March 2007, 1 conducted
another interview in order to clarify some concepts ofHITC.
Internal Documents
I also searched through past issues ofCZSA newsletters; however, some
newsletters were missing because newsletters were not published according to a regular
schedule in the early days of the ministry. The newsletters, stored in CZSA's office,
featured letters fi-om the editor and financial reports that described CZSA's background,
development, and core values. The newsletters also told about the ministry's sources of
support and the providence ofGod. These newsletters were the first written documents of
CZSA.
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Public Media
1 also accessed newspaper clippings and video programs from local television
stations recording CZSA events and interviews of students and staff members (see
Appendix C). The majority of these reports emerged between 1994 and 2006 and carried
an outsider's perspectives. Many were short interviews and did not provide much
information. Newspaper clippings and television interviews, however, covered the
chronology ofmajor events in CZSA's development.
Computer Database
At admission to the CZSA program, CZSA requires parents or guardians of
potential residents to sign a consent letter and release their guardianship rights to the
executive director of the program. For this reason, I sought permission for participation in
this study and access to confidential files. In order to assure confidentiality, I encoded
participating residents' names to conceal their identities.
Each resident has a confidential personal file in CZSA's office. The information in
this file is first collected upon residents' admission and entered by Siim Ka Man, a staff
operator, into CZSA's computer server within the resident's first month. This information
is stored in a Microsoft Excel file titled, "CZSA (version l).xls" (Christian Zheng Sheng
Association) After studying the computer data files, I cross-referenced the personal files
in order to improve consistency. These files offered a wealth of statistical data from
which I calculated the admission rate, success rate, relapse rate, reason for admission,
gender, and classification according to different treatment centers. The results gained
there served to highlight various trends in CZSA.
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Video Production
CZSA began a video production training program in 2002. One of the major
productions is the Zheng Sheng News Channel, a monthly fifteen-minute program that
began in August 2002. The video is played during monthly parents' visits and on the Web
site (www.hkschooltv.com). As ofApril 2006, CZSA students had produced forty-five
episodes that provide accurate chronological data for 2002-2006. Another video product
is Education and Dmg Addiction, which highlights the principles ofCZSC and features
interviews of students who discuss changes in their lives while in the program. One more
recent production Holistic Interactive Therapeutic Communitv describes Lam's concept
ofCZSA and provides very valuable information. I translated the transcript of the two
programs from Chinese to English in order to have a wider audience and to provide data
for this study.
All the above information combined presents the unique story ofCZSA. The data,
especially Lam's interview, reveals four major emphases ofHITC: spiritual life,
community life, working/laboring, and schooling/education.
Development of the Research Instrument�CZSA Semi-Structured Interview
Daniel T. L. Shek, Tak Yan Lee, Andrew Siu, and Ching Man Lam's research
instrument served as a guide as I designed and developed the semi-stmctured interview as
my research instmment for this study (293; see Appendix A). Further, they claim the
trainmg program reflected in their qualitative study is a holistic approach to develop
youngsters in a Chinese context. Both their study and this study deah with the
development of the whole person, holistic transformation, and participants' perceptions.
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Their tested research instrument served as helpful reference material as 1 constmcted the
research instrument for this study (293).
Developing Questions
The set of questions for the semi-structured interview is found in its entirety in
Appendix A. From the two basic research questions, I developed one section of personal
questions and two sections regarding the process and product of HITC basing the grand
tour questions of the interview on the four stated research emphases ofHITC. The
personal questions section served to establish the basic background of each interviewee.
The four research emphases were spiritual life, community life, working/laboring, and
schooling 'education. As the students were quite limited in communication skills, I
prepared more guided questions in each section in order to help participants stay focused.
The spiritual life questions dealt with such topics as experience in Christian
activities, experience with nature, or experience beyond the physical realm. Community
life referred to the interrelatedness with conmiunity and activities such as sports, music,
and others. For this study, I defined working/laboring in a broad sense, ranging from self-
care activities to professional projects such as filming. Jan C. Karlsson asserts that work
is based on extemal necessity (1). The qualifier "external necessity" suggests a very
broad defmition for a proper understanding ofwork. This understanding guided
development of interview questions and analysis of the responses regarding work. The
Chinese term for schooling also can mean education, study, class, or school. As such, the
Chinese term schooling (fj#) is a broad term. I used this term because it was commonly
understood in the cultural context of the study. Only questions related to the residents'
daily routine were included in this portion of the interview.
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The interviewer notes were developed with these four broad themes in mind in
order to keep the interview focused and to make the answers more reliable. I used the
notes as guidelines and employed a straightforward approach when asking questions in
order to identify accurately the residents' thoughts and feelings regarding the research
questions. The limitations of the students' language abilities necessitated narrowing the
study's focus.
I conducted all the interviews in Cantonese (a Chinese dialect) except for two
interviews that 1 conducted in English (for two Nepalese residents in the population). In
the inter\'iews I was aware of the importance ofmaintaining an open attitude in order to
accommodate both positive and negative experiences expressed by the interviewees.
Interview Notes
Interviewer notes were important, because the notes served as my guide as I
collected data from a single-case study viewpoint (Yin 67). My interviewer notes
consisted of simple outlines of the interview process to help mamtain the focus for this
study. Those outlines allowed me to ask questions in a consistent manner, thereby
increasing the reliability of the study.
I conducted all interviews. I stmctured my notes in order to remind me of the
specific interview process. Focusing on the four major emphases during the interviews, I
used a flexible method of interviewing that allowed me during the course of conversation
to draw out additional important information not necessarily derived specifically from the
designated questions in order to follow up on the emphases of the research framework. At
the same time, I was cautious to avoid losing focus. This balance illustrates both the
beauty and the danger of the case study method.
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Pilot Semi-Structured Interview
Yin affirms the importance of a pilot study (79). As referenced in Table 1 .6 (see p.
1 9), I ranked eighty-one residents according to their length of stay and divided the
residents into four groups according to their length of stay. According to the length of stay,
I had thirty residents in Group A, seventeen residents in Group B, fifteen residents in
Group C, and nineteen residents in Group D. For each group, 1 randomly assigned an
order for each resident in each group. Before determining the order of interviews, I
decided to use the first five residents as the interviewees and use the sixth and seventh
residents for the pilot study.
On 15 January 2007, 1 began conducting the pilot interview and discovered a few
areas of concem. Fhst, the residents had difficulty understanding some of the questions.
Therefore, when I mterviewed the participants I first read through all the questions once
so each participant would be adequately psychologically prepared. Second, reading
directly fi-om interview notes sometimes became an obstacle and often appeared quite
unnatural. Therefore, I employed a more conversational style of speech during the
interview; however, this adjustment resulted in students not answering some questions in
a precise manner. Third, 1 found the blueprint of the interview design (the Shek, Lee, Siu
and Lam process and product sections) lacking in some CZSA's emphases. Nevertheless,
because I did not want to modify the original flow of the interview blueprint, I added
three more questions at the end of the interview in section C, namely questions
concerning residents' former and present attitudes regarding work and study and whether
residents had dreams for the future.
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The pilot study also provided an estimation of time�about forty-five minutes�
for each interview session. 1 scheduled the interviews from 26 January 2007 to 6
Febmary 2007, and 1 finished all interviews during this time frame, averaging two
interviews per day.
I recorded each interview into audio files on computer by a microphone at each
site. The recordings were then transcribed and translated into English, and the responses
were processed to form the final results of the pilot mn. I analyzed the data m order to
identify themes or pattems. This analysis helped establish the validity ofmy interview
questions.
Semi-Structured Interview�Data Collection
Startmg on 26 January 2007, 1 began mterviewing the residents, and I fmished all
mterviews on 6 Febmary 2007. 1 assigned participants into four groups (see Table 1 .6, p.
19) for organizational purposes and ordered the interviews fi-om Groups A to D, with
GroupA having the longest length of stay in the program. Moving fi-om Groups A to D, I
interviewed each participant in a staffmember's office. I chose this setting because it was
a rather quiet place in HKYC; however, we were interrupted during my interview with
participant B3 by a physical assault case when the victim entered the interview room in
order to escape the fight. I completed all the interviews in eleven days at about two
interviews per day.
At the beginning of each interview, I read an introduction to the resident. In this
introduction, I introduced myself, described the purpose and reason of the study, and
explained the manner in which the data would be used. I read all questions to each
participant prior to the interview to prepare the interviewee better Next, I asked the first
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questions of the interview regarding the participants' background. These background
questions served to build rapport between the participant and myself.
I used a microphone for audio recording in order to provide accurate research data.
The setting of the interview room is illustrated in Figure 3.1 .
Figure 3.1. Interview room setting.
I asked questions in an engaging manner in order to enhance the understanding
and participation of the interviewees. Due to language limitations, I interviewed the
residents in Cantonese (English for two Nepalese residents in the population). The
interview notes helped me summarize my thoughts before I probed for fiirther
information. When a participant gave only a single-word answer, I invited him or her to
elaborate further. When the participant elaborated in great detail, I summarized his or her
ideas and asked for confirmation regarding the accuracy ofmy sunmiary. During this
procedure I was aware that the power of suggestion could contaminate responses and thus
r
Window
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decrease vaHdity of the findings. This concem presents one of the Hmitations of this study.
At the end of the interview, I gave the participants the opportunity to ask questions or
make comments in order to clarify statements or gather more responses.
Data Analysis
The audio recording was transcribed and translated into English in order to
preserve data in written form. 1 procured the service of a professional translation
company to perform this procedure and to save the recording and written data for later
study.
I assigned each participant a column in an Excel table to hold their interview data
and answers, and 1 highlighted the main points in the participants' response. I looked to
these main highlighted points for each question and tried to identify key words or phrases
in order to form groups of common themes. I then grouped simple responses under the
headings ofpositive, negative, neutral, and undecided. For the more complicated
responses, I summarized answers into shortened words or phrases in order to achieve a
manageable length.
Assigning sunple responses into either a positive or negative category proved
efficient, but grouping and summarizing the longer responses without sacrificing the
participants" origmal ideas took much time. This process was time consuming and labor
intensive in that arriving at a final understanding of the data and outlining sensible
fmdings took almost a month. Because I based the interview questions on Shek, Lee, Siu
and Lam's research, I referenced their grouping method using classification of key words
or phases. Such classification revealed common psychological perspectives and terms. I
typed answers from each interview into Excel and created a database file named "DATA
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ANALYSIS OF ZS.xls." Each answer was put into a spreadsheet cell, but more than one
cell was used in order to separate different ideas even in one response. Therefore, one
answer could have been contained in more than one cell. 1 used the "countif ' and "find"
fimctions to locate and identify various themes during my data analysis. I also combmed
different key words from the suggested themes and reviewed the database again to obtain
new important results.
After much trial and error. 1 identified a general sense of pattems and meanings as
suggested by the data. I figured the mean length of stay in years up to a cutoff date (31
December 2006), the mean age of the participants, and the percent ofparticipants under
probation orders from the background questions of the interviews for all twenty
participants. I then compared these findings to the corresponding values of the overall
student population and found the participant group to be an accurate representation of the
student population at large.
I attempted to establish the correlation between length of time in the program and
the residents" responses, so I grouped the questions and themes into different categories.
Some participants offered brief or one-word responses to questions, and these responses
could have lowered the importance of the results; therefore, I classified these brief
answers in positive, neutral, or negative categories in order to identify participants'
general impressions of CZSA. To facilitate the research process further, I grouped the
descriptors and the metaphors ofCZSA from questions QB3I and Q,B3II according to
their meaning to show an overall impression ofparticipants' opinions ofCZSA. I also
drew out responses concerning what activities the participants liked or disliked. I counted
and ranked participants' responses, highlighting those with particular significance.
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Another question concerned changes participants had observed within themselves. 1 used
Shek, Lee, Siu and Lam's terminology regarding psychological perspective to determine
whether the students could identify changes within themselves and defme their changes
in such terms. My questioning also sought to explore participants' reasons for the changes
in their lives. Their responses were summarized, listed, and ranked again in order to
demonstrate significance. In the conclusion of this study, I compared participants' self-
identified reasons for change with the four emphases ofCZSA in order to discover any
potential of significant relationships.
Some examples stood out among all participants' responses. Those responses
carried meaning of an exemplary with rich and complex meaning. As such, these
exemplary responses deserved special attention, and I put them in Appendix G. These
individual instances introduced some themes for further study.
I employed interrater reliability in this stage in order to enhance the reliability of
my research (Shek et al. 183). I used Excel formula '=INT(RAND()*5)+1' to select
randomly one participant from each of the four groups of the sample population. A
number from one to five was generated, and then one participant from each group was
selected. I presented the interpreted themes from responses of the four participants and
the interpreted nature of the participants' descriptors to a senior social worker with
experience in qualitative research. She coded the constmcts again, and I compared her
new coding with mine. I calculated the intercoder reliability of the four participants. Thus,
the formula of intercoder reliability was defined as the number of agreements over the
total number of agreements plus disagreements, and the mterrater reliability is the mean
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value of the four intercoders' reliability. 1 found the interrater reliability ofmy coding
instrument.
To ensure the validity or quality of this qualitative study, member checking (i.e..
asking the participants about the accuracy of their coded responses) was employed (Shek
et al. 183). This step helped me arrive at a tme understanding of the participants'
responses. 1 presented my findings to the four randomly selected participants and asked
them to respond to my interpretation and indicate whether 1 interpreted their meanings
correctly or incorrectly. 1 then calculated the percent of agreement for each participant.
All fmdings and results are presented in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
This chapter is di\'ided into three sections: (1) fmdings from CZSA's documentary,
(2) findings from the interviews ofparticipants, and (3) exemplary responses. Section one
reports the four emphases generated from the videos produced by CZSA; section two
simmiarizes the results identified in the interviews; and, section three identifies some
specific exemplary responses identified in the research process.
Purpose
The purpose of this study was to discover and describe (1) the attributes and
dimensions of the holistic transformation program within CZSA and (2) the perceptions
of the residents towards the core values embodied in the program attributes.
The study deepened the understanding of the therapeutic ministry m the Christian
context by studying the manner in which spiritual life (Christian principles and directions
for life), community life, and working/schoolmg (the four emphases highlighted by Lam),
contribute to the transformation and worldview shift of its residents.
Findings from CZSA's Documentary and Lam's Interview
The findmgs of this section are trying to answer research question 1 : What are the
attributes and components of the program and what values do they attempt to instill?
Chronology
In May 1985, Lam began with fifty thousand Hong Kong dollars (about six
thousand U. S. dollars) and rented a farm in the countryside ofKam Tin in Northem
Hong Kong (see Appendix D; Lam).
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Source: Christian Zheng Sheng Association, "Photo on File."
Figure 4.1. Jacob Lam and CZSA's first center in Kam Tin in May 1985.
The core values ofCZSA emerged through positive and negative experiences.
First Lam cleared the abandoned farm alone. In January 1986, Lee Cheung was CZSA's
the first intake, and Lam admitted seven residents in total that year. This data was shown
in "CZSA (version l).xls" (Christian Zheng Sheng Association).
The first CZSA center featured simple living, as evidenced by Lam's work
digging a fishpond (see Figure 4.1). In the later development ofCZSA, Lam dug
fishponds in every center except the center in Mui Wo, due to the lack of space. Lam
emphasized this work because he believed that the time taken to dig the fishpond teaches
a person the importance of doing things with his or her hands. The fishpond experience
provided the first lesson in labor. Lam highlighted the importance of labor for a particular
reason, namely, needing to have a job ready for rehabilitated addicts.
Lam also began farming in the Kam Tin center, though this activity resulted in
loss. Nevertheless, farming activities provided therapeutic life lessons for dmg addicts.
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Hard labor while farming forced addicts to leam how to deal appropriately with their
frustration. In addition to farming and basic maintenance work, Lam began collecting
scrap metal for resale. Though the work was difficult and repetitive, staffmembers
worked alongside clients, counseling and sharing with the clients along the way. This
daily routine consisting of a simple lifestyle of Bible teaching and sharing formed the
core rhythm of daily life in CZSA (see Appendix H; Lam).
As of 1990, Kam Tin was still the CZSA's only center. At that time, CZSA
provided piano maintenance work, pottery, and house removal service; these services
were viewed as vocational training (Lam).
Source: Christian Zheng Sheng Association, "Photo on File."
Figure 4.2. Farming, pottery, and piano maintenance work in Kam Tin.
Nevertheless, such services constituted more than mere vocational training. The
main purpose of such work was to provide a platform or medium for clients to interact
with life in a holistic setting and with staffmembers to build transformative relationships.
As such, living in itself is holistic. All the opportunities presented in real life are
employed for interaction in the holistic approach Lam uses (Lam).
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According to "CZSA (version l).xls," the first group of young drug addicts
arrived in December 1 990, the youngest ofwhom was fifteen years old (Christian Zheng
Sheng Association). The dmg problem among youth in Hong Kong was becoming more
acute and profound at this time. Lam planned to start a pilot youth program. While adult
clients only required a six-month stay, young people needed more time to leam basic life
skills that were foreign to them, according to Lam.
Source: Christian Zheng Sheng Association, "Photo on File."
Figure 4.3. Ha Keng Youth Center (HKYC), Lantau Island.
In 1993, the Ha Keng Youth Center (HKYC), located in a remote comer of Lantau
Island, was opened for teenage boys. Abandoned and overgrown for twenty years, the site
was a former pig farm with no accessible road. The only means of transportation was a
small wooden boat�sampan�hired from another island (see Figure 4.3). In 1994, a
female rehabilitation center was opened at the same site. By 1995, eighteen boys and
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three girls resided at HKYC. Lam leamed from his experience that schooling and
education were helpftil for young people in rehabilitation. He envisioned setting up a high
school with dmg rehabilitation functions for ex-dmg addicts (for time table see Appendix
I). The Grade 9 education program in HKYC began in September 1995. Subjects
included English, Chinese, Mathematics, Typing. Computing, Bible, and vocational
fraining.
In 1996, the first graduates completed the grade 9 education program in HKYC,
and seven graduates were admitted to an evening school in Cheimg Chau, a neighboring
island where the graduates fraveled to school by boat. A facility was needed to provide
overnight accommodations for these students; thus, Cheung Chau Youth Training Center
(CCYTC) was opened for both male and female students. In 1998, Christian Zheng
Sheng College completed its school registration and began its operation in Ha Keng. Now
a registered school, the rehabilitation center hired teachers, participated in inter school
competitions and sent students to public examinations (such as the Hong Kong Certificate
ofEducation Examination).
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Figure 4.4. First graduated residents with high school diplomas after taking the
Hong Kong certificate of education examination in HKYC (May 2000).
All these circumstances brought recognition, a sense of achievement, and a
hopeful fiiture to the students. Student status became official when some ofCZSC's
students began returning to public high school and won awards in basketball games and
cross-country competitions. The students showed their strength and positive attitude in
competitions against regular high schools with thousand-student populations while CZSC
only had around forty students in the appropriate age group. The CZSC students'
achievements were widely covered in the media (Lam). Details are shown in Appendix C.
In addition to the aforementioned emphases. Lam has always emphasized the
importance ofwork. He believed that working and laboring were perfect platforms in
which staff and students could interact holistically. As such, schooling and working are
complementary in this holistic approach. In 1997, CZSA launched Zheng Sheng
Computer Company by setting up a computer in Tai Po for the business 's first customer.
With this event, CZSA's training moved beyond vocational training and into the business
world. Market standards and deadlines served as good training tools and introduced a
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new dimensions of interaction between staff and students. At the same time, CZSA was
developing an iron-on transfer T-shirt production company that would eventually prove
successful.
Figure 4.5. Gift shop, laser cutting, watch assembly Une, teahouse, and pizzeria.
CZSA began providing catering services in 2000. The first restaurant, Zheng
Sheng Joyful Palace, opened in October as a working restaurant and training program for
recovering dmg addicts in Hong Kong. Students attended classes in the moming and
worked in the restaurant in the aftemoon and evening. The restaurant setting provided a
new facet in the holistic interactive experience. All these experiences helped prepare the
students for their fiiture lives (Unexpected Dmg Rehabilitation Approach).
The adult dmg rehabilitation program expanded in 1999 when CZSA opened a
new center at Mui Wo at the other side of the same peninsula on Lantau. This opening
paved the way for fiiture development since the facilities in the preexisting center were
insufficient for expanded service. Meanwhile, in the old center, staffmembers also drew
from their own skills to train the residents. If staffmembers were without skills to pass on
the residents, the staffwould acquire the skills first. At Mui Wo, residents were taught
how to touch up wedding photos, a service that was added to the program in 1999 (Lam).
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In 2002, the males and females of CCYTC centers collaborated to open a
teahouse. This teahouse was reported in the newspaper (see Appendix C). This endeavor
would ultimately serve to generate income, as did CZSA's other business endeavors.
Students and staffmembers worked in the teahouse as tea masters, a role that requires
knowledge, confidence, and good communication skills. As such, work as a tea master
provided another illustration of holistic interaction as well as an opportunity for each
participant to pursue inner dialogue. The Chinese tea ceremony is also an excellent
cultural experience that enriches life (Lam).
The various aspects ofCZSA have changed greatly throughout the history of the
organization, from an abandoned farm to numerable training centers and from farm work
to video editing, tea demonstration, catering, and watch assembly. Nevertheless, CZSA's
key to success was not adding new elements but rather providing a multidimensional
hyperspace�^more than three dimensions�in which all members of the CZSA
community can interact. Highlights of the history and development ofCZSA are
documented in newspaper clippings in Appendix C and video clippings ofTV programs
on the Web site.
As ofMay 2007, CZSA operates five centers located at Cheung Chau (an island).
Ha Keng (Chi Ma Wan Peninsula, Lantau Island), and Mui Wo (Lantau island; see
Appendix D). The high school, CZSC, serves young dmg addicts ofCZSA in Ha Keng
and offers education, sports, and music programs. CZSA also operates many businesses
that mvolve the students of CZSC and the staff to a great extent. As such, CZSA has a
restaurant, a teahouse, a watch assembly line, a video production company, and a trading
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company (Zheng Sheng Tong). For HITC, the timetable of a normal week is in Appendix
I.
Findings from Episodes
1 drew material from five television episodes and notes from Lam's interview. The
five episodes were Cowbov Lam (CB) from the Abnormal Operations series. Holistic
Interactive Therapeutic Communitv (HITCE). Education and Dmg Addiction (ED),
Unexpected Dmg RehabilitationApproach (UDRA), and Never Give Up (NGU) from the
Ninety-nine series. All these episodes were produced and directed by CZSA's residents
who did research among the staff, residents, and, especially, Lam, the CEO ofCZSA.
In NGU Lam stated that the rehabilitation approach ofCZSA is "Life Meaning
Coimseling Therapy" (^np ^^IS?^^^^), a Bible-based approach to help residents
understand life tmths and discover how to set dhections and goals for their lives. He also
ofiBcially named CZSA's model "Holistic Interactive Therapeutic Community" (^^iiL
5il)>n^^I�). Lam clearly explamed the HITC model in the following franscription of
a quote from NGU:
"Holistic Interactive"(:�^'fiSil)) is realized when students and
counselors lead their lives with a proper attitude in an everyday context.
The way they get along with people, deal with things and the way they
handle situations in life are all reflected in the daily living. Our therapeutic
community is like an epitome of the society; it is also a small community.
In fact the daily events enable counselors to point out students* problems
and help them correct such. (Never Give Up)
The HITC model is a holistic therapeutic community consisting of spiritual life (recorded
in HITCE and NGU), community life (recorded in CB, HITCE, ED, and NGU),
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working/laboring (recorded in HITCE, CB, NGU and UDRA), and schooling (recorded
in ED).
Table 4.1. Summaries of Four Emphases and Five Episodes
HITCE CB
Five Episodes
NGU UDRA ED
Spirinial Life Spiritual life
Emphases Community
life Community life Community life Communitylife
Working/laboring Working/laboring Working/laboring Working/laboring
Schooling
*See Appendix F for detailed summaries.
HITC is a model that emerges from the holistic interaction among the staff and
residents in a TC with the four emphases mentioned above. The four emphases of
spiritual life, community life, working/laboring, and schooling, were not four programs
but rather were four platforms upon which holistic interactions could take place. The
holistic interactions, in tum, provided experiences or adventures that could shift the
worldviews of the staff and the residents and thus affect change in each community
member's subjective intemal (makeup world) and extemal world.
Spiritual Life
The spiritual life in HITC is the major foimdation for the whole community.
Statement of faith. Episode HITCE began with a statement of faith: "Christian
Zheng Sheng Association believes that God creates all men and they are noble" (Holistic
Interactive Therapeutic Community). This statement describes the reason and purpose for
the whole ministry. Following this opening was a proclamation�the duty ofCZSA was
to set free those under bondage. Lam then applied the above perspectives and duties of
CZSA to explain addictive behavior. He says, "Zheng Sheng Association believes that the
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reason for drug abuse is that man has positioned himself in a wrong place in the universe.
Why can our faith help these people? Because we believe that faith can help him find the
correct place in life" (Holistic Interactive Therapeutic Community). Right relationships
can bring about right direction and perspective in life, but wrong relationships can bring
about wrong direction and wrong perspectives in life.
Suffering in life. Another vital spiritual perspective of CZSA was the theme of
suffering in life. Lam explains suffering in the following statement at the end of episode
HITCE:
Zheng Sheng life focuses on hardship. We believe that life is hard. Ifwe
don't want to be engulfed by hardship and difficulties, we need to
overcome them with endurance and a positive attitude. Only with this kind
of attitude can we overcome the difficulties in life and survive them and
won't be dragged dovm by these hardships. (Holistic Interactive
Therapeutic Communitv)
This perspective was present in many activities or events ofCZSA. Examples include
rurming forty-two-kilometer marathons or fifteen-kilometer cross-country races, playing
full court press defense basketball games, performing routine physical labor, working
long hours, meeting deadlines for business projects by working ovemight, or by living
simple lives with cold showers and hard study�one of the most difficult aspects of life
for the residents.
Practice of faith. The foundation or theology lays the foundation for life. In
CZSA, spiritual life is not merely religious activities or experiences, but spiritual life
provides value and reason for life as residents live each day with God and move on
toward God. In episode CB, Lam talked about the practice of faith:
Having faith in God means that we make good use of the intelligence,
physical ability, and responsibility which God has given us. But ifwe
haven't tried our best and look to God for provision or our brothers and
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sisters for help, 1 think this puts us in a place as a beggar. This, we cannot
accept. (Cowbov Lam)
This attitude shone through in episode NGU. The residents worked hard to complete the
episodes to be shown on Cable TV Hong Kong. In like manner, a servant works hard
because he or she relies on God's provision. Thus, for him or her the work was sacred;
any worker could sanctify work by his or her faith. As such, work was never meant to be
secular.
Experiencing God. The spiritual life of each resident embraced all community
life, working/laboring, and schooling (Residents shared their feelings in episode NGU):
[Student Wong Wing Fai prayed:] Lord! Every one of us has our own
weaknesses and faults while communicating with others. May the Lord
forgive us first.
[Student:] I leam to share with others our testimonies in "Ninety-nine."
[Student Tang Wai Hang:] Finally I have also leamed to handle and face
the problem. When I pray and rely on God, I can calm down.
[Student Yu Chi Kin:] I describe myself as a hopeless person. During the
interviews, I realized God loves us so much and has given us plenty of
opportunities.
[Student Wong Mei See:] I thought, if I also rely on God, in fact, I could
also be transformed.
[Student Wong Wing Fai:] I am even more grateful because I see not only
my progress but also many areas I need to improve. I have made some
progress but I still have to leam to persist in times of setbacks. When I fall
dovm, I will stand and leam again.
[Student Chau Man Cheung:] Hello! I am Man Cheimg. The last episode
ofNinety-nine has been finished. I can see the chance God gave us during
the production. Be them the director, members of the video-shooting team
and the editing team or even when I was interviewed, we all came across
difficulties and problems. 1 can see what I lack and I can also experience
the faith myself Looking back, I am very grateful for the opportunity I
had. (Never Give Up)
These students describe instances in residents' spiritual lives during which they
experienced God. Difficult times presented opportunities for residents to meet God and
rely on him. Often, students' most spiritual moments emerged from difficulties. In Lam's
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interview, he said that the spiritual life is not a moment of truth but is true living with
God.
Servant attitude. 1 presented this study to Lam as a "member check" to cross
check my understanding of HITC with his idea of HITC. He agreed with all I wrote about
CZSA and HITC. He also pointed out that a servant attitude is important principle in
HITC. In Mark 10:45, Jesus said, "For even the Son ofMan did not come to be served,
but to serve, and to give his life as a ransom for many." This principle of service applied
to all residents as well as to all staff ofHITC. In HITC, serving others was held in high
esteem. Ephesians 4:28 states, "He who has been stealing must steal no longer, but must
work, doing something useful with his own hands, that he may have something to share
with those in need." HITC required all members (residents and staff) to work, serving in
each one's capacity.
Less honorable with special honor. Lam also highlighted 1 Corinthians 12:23:
"[AJnd the parts that we think are less honorable we treat with special honor And the
parts that are impresentable are treated with special modesty." He emphasized that this
verse suggests the responsibility of stronger or senior residents to help the weaker and
junior residents. In HITC the senior residents were met with high expectations while
junior residents were treated in a more lenient manner Lam illustrated this point with the
following statement:
A new resident just arrived that moming. He had dinner with nine senior
residents around a table. After they divided the food�chicken wings�one
was left. Every one looked at it and thinking whose it would be. By the
mles ofHITC, the newcomer should get that extra one. (Normally, the
residents had one chicken wing per meal.) The newcomer was shocked to
see the arrangement because it was not like that in other centers. He was
cautious as he thought it was a trick. He did not dare to touch the chicken
wing. Later someone explained it to him and he enjoyed it very much.
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This incident illustrates the basic principles ofHITC�serving, loving, supporting,
sharing, and caring. Accordingly, taking advantage of the weak was forbidden, and
serving and sharing were highly encouraged. Such treatment of others agreed with the
principle found in 1 Corinthians 12:24: "[WJhile our presentable parts need no special
treatment. But God has combined the members of the body and has given greater honor
to the parts that lacked it." In HITC, senior residents are expected to show contentment
with what they have as a sign ofmaturity.
Giving. The mature or transformed life thus becomes a giving life, as Jesus said
giving is more blessed than receiving. In the material world, a person cannot give what he
or she does not have. This concept can be expressed as 0 - 1 = -1. While such an equation
is possible in the realm ofmathematics, this transaction is not possible in the material
world. Lam explained further that in the spiritual world, a person experiences
contentment when he or she gives. This situation could be expressed as follows: 10 - 1 =
12; this equation illustrates that a giver having ten subtracts one to get twelve. The
operation is not mathematics, because 10-1=9 mathematically. Rather this operation is
transformation. The operation of subtraction (giving) transformed the "10" to "12" by
subtracting one. As such, the giver was blessed and transformed by inner contentment
and gained happiness. When a person always asks for more, he or she will never find
contentment; that person would never have enough. Just like some misconceptions 10+1
= 9, in which gaining became losing. An illustration would be: a person ate the wrong
food or took the wrong medicine, and he or she lost his or her life. In the spiritual life or
the whole life, applying this giving attitude changes the giver's inner worldview. Lam
commented that such a worldview shift was evident of spiritual formation (Lam).
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Community Life
The community hfe in HITC is the major platform for all holistic interaction.
All gone astray. In TC stmcture and the hierarchy are major therapeutic elements.
In contrary, however, structure and hierarchy are not the most important parts of the
HITC model of CZSA. CZSA's community formed and emphasized holistic interactions
(li^ing together in all areas of life). Episode CB showed community interactions between
residents and the o\ ercomer staff (also called professional peer counselors; Gibbons,
Anderson, and Garm 1 1). "A lot ofpeople think that ex-addicts or overcomers are more
suitable in doing dmg rehabilitation work. But Lam, the superintendent of this school,
thinks otherwise" (Cowbov Lam). Lam explained that the interaction between students
and overcomer staff took place in this holistic interactive school (CZSC in HITCE)
because of their common past experience, but the interactive relationship did not stop
there because the non-overcomer staff (professionals such as teachers, engineers,
instmctors, nurses, doctors, and social workers) also participated in the interaction, and
their presence was complementary to the overcomers' service and interaction with
students. They all shared the same community and the same human nature, that is, "we
have gone through the same stmggles in mistakes and negative experiences and the same
changes�from sin to life. We were all overcomers in one way or the other" (Holistic
Interactive Therapeutic Communitv). He also pointed out that "the peer coimselors can
serve as a bridge, bringing the addicts into the life of the counselors, Collaboration
between them is a beautifril thing. Zheng Sheng believes in this" (Cowbov Lam). In one
ofhis interviews. Lam quoted Isaiah 53:6: "We all, like sheep, have gone astray, each of
us has tumed to his own way; and the Lord has laid on him the iniquity of us all."
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Mentoring. The hohstic interaction among residents, peer counselors, and
professionals are the glue of the community life that ties together every aspect ofHITC.
Within this community Lam also believed that staffmembers should mentor students by
understanding how students were doing, encouraging students, showing students how
they could leam in HITC. Lam called this attitude of CZSA's staff (as described in
Cowbov Lam^ "counseling in action":
[CEO Jacob Lam:] One of the ways to apply the "Holistic Interactive
Therapeutic Community Approach" is to have our colleagues living,
working and having fun together with our students. This is counseling in
action. If a certain student is good at a professional area, we will leam it
from him or her. Our staffmembers are more experienced in life and the
students will leam from them in that area. There's no way a person can
know everything in everything and be a teacher on everything. We believe
that we have limits. (Education and Dmg Addiction)
The staff do not only counsel or teach the residents verbally but also by their life style.
All members of the HITC shared the same community life, so sharing was more
important than hierarchy in this commimity. In this sharing experience, students formed
life-changing relationships with counselors who thereby became people with significance
for the residents. Lam also demonstrated that respect for a person was due not because of
his or her position or job title but because of his or her attitude toward work and life. In
other words, respect in the community was eamed in interactions between students and
staff while at work. An illustration from CB demonsfrated Lam (as the CEO) working
with the residents:
[Staff trainee Wong Wing Fai:] We had a big project that day and had to
build a very thick and long cement wall. While having breakfast, we heard
a famihar voice shouting, "Having breakfast? Come on. Everything is
ready. Come out to work right away." It was Mr. Lam. I went out and saw
a big mountain of sand and stones. He was on the top of it, bareback. Then
he took up the spade and worked, saymg, "Move it. Come on." What I
thought was where we should store the sand and stone ifwe couldn't
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finish it as it was just put on the road. All the brothers worked extremely
hard that day and we even forgot to take our lunch. Someone needed to
urge us to have lunch. I think we fmished the work at four in the aftemoon
and completed everything. This really helps me to see his energy and
concentration in work. 1 really respect him for that. (Cowbov Lam)
The staff of HITC mentor the residents through sharing the same life experiences in
HITC.
Responsibility and accountability. Lam clearly demonstrated this attitude of life
to the residents. He called this interaction both holistic and "coimseling in action."
Because of this togethemess among all members of the community, accountability was
expected of e\ er\ one. One student expressed himself in episode Education and Dmg
Addiction. "Through work, I have leamed to demand myself to do better. Those are not
onl\ my responsibility: I am also held accountable to others. This will afifect me and the
rest of the group." The key word "responsibility" appeared many times in Education and
Dmg Addiction. Responsibilities were demonstrated in relationships and could exist in
vacuum. If no relationship, then no one will have responsibility, because responsibility
could only be leamed in relationship and in community.
Episode Education and Dmg Addiction illustrated the stafTs relationship with the
residents:
[Staff Cheung Yuk Ling:] We're like a Seven-Eleven, always one in your
neighborhood. We are always with them in their daily lives, studying, or
work. We are Hke a mother. Whether it's the toilet paper or there are
enough clothes, we need to ask them about that. We provide help to them
in their daily lives, studying, working, or through counseling.
The staffmember described herself as a mother beside the residents all day long in all
aspects of life. As such this relationship was a holistic interaction in the community. The
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quote points out re-parenting with the four emphases: counseling (spiritual life), daily
lives (community life), working (laboring), and studying (schooling).
Incarnation. Another interview note from Education and Dmg Addiction states
that the residents appreciated the staff members as teachers, friends, and partners who
were by their side as they grew up:
[Student Wong Hiu Hung]: When I see the staff livmg with us-taking a
cold shower in winter, eating the same food, working and carrying feces-
but not doing other things, 1 know that they do more than lip service. They
live together with us, showing their care m action and wanting to help us
change. I am touched.
[Student Ng Chun Yeung:] The teachers are like my teachers and my
friends. In class, they are my teachers. In the ballgame, they are my
teammates. In daily lives, they are my friends. Now whatever I do, I need
to think of others. I only thought about myself before. I did what I wanted.
Now I will ask them and they would tell me how I should lead my life and
what the meaning of life is. They teach me not just from books but how to
get along with others.
Because of the close relationships and the staffs sacrificial attitude, impact on students'
life was great and the interactions could bring changes to life to all members of the
commimity. both the staff and residents. In this community the residents experienced
respect and acceptance.
"Tripping therapy." Life in the community was not always a rose garden, as
illustrated by NGU. In the HITC's approach to spiritual life, difficulties and suffering,
though not enjoyable, should not and could not be avoided. This inclusion ofboth
positive and negative circumstances was the basic principle ofHITC. As such, holistic
interaction was not just about positive feeling or circumstances; holistic interaction
included all feelings and circumstances, whether negative or positive. Both types of
feelings made the interaction holistic in all circumstances. The most important aspect of
HITC was not the circumstances but the manner in which staff and residents interacted
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with the circumstances. Episode Never Give Up explained one of the methodologies of
HITC:
[VO:] A Chinese proverb says, "Life spring from sorrows and calamity;
death comes from ease and pleasure." {^tk^B , ^S^^jfe) In daily hfe,
men tend not to reflect upon what they do. Zheng Sheng Association
adopts a "tripping therapy" (^fl�P>piSi^) in order to let brothers and
sisters have an opportunity to reflect on themselves during the
monotonous life.
[CEO Jacob Lam:] "Tripping therapy" is just a casual expression. It means
a person trips another person on purpose so he will fall down. The person
being fripped wdll definitely get angry. All sorts of feelings will come out.
If he pretends to be all right, we will find other things to provoke him.
Perhaps he does not need to face this but we choose to let him face the
difficulty in this way. If he can't stand it and loses his temper, we'll use
the incident to give him guidance.
Tripping therapy is an opportunity for residents to have self-reflection. In the daily
routine of community life, residents normally just fit in without self-reflection.
Confrontation between staff members and residents could be an opportunity for the staff
member to intervene in the residents' inner life. Disagreement can bring understanding.
During confrontation, the residents express theh thoughts. In HITC, staffmembers used
solving confrontation as an opportunity to counsel the residents. Most important were the
manner with which problems and emotions were handled and the manner in which
circumstances were used as a means for self-reflection for the staff and residents. Staff
members could leam to time their sensitivity toward circvmistances, and the residents
leamed through livmg with staff and other residents in tiiis holistic interactive commimity.
Community life for the residents and the staffwas essential.
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Working and Laboring
Work and laboring was a major part of CZSA's community life, and Lam
emphasized them in HITC because he believed every person spent most of his or her
lifetime m work.
Practical skill and responsibility. Working and laboring was a common key
phrase with extensive coverage in four episodes�CB, HITCE, NGU. and especially
UDRA, which described the work element and the commercial operations in CZSA as a
mediimi of drug rehabilitation.
Episodes Cowbov Lam and Never Give Up explained work as a practical skill
training tool for the fiiture of the residents in the HITC:
A lot of our business actually provides skill training. On the one hand, we
train them to be responsible in hfe that is the most important skill in
making a living. Secondly, we teach them some practical skills like those
in a pizza restaurant, multimedia production, advertisement, piano tuning,
film editing, paper cutting, and photography. These are all skills to make a
living. (Cowbov Lam)
Just as responsibility was an essential skill in life, the residents also leamed practical
skills. In this maimer, work was a stepping-stone for the residents to retum to society
through reintegration, the goal of the HITC approach. Episode Unexpected Dmg
Rehabilitation Approach illustrated this approach:
[VO:] Christian Zheng Sheng College adopts the standards of business
setups to help dmg rehab youths to retum to the society. A new element is
injected in the school to train students to retum to the mainstream of the
society through business operation.
Business operations provided a training grotmd close to real life for the residents. Lam
emphasized that this reintegration was not the only objective ofwork and laboring, but
that reintegration also involved finding new direction and adapting a new attitude in life.
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Responsibility and characters. In episode Never Give Up. Lam also explained
that the purpose ofwork was deeper than residents making a living when they returned to
society :
[CEO Jacob Lam:] We don't set up various businesses only for the
purpose of providing skills training to students and to help them be able to
make a living later on. The meaning is far deeper than that. We hope
students can learn from a real life and real work situation how to cooperate
with others, to be persistent, to discipline oneself, to set standards for
oneself and to meet the expectations of others. This is the reason why
Zheng Sheng Association set up so many businesses.
Responsibility and character building for each resident was the core goal ofwork and
labor in CZSA. Residents' attitudes towards work were expressed in two interviews:
[Student Tsui King Lun:] From food preparation to washing up, we are
responsible for it. Well, I wouldn't say 1 don't like it. But it's tough
working all day long in the kitchen. But I will continue to leam and I can
face it when I go out.
[Student Leung Ka Ho:] It's hard work here, working for more than 10
hours a day. The picky customers will come and say this is not good and
that is not good. Sometimes, I got some feelings. But I also know that if I
can make it one time, I can leam something. I leam a lot but it's tough.
(Cowbov Lam)
Residents' sharing from the heart revealed changes in their work attitudes (a worldview
shift) and their hope for a future, since the training closely resembled a real life
experience with HITC's mission and value. The real life in HITC has the character of
"already but not yet." Work and labor brought a deep sense of positive future and
renewed hope.
Responsibility for others rather than self. No residents received any salary at
work because CZSA taught them that work and labor was an opportunity to leam and
prepare for their future. Thus, HITC provided a different view ofwork and laboring.
[Staff Chung Wmg Fat:] I want them to leam through work. When they
worked before, they would first think about how much the salary was and
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what the cost was and how much they could get if they made the effort.
They always wanted to calculate whether it's fair. Through all these
different types ofwork, what we want them to see the most is that they are
working for themselves and they are making the effort for themselves.
[Subtitle:] They work for their own good. (Holistic Interactive Therapeutic
Communitv)
As a result, the emphasis was not on materialism but instead on responsibility to the
others and the future. CZSA tried to facilitate a worldview shift inside residents by
creating scenarios of special experience, achievement, and encouragement.
Adventures. These special experiences were like adventures that offset the
student from his or her comfort zone. Thus, the process sometimes led to self-reflection:
[Student Wong Mei See:] I've never done voiceover though I've had
many jobs before. It's new and special. I thought h would be very easy but
it's not easy at all. It is quite difficult. (Never Give Up)
Other than providing a sense of adventure in work, achievement also created many
positive reinforcement to encourage students to continue working hard and building good
work habits:
[Student Li Ling Kong:] I am very satisfied when looking at them. It's
really very boring sometimes. But when you look at what you have made
and what you have bred, you'll be really happy. It's very satisfying.
[Subtitle:] Award-winning in a DISCUS breeding competition in 2001.
(Unexpected Dmg Rehabilitation Approach)
Job satisfaction provided fuel for residents to move in a more positive direction.
Encouragement fi-om others or support from the staffplayed an important role for the
residents' worldview shift, as evidenced by the following quote:
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[Staff Lai Pui Chen:] The most miforgettable was to hurry up projects with
them. I enjoyed the process and working hard together. If the customer
does not accept the work, we have to work again to fiilfill the requirements
of the customer. But it's them who need to do the work. In the process,
they get emotional and annoyed. Being a middleman, I have to help them
understand and meet the requirements of the customer, meeting the actual
demand in the society. We also have to face the reality of the society.
(Unexpected Drug Rehabilitation Approach)
This example reveals the holistic characteristics workplace interactions at HITC due to
the multiple roles of the staff. The goal ofHITC's treatment ofwork was to prepare
residents to face the realities of society and help residents create a different worldview
inside.
Future. Working and laboring created opportunities for developing a sense of a
hopeful future, facing pressure, working with others, leaming professional skills, taking
responsibilities, building character, setting standards, achieving, knowing personal
limitations, and leaming consequences. Table 4.2 provides quotes from different episodes
that summarize the purpose ofworking and laboring in HITC (see also Appendix F).
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Table 4.2. Purpose ofWork and Laboring in HITC
Purpose ofWork and
Laboring
Quote from Episode
Working with others
Leaming consequences
Setting standards
Taking responsibility
Facing pressure
Leaming professional skills
Achieving
Building character
Creating a sense of a positive
fiiture
Deeper understanding
Student (Wong Tak Ho): I've never worked ovemight. I only played
ovemight. But this is really the first time I worked like that. We began
to shoot for this program at six till ten in the evening. Then we edited
the fihn in the studio and had to deliver to the customers before six the
next moming so that it could be broadcast online. It's demanding
physically but it's more difficuh to get along with others. It's not just
me who worked on this. I got to work with schoolmates and tutors
when editing this fihn.
Student (Wong Hiu Hung):I got to leam about my carelessness. On
reflection, I hope that the next banner will be done better. If you ask
me whether I will make mistakes still, of course I will. But I will
encourage myself to be more carefiil next time.
Staff (Chung Wing Fat): When developing the film, he has to set up a
standard for himself. He could just do whatever as the customer won't
be able to tell any difference or he could do his best.
Like taking photographs at people's wedding, this may be a unique
experience to many people. No error is allowed.
Student (Tang Wai Hang): Actually during the filming of "Nmety-
nine" (il+Aft), I wanted to give up when it was very late at night.
Really very tired. Student (Wong Wing Fai): I was under great
pressure when receiving calls fi-om the principal. When he remmded
me of something, his tone was heavy. Facing such a situation and other
difficulties, I felt very unhappy and really wanted to give up. I wanted
to stop all the work and mn away from it.
Student (Wong Hiu Hung): I'm doing design work on the computer
using the newest software. I'm very happy to be able to leam it.
Although the work procedures of banner production are the same, like
cutting words, sticking, spraying water, one must be carefiil not to
make any mistakes. But I was careless, thinking that it could be done
in a certam way and I made mistakes easily. At the time I handed in the
work to Ms Lai, the teacher, she tumed it all down.
Student (Li Ling Kong): I am very satisfied when looking at them. It's
really very boring sometimes. But when you look at what you have
made and what you have bred, you'll be really happy. It's very
satisfying.
CEO (Jacob Lam): We don't set up various businesses only for the
purpose to provide skill trainings to students and help them able to
make a livmg later on. The meaning is far deeper than that. We hope
students can leam from a real life and real work situation how to
cooperate with others, to be persistent, to discipline oneself, to set
standards for oneself and meet the expectations of others. This is the
reason why Zheng Sheng Association set up so many businesses.
Student: (Tsui Kmg Lun): From food preparation to washing up, we
are responsible for it. Well, I wouldn't say I don't like it. But it's tough
working all day long in the kitchen. But I will continue to leam and I
can face it when I go out.
Through work, our staff gets to know the students more.
Source; Cowbov Lam; Education and Drug Addiction; Holistic Interactive Therapeutic
Communitv Never Give Up: Unexpected Drug Rehabilitation Approach.
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Schooling
Schooling was another major part ofCZSA's community life for each resident.
Reason. In Episodes AO and HITCE Lam explained why young dmg addicts
need schooling:
[CEO Jacob Lam:] Yoimg people have their own responsibilities in life.
The> have their own ability and potential. They need to study. So their
responsibility is to study. Children at school age should study. So they
have to face this situation. As they study, we also let them leam many
different skills. (Holistic Interactive Therapeutic Communitv)
He belie\'es all young people need to study because of the responsibility to develop their
abilities and potential. As a result young people developed their ability and potential as
they studied, since studying provided them with opportunities. Lam fiirther commented
on education in episode A:
[CEO Jacob Lam:] We believe that a school is what the teenage dmg
addicts need. So we put together education and counseling. In 1998, we
registered a school for teenage dmg addicts. (Cowbov Lam)
Lam"s previous statement emphasized the need for schooling for young dmg addicts.
Within the school (CZSC) education and counseling go hand m hand. Student interviews
m Education and Dmg Addiction illustrated clearly how schooling affected residents.
One of the students shared the following statements:
[Student Ng Chun Yeung:] Something I found interesting when I first
came to Zheng Sheng College. Whatever level the students had reached
out there, we need to start from 1 plus 1 for our Matiis or ABCs for
English. I thought I didn't need to do these sunple things. Even if I had to
do it, I could just manage. So why bother? But as I thought, I remembered
that I came here to study so I tried to deal with this, doing what is requhed
and doing it over and over again. This builds up my patience.
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Schoohng involved more than mere academic performance, because it also built character.
During this process the students experienced self-reflection and therefore, gained self-
understanding. Another student shared her experience:
[Student Wong Mei See:] When I first came, 1 had to do 1 plus 1. 1 think
something must be wrong here. And there was no way 1 would make a
mistake. After finishing this level A, I found that I made more than one
mistakes. Then 1 realized 1 thought too highly ofmyself.
This unexpected arrangement (working through the most elementary level) in schooling
created opportunities for the students to obtain a deeper understanding of themselves. In
like manner as other elements of life in HITC, this arrangement shared the idea of
"tripping therapy." When the students faced this unexpected arrangement, their deep
emotion helped the staff have a better understanding of the students.
Identity. Status as a student carried enormous therapeutic power. In Education
and Dmg Addiction, one student expressed her experience, saying, "And when I became
a student, I needed to be a responsible one, that is, to be diligent." InAppendix C, many
newspaper clippings regarding CZSA record many achievements ofCZSC's students.
The principal of CZSC stated the meaning of schooling for each student:
[ED Alman Chan:] In a school, the identity as a student gives hope and
self-expectation to a teenager. This is already some help to them. In their
lives before, they had no hope and didn't expect anything of themselves.
So being m a school is already a form of therapy to them. (Education and
Dmg Addiction)
The student label implies a good identity. This positive self-identity could be the first step
of rehabilitation for many students.
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Findings from Interviews of Participants
The fmdmgs of the participant interview answered research question 2: What do
the residents think about the components of the program and how they contribute to their
recovery process and fiiture life?
I estabhshed a correlation between length of stay in the program and the residents'
responses by grouping the questions and resuhing response themes into different
categories (see Tables 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7. and 4.8, pp. 102-06). As such, 1 assigned
students' brief answers to positive, neutral, or negative categories depending on the
nature of the response in order to identify participants' general impressions of CZSA. 1
also grouped the descriptors and the metaphors of CZSA from questions QB3I and QB3II
(see Tables 4.9 and 4.10, pp. 107-08) according to their nature in order to show an overall
impression ofparticipants" opinions of CZSA. Further, I drew out responses concerning
what activities the participants liked or disliked. I counted, ranked, and highlighted the
more significant responses. Another important question (QBl) concemed changes and
reasons for changes that participants had observed within themselves. I used Shek, Lee,
Siu and Lam's terminology regarding psychological perspective to determine whether the
students could identify themselves and define their changes in such terms (293). 1
summarized, listed, and ranked the response again in order to demonstrate significance.
The reasons for changes and the examples of interviews' responses are listed in Tables
4.14 and 4.15 (see pp. 113-14).
Demographic Data ofParticipants
With the twenty participants, one female and nineteen male (all Chinese except
for two Nepalese males) among the four groups, 95 percent of all the participants were
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not Christian before they stayed in HITC, and 30 percent of them claimed they believed
in Jesus during the interviews. From CZSA's database file "CZSA (version 1)," I
calculated that the mean age ofCZSA's eighty-one residents was 1 7.63 years old, the
average length of stay in CZSA was 1 .3 years, and the percent of all the residents under a
probation order was 82 percent (Christian Zheng Sheng Association). A total of twenty
out of eighty-one residents (thirteen females and sixty-eight males�including twelve
non-Chinese residents) were inter\ iewed as a part of this study. The average age of study
participants was 16.25 (as compared with 17.63, the mean age for the eighty-one
residents). Study participants, average length of stay was 1.35 years (as compared with
1 .3 years for the at-large population), and 75 percent ofparticipants were under probation
orders (as compared with 82 percent of the at-large population).
Within this section of demographic data of participants, I also found sixteen
participants had committed an ofifense(s). Among study participants, 80 percent of them
had dmg experience, and of this group, 60 percent took marijuana, 40 percent ecstasy, 35
percent ketamine, 30 percent triazolam, 30 percent ice, 25 percent heroin, and 5 percent
cocaine. Further, 80 percent of the participants smoked cigarettes, and 55 percent of
participants claimed they had a gang background but did not participate in any initiation
rituals.
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Table 4.3. Demographic Data ofParticipants.
Cutoffdate:31-Dec-06
Mean value for
N=20 (1 female and 19 males) Mean value 81 residents
Time of staying (yrs) up to cutoff date 1.35 1.3
How old are you now? 16.25 17.63
Why did you come in? Probation order 15(75%) 82%
Volunteer 5 (25%) 18%
Did you commit any offence? Yes 16
No 4
Drug experience * Marijuana 12 (60%)
Ecstasy 8 (40%)
Ketamme 7 (35%)
Heroin 5 (25%)
Triazolam 6 (30%)
Cocaine 1 (5%)
Ice 6 (30%)
Did you smoke cigarettes'? Yes 16(80%)
No 4 (20%)
Gang backgroimd Yes 1 1 (55%)
No 9 (45%)
Participate in any Initiation
Rituals Yes 1
No 10
No but paid 3
* Four participants had no drug experience at all.
Interrater Reliability
In order to enhance the rehability ofmy research, I presented the interpreted
themes from responses of four randomly selected participants and the interpreted the
nature of the participants' descriptors and metaphors to a senior social worker with
experience in qualitative research. I compared her coding and my coding on the responses.
The formula of intercoder reliability was as the number of agreements over the total
number of agreements plus disagreements. The numbers of agreements and
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disagreements for the fom* participants were 29 and 7 for participant 1 , 24 and 6 for
participant 2, 38 and 4 for participant 3, and 22 and 4 for participant 4. Thus, the
intercoder reliability for each of the four participants was 0.81, 0.79, 0.91, and 0.85,
respectively. The interrater reliability was 0.84. Among twenty metaphors (incidents,
objects, feelings, etc.) used by the participants, twelve were agreed upon by the conductor
of the smd> and the outside social worker (interrater reliability = 0.6). Among fifty
adjectives used by the participants, thirty-nine were agreed upon by the conductor of the
study and the outside social worker (interrater reliability = 0.78).
Member Check
To ensure the quality of this qualitative study, validity, member checking (i.e.,
asking the participants to check the quality of the study) was employed (Shek et al. 1 83).
The four selected participants were asked to perform this procedure. The result fi-om the
procedure was calculated for each participant, 0.97, 0.96, 1 and 1 .
Categorization ofResponses from Questions in Section A�EProcess Evaluation
I divided the population of eighty-one residents and placed them into four testing
groups according to their total length of stay divided into six-month increments. The
groups were: D (0-6 months), C (7-12 months), B (13-18 months) and A (>18 months;
see Table 1.6, p. 19). The overall rating ofparticipants' experiences with the process of
HITC was positive, at 61 percent. The correlation between the length of stay and positive
attitude was 0.23. Regarding participants' attimdes toward HITC, 17 percent were neutral
and 22 percent negative. The correlation was -0.29 and 0, respectively.
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Table 4.4. Categorization of Responses from Questions in Section A�Process
Evaluation
A. Process evaluation Total D
Group
C B A
#
Correlation
QAIL
What is your overall impression of CZSA?
Positive 16 4 3 5 4 0.32
Neutral 2 0 1 0 1 0.45
Negative 2 1 1 0 0 -0.89
Undecided 0 0 0 0 0
QAllI.
Did you enjoy your stay m CZSA?
Positive g 3 1 2 2 -0.32
Neutral 6 1 2 0 3 0.40
Negative 6 1 2 3 0 -0.20
Undecided 0 0 0 0 0 *
QA3I.
How do you feel about the atmosphere among schoolmates?
Positive 7 3 1 1 2 -0.40
Neutral 1 1 0 0 0 -0.78
Negative 12 1 4 4 3 0.55
Undecided 0 0 0 0 0 *
QA4Ia.
How do you fmd the staff?
Positive 18 5 4 4 5 0.00
Neutral 2 0 1 1 0 0.00
Negative 0 0 0 0 0
Undecided 0 0 0 0 0 *
QA4Ib.
How is your relationship with the staff
Positive 12 2 2 4 4 0.89
Neutral 6 3 2 0 1 -0.80
Negative 2 0 1 1 0 0.00
Undecided 0 0 0 0 0 *
Overall Positive 61 17 11 16 17 0.23
(61%)
Neutral 17 5 6 1 5 -0.29
(17%)
Negative 22 3 8 8 3 0.00
(22%)
Undecided
(00.00%)
* Cannot be computed; # Correlation between time of stay and nature of responses.
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Categorization ofResponses from Questions in Section B�Product Evaluation
The overall rating of product evaluation was positive at 69.44 percent. The
correlation between length of stay and participants' positive attitude was 0.64. With 5.56
percent neutral and 13.33 percent negative. The correlation was 0.45 and -0.23.
Table 4.5. Categorization ofResponses from Questions in Section B�Product
Evaluation QBII to QB2VII
B. Product Evaluation Total D
Group
C B A
#
Correlation
QBII The training and the education ofCZSA
Positive 16 5 2 4 5 0.18
Neutral 0 0 0 0 0 *
Negative 4 0 3 1 0 -0.18
Undecided 0 0 0 0 0
QB2I. Are there any impacts on your academic result in CZSA?
Positive 16 4 3 4 5 0.63
Neutral 1 1 0 0 0 -0.78
Negative 3 0 2 1 0 -0.14
Undecided 0 0 0 0 0 *
QB2in.How about yoiu" relationship with your family?
Positive 1 8 5 5 4 4 -0.89
Neutral 2 0 0 1 1 0.89
Negative 0 0 0 0 0 *
Undecided 0 0 0 0 0 *
QB2IV Do you thmk you have become more confident in yourself?
Positive 15 4 2 4 5 0.51
Neutral 3 1 1 1 0 -0.78
Negative 2 0 2 0 0 -0.26
Undecided 0 0 0 0 0 *
QB2V.Spiritual experience
Positive 14 3 4 3 4 0.45
Neutral 0 0 0 0 0
Negative 6 2 1 2 1 -0.45
Undecided 0 0 0 0 0
QB2VI Does CZSA promote your sense of responsibility towards the society, family, school and peers?
Positive 13 4 3 3 3 -0.78
Neutral 1 0 1 0 0 -0.26
Negative 0 0 0 0 0
*
No response 6 1 1 2 2
*
QB2VII.IS your relationship with others like teachers, family and friends good or not?
Positive 12 0 4 5 3 0.60
Neutral 1 0 0 0 1 0.78
Negative 0 0 0 0 0
*
No response 7 5 1 0 1
*
* Caimot be computed; # Correlation between time of stay and nature of responses.
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Table 4.6. Categorization ofResponses from Questions in Section B�Product
Evaluation QB2VI1I to QB2IX and Overall
B. Product Evaluation Total D
Group
C B A
#
Correlation
QB2VIII.
Have you become more caring and understanding towards others?
Positive 13 3 2 5 3 0.31
Neutral 2 0 1 0 1 0.45
Negative 1 0 1 0 0 -0.26
No response 4 2 1 0 1 *
QB2IX.
Are \ ou more concemed about the society?
Positive 8 3 0 1 4 0.28
Neutral 0 0 0 0 0 *
Negative 8 1 3 3 1 0.00
No response 4 1 2 1 0
Overall Positive 125 31 25 33 36 0.64
(69.44%)
Neutral 10 2 3 2 3 0.45
(5.56%)
Negative 24 3 12 7 2 -0.23
(13.33%)
No response 21 9 5 3 4 -0.84
(11.67%)
* Cannot be computed; # Correlation between time of stay and nature of responses.
Categorization ofResponses from Questions in Section C�^Regarding Changes in
Participant
Regarding changes, 68.33 percent of the participants were positive and the
correlation between length of stay and positive responses was 0.87. Twelve participants
reported that they made positive changes in work, sixteen in class, and thirteen in their
sense of purpose.
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Table 4.7. Categorization of Responses from Questions in Section C�Regarding
Changes in Participants
Group #
C. Changes Total D C B A Correlation
QCII.
Changes in work
Poshive 12 2 2 4 4 0.89
Neutral 0 0 0 0 0
Negative 1 1 0 0 0 -0.78
No response 7 2 3 1 1 -0.67
QCIII.
Changes in class
Positive 16 2 4 5 5 0.91
Neutral 1 1 0 0 0 -0.78
Negative 0 0 0 0 0 *
No response 3 2 1 0 0 -0.94
QCim.
Sense of purpose
Positive 13 5 2 2 4 -0.26
Neutral 1 0 1 0 0 -0.26
Negative 3 0 1 2 0 0.14
No response 3 0 1 1 1 0.78
Overall Positive 41
(68.33%)
9 8 11 13 0.87
Neutral 2
(3.33%)
1 1 0 0 -0.89
Negative 4
(6.67%)
1 1 2 0 -0.32
No response 13
(21.67%)
4 5 2 2 -0.78
* Cannot be computed; # Correlation between time of stay and nature of responses.
Categorization of Responses from ALL Single Response Questions in Interviews
Of all the single response questions, 66.76 percent were positive, 8.53 percent
were neutral, 17.71 percent were negative, and 10 percent were no response. The
respective correlations were 0.6, -0.3, -0.17 and -0.78.
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Table 4.8. Categorization ofResponses from ALL Single Response Questions in
Interviews
Overall Total D
Group
C B A
#
Correlation
All questions Positive 227 57 44 60 66 0.60
(66.76%)
Neutral 29 8 10 3 8 -0.30
(8.53%)
Negative 50 7 21 17 5 -0.17
(14.71%)
No response 34 4 5 2 2 -0.78
(10.00%)
* Cannot be computed; # Correlation between time of stay and nature of responses.
Categorization ofDescriptors Used by Participants to Describe CZSA
Fifty descriptors were used by the participants. Of the descriptors used, 62 percent
were positive and 1 1 percent were negative. The top four descriptors were good, tough,
happy, and leaming.
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Table 4.9. Categorization ofDescriptors Used by Participants to Describe CZSA
Descriptors
Positive or Negative Nature of the Descriptor
Positive Neutral Negative Undecided Total
Difficult 2 2
Nasty 2 2
Poor facilities 2 2
Conflicting 1 1
Hate 1 1
Pain 1 1
Sad 1 1
Ver\ messy 1 1
Remote place 4 4
A small society 3 3
Good 5 5
Tough 5 5
Happy 4 4
Leaming 3 3
Encoitfagement 2 2
Love 2 2
Opportunities 2 2
Care 1 1
Challenges 1 1
Grace 1 1
Near to the nature 1
Pretty 1 1
Repentance 1
Unexpected 1
Wonderful 1 1
Big place 1 ^
Total Count: 31 7 11 1 50
% 62.00 14.00 22.00 2.00 100
Categorization ofMetaphors (Incidents, Objects, Feelings, etc.) Used by
Participants to Describe CZSA
The participants offered a total of twenty metaphors ofwhich 65 percent were
positive, 25 percent were neutral, and 10 percent were negative.
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Table 4.10. Categorization ofMetaphors (Incidents, Objects, Feelings, etc.) Used by
Participants to Describe CZSA
Metaphors Positive or Negative Nature of the Metaphor
Positive Neutral Negative Undecided Total
Triad society (Gang) X 1
Boys' home X 1
Commimity. Village X 1
School X 1
Amusement park X 1
Boarding school X 1
The earth X 1
Hole X 1
Place to leam things X 1
Place to train oneself X 1
Recycling box. X 1
Recycling machine X 1
Another home. Love & hate too X 1
Fumace X 1
Like a small family in the mral village X 1
Long run X
Our second home X
Recycling bin X
Society X
Vacuum cleaner X 1
Total Count: 13 5 2 0 20
% 65.00 25.00 10.00 0.00 100
Deep Impressions and Unforgettable Experiences in CZSA
I summarized the main points from responses to questions regarding imforgettable
experiences in Christian Zheng Sheng Association. For QAIIII, "Do you have any deep
impression?" nine participants mentioned "together/peer influence/working together"
The next two responses on the list were "understanding of life/pray" and "physical
labor/work." The follow-up question was, "Why was this feeling so deep?" The top two
answers were "support" and "happy." The four most frequent responses for QAIIV ("Do
you have any unforgettable experience in CZSA?") were
" mistakes," "on arrival to the
center," "sports/competition" and "working together."
Table 4.11. Deep Impressions and Unforgettable Experiences in CZSA
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NO. Questions Number
QAIIII. Do you have any deep impressions?
Responses: Together/peer influence/ working together
Understanding of life/praying
Physical labor/work
On arrival to the center
Sport (marathon/table tennis)
Leaving of staff
Cold shower
Why was this feeling so deep?
Support
Happy
Togethemess
Achievement
Friendliness
Miracle
QAirV. You have any unforgettable experience in CZSA?
Responses: Mistakes
On arrival to the center
Sports/competition
Working together
Overseas trips
Work
Study
Intrinsic change
Knitting scarves
Inter-school games
Simple life
9
3
3
2
2
1
1
3
2
1
1
1
1
3
2
2
2
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Activities Participants Enjoyed
For QA2I, 'Tn CZSA, in what do you like to get involved?" nine participants
mentioned "sports/competition." "Being together" was the next most frequent response.
The four most frequent answers for QA211 ("What kind of activities do you like?") were
"moming assemblies," "sports/competition," "classes," and "interschool games." The
main reasons for enjoying these activities were "happy," "leaming," "accomplishment,"
and "self-reflection."
Table 4.12. Activities Participants Enjoyed
NO. Question Number
QA2I.
QA21I.
In CZSA, what do you like to get involved?
Responses: Sports/competition
Being together
Doing accounting
Chinese tea ceremony
Filming
Extra-curricular activities
Drama
Reading
Computing
Inter-school games
War game
What kind of acrivities do you like?
Responses:
Why
Responses:
Moming assemblies
Sports/competition
Classes
Inter-school games
Free time/games
Sharing in other schools
Work
War game
Sleeping
Cooking
Happy
Leaming
Accomplishment
Self reflection
Support
Peer influence
Less boring
Acceptance
9
3
2
2
2
2
5
4
3
3
2
6
3
2
2
1
1
1
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Likes and Dislikes in CZSA
QA2111 asked, "What did you dislike in the life here?" Nine participants said
"getting along with others." The next three most frequent responses were "cold
shower/environment," "physical labor/working," and "devotion/facing myself." QA2IV
asked, "What did you like in the life here?" The top three most frequent answers were
"getting along with others," "working," and "music concert."
Table 4.13. Likes and Dislikes in CZSA
NO. Question Number
QA2III. What did you dislike in the life here?
Responses: Getting along with others 9
Cold shower/environment 5
Physical labor/working 4
Devotion/facing myself 4
No choice 3
Not enough time for study 3
Doing homework/classes 2
Sharing consequences 2
Punishment 2
Getting up early 1
QA2IV. What did you like in the life here?
Responses: Getting along with others 5
Working 3
Music concert 3
Chat with the staff 2
Special activities 2
Environment 2
Sports/competition 2
Moming assemblies 1
School sharing 1
Devotion 1
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Changes Reported by Participants
The three most frequently reported changes identified by participants were
"improved interpersonal relationships" (13), "enhanced self-confidence" (13), and
"enhanced anger management, less impulsive" (12).
Table 4.14. Changes Reported by Participants
Changes Number
Improved interpersonal relationships 13
Enhanced self-confidence 13
Enhanced anger management, less impulsive 12
Positive personality change 6
Leamed positive thmking 5
Enhanced self-discipline 5
Become more responsible 5
Setting life goal 4
Improved communication and relationship with family 4
Enhanced self-efficacy 3
Enhanced endurance 3
Enhanced physical strength 2
More understanding of life 1
Leamed knowledge 1
Enhanced self-reflection 1
Enhanced ability in handling emotions 1
Become more self sufficient 1
Total 80
Reasons for Changes Reported by Participants
Participants gave the following reasons for the changes they reported while in the
program: "my own expectation" (9), "teaching and sharing of the staff' (9), "peer
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influence" (8), "sense of community
"
(6), "encouragemenf (6), and "family support" (6).
Table 4.15. Reasons ofChange Reported by Participants
Reasons Number
My own expectation
Teaching and sharing of the staff
Peer influence
Sense of community
Encouragement
Family support
Reading the bible
Staffovercomer staff
Opportunities given
Better future
Happy
Rules and punishment
Achievement
Expectation
Family sense
Undecided
Achievement from work
Adventure experience
Being loved/caring
Consequence
Don't like before
Good example of the seniors
Intrinsic expectation
Lost a friend
Opportimity in work
Physical work
Positive experience
Positive influence by working together
Positive mterpersonal experience
Relationship with the staff
Sense of responsibility
Total
9
9
g
6
6
6
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
89
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Exemplary Interviews
Certain words, phrases, or themes stood out in the responses from some
participant interviews. 1 considered these occurrences as exemplary interviews or
examples that revealed how residents thought about various parts or elements of the
program that could contribute to their recovery process and future life. While a majority
of the participants' responses did not meet exemplary criteria (pointing to any significant
changes for the participant), the examples were significant because ofpomting out
HITC's role m life transformation ministry. Among exemplary responses, I identified
words or phrases conmionly used by the residents: responsibility, working for the future,
working together, relationship with staff, toughness, and value or perspective change. I
also found examples of changes in residents' spiritual experiences, such as reading the
Bible, recalling Bible verses, praying, or the answering ofprayer (specifically, one
student was able to retum to CZSA in spite of impossible circumstances in the court).
Other than the spiritual dimension, many exemplary interview responses mentioned that
the relationship between residents and the staflF empowered them to change. On top of all
these reasons, many participants experienced special occasions or events such as a trip to
the U. S., working as a video editor, or playing ballgames in inter-school competitions.
Participants said in their own words that these experiences brought them to see their own
lives from a different angle. These phrases indicate the beginning of a worldview shift.
Appendix G outlines details of some responses and quotes from the residents' interviews.
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Summary of Findings
Findings of this study are summarized under two sections.
Findings from CZSA's Documentary and Lam's Interview
o Chronology ofCZSA was outlined and documented.
o Four emphases concerning HITC were identified: spiritual life, community
life, work/laboring, and schooling.
o Spirimal life, as CZSA understood, was a right/proper relationship with the
Creator and a right understanding and attitude toward life (i.e., hardship, endurance,
contentment, positive attitude, faith in practice, faith in a work context, and a servant
attitude.
o Commimity life for CZSA meant holistic interactions (life-changing
relationships), accountability and responsibility, modeling of the staff leading to
transformation, and implementing all circumstances, whether good or bad, to enhance
transformation.
o Working/laboring in CZSA was a medium of drug rehabilitation providing a
hope for the future, a stepping-stone for reintegration into society, training for direction
and attitudes of life, and a platform for achievement and job satisfaction which reinforce
changes.
o Schooling in CZSA provided opportunities for students to develop their
abilities and potential, to experienced self-reflection, and to acquire a new positive self-
identity for the fiiture.
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Findings from Participant Interviews
o The interrater reliability for all the responses except the questions concerning
descriptors and metaphors ofCZSA was 0.84.
o The interrater reliability for descriptors and metaphors of CZSA were 0.78
and 0.6, respectively.
o The age, length of stay, and percent of residents under probation orders of the
twenty informants and the population at large were highly similar.
o Of all the single response questions about the evaluation ofprocess, product,
and changes, 66.76 percent were positive. The correlation against time of stay was 0.6.
o Regarding the questions on descriptors and metaphors, 62 percent and 65
percent of the responses respectively were positive; 66.76 percent of the responses to the
rest of the questions were positive.
o The deepest impression and most unforgettable experiences in CZSA were
relationships (ranked first), work, working together, praying, and sports.
o The most preferred activities in CZSA were sports, moming assemblies, and
"being together."
o The likes and dislikes in CZSA were the same (i.e., getting along with others).
o Among the informants, 8 1 percent agreed that they had changed (QB2I). Top
changes reported were "improved interpersonal relationship," "enhanced self-
confidence," and "enhanced anger management, less impulsive."
o The reasons for changes were all relational (the staff, peer, family and
community).
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
While overall drug use in Hong Kong is experiencing a falling trend, hidden
behind this trend is a rising number of young psychotropic substance abusers. In other
words, even though the overall percent of dmg use m Hong Kong is decreasing, the
number ofyoung psychotropic substance abuser among that percent is increasing. For
this reason, as well as increased dmg travel and trade between China and Hong Kong,
this study of the HITC model ofCZSA has become very meaningfiil.
Summaries of HITC in the Lens of the Literature on Holism and Biblical Holism
The whole concept ofHITC's operation is based on the classical definition of
holism and the theology ofbiblical holism.
Holism in HITC
CZSA describes itself as a holistic interactive program in which dynamic and
interactive characteristics weave together in a therapeutic community and provide a
platform for holistic transformation for residents. The term "holistic" seems as widely
used today as does the term "gentleman" in modem English. "Gentleman" has lost its
original meaning: a man who had a coat of arms and possessed property. Now the term
describes the good reputation of the man to whom the term is applied, while in antiquity
the term suggested tangible physical assets such as the coat of arms and land (Lewis xiii).
People now use the term "holism" to describe all multidimensional integrated approaches
to the physical, social, medical, educational, spiritual, political, or psychological aspects
ofhuman life.
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Even some experts define holism as the sum of physical, psychological, social,
and spiritual approaches (Luk and Shek 939); however, the core concept ofHITC rests
upon multiplicity in unison and unison in multiplicity, and the "complex simplicity" as
found in the Trinity (Seamands, Ministry 96-1 16). These ideas prove integral for both the
person and the community in an interrelated and interconnected relationship.
Accordingly, this idea mirrors the biblical concepts ofwholeness, shalom, and
redemption in regard to the individual and the community and the interrelatedness found
therem. Another example of this idea is expressed in mathematics, m which infinity plus
one still equals infinity. In like manner, adding new features to a holistic setting does not
make the setting more holistic than before. Neither the individual nor the community was
intended for division into parts. These foundational ideas and assertions provide the basis
for HITC's and CZSA's understanding and practice regarding holism.
How HITC Works
HITC does not intend to deny other approaches or methods for transformation.
Instead, HITC draws its imderstanding of change from Kraft's explanation of Christian
transformation that views change as emerging fi-om inside, as a tall tree grows from a
small seed (403). Thus, individuals' inside meaning and worldview must be shifted by
cross-culture experiences in which persons leave their comfort zones and enter into
significant relationships with other people. HITC provides many different and new
experiences for residents and, these enriched experiences are the focus of HITC treatment.
Holistic View of Person
An enriched self is only a starting focus in interactive relationships among people
and withm events in the community�life day in and day out. A holistic approach allows
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a person to be encountered and understood as a whole, integrated person and allows his
or her needs in daily life to be met. Every person has had varied needs at different times;
therefore, an interactive approach rather than a program-oriented approach could be more
appropriate. In HITC, community life, which includes working/laboring and schooling, is
the platform upon which all members�residents and staff�play their respective roles as
wholly integrated persons (or in a holistic manner) interacting with each other so each
person can achieve a degree of transformation and grow to maturity.
Differences between HITC and TC
Characteristics such as holistic interaction present the main difference between
HITC and a TC model. This difference is illustrated in Figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1. Holistic interaction in HITC versus hierarchy in TC models.
The TC model emphasizes the resident's movement up the hierarchy (Gibbons, Anderson,
and Garm 10). Conversely, the Holistic Interactive Therapeutic Community model
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emphasizes multidirectional interaction and views each person, whether resident or staff
member, as an overcomer in some area of his or her life. Isaiah 53:6 states, "We all have
gone astray, each of us has tumed to his own way" and thus emphasizes that every person
has siimed against God. For this reason residents and staff members can share and grow
together because the community life of HITC provides a platform for the transformative
interactions recorded as in the five episodes produced by HITC students and staff for
Hong Kong television. TC model emphasizes hierarchy and levels ofmanagement, but
HITC emphasizes the shared experiences among all members in the community including
residents and professional and non-professional staff. The key to transformation is
holistic interaction.
Christian Beliefs in HITC
As previous discussion indicates, personal interactions in HITC serve an
important purpose. Christian beliefs and values are both the foundation and goal of
HITC. CZSA's theology was discussed in depth in Chapters 2 and 4 in regard to the
findmgs for the spuitual life emphasis ofHITC. Each member ofHITC works hard to
help each other practice goodness in each person's life.
In Luke 4:18-19 Jesus defmed the meaning and purpose ofhis hfe as living for
others and for the needy. In like manner CZSA's chronology as outlined in Chapter 2
describes a meaning and purpose similar to Jesus' description in Luke. Specifically,
CZSA began in 1985 with a goal ofmeeting the needs of the dmg addicts. In 1992, CZSA
began serving young dmg addicts and began providing schooling for young addicts in
1998. CZSA further developed its ministries in 2000 by providing for addicts' needs for
real-world work experience and opening a pizzeria to help meet these needs. Also in 2000
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CZSA's goal of serving the needy brought CZSA to China and to begin various ministries.
The same holistic ministry principle applied to HITC, CZSA, and the China ministries
efforts.
Two Hebrew words, shalom and redemption, denote characteristics ofwholeness
as applied to relationships with all other people and with God and as discussed in Chapter
2. As these Hebrew terms suggest, relationships are all interrelated with others in the
community and with the community. A person can experience fullness ofwholeness only
with other people. Linden states that an individual comes to know himself or herself only
through interactions with others (256). Thus, harmony or peace exists in and through
relationship.
Major Fmdings
Findings from Chapter 4 were divided into three sections: (1) fmdings from
CZSA's documentary and Lam's interviews, (2) fmdings from the interviews of
participants, and (3) exemplary interviews. Section one reported the four emphases
generated from the videos produced by CZSA; section two simimarized the results
identified in the interviews, and section three provided some exemplary interviews
identified in the research process.
Findings from CZSA's Documentary
From the documentary and Lam's interviews. Lam stated that the rehabilitation
approach ofCZSA is a Life Meaning Counseling Therapy (^ppSSIS^^I^), a Bible-
based approach to help residents understand the tmth about life and how to set directions
and goals for their lives. He also officially named CZSA's model a Holistic Interactive
Therapeutic Community {�y5it^W}yuM^M.). As Outler says, "The heart ofWesley's
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gospel was always its lively sense of God's grace at work at every level of creation and
history in persons and communities" (105). HITC and Wesley's gospel are operating at
every level of creation and history in persons and communities. 1 called these models an
all-inclusive multidimensional hyperspace because the creation is the three- dimensional
space, history is the fourth dimension (time), and the interpersonal relationships are the
fifth dimension.
HITC is a model operated on the holistic interaction among the staff and residents
in a TC with the four emphases�spiritual life, community life, working/laboring, and
schoolmg. which were not four programs but four platforms where holistic interactions
could take place. The holistic interactions, in tum, provided experiences or adventures
that may shift the worldview of the staff and residents�^the inner subjective world
[make-up world] within each member of the community. HITC was echoing Kraft's
concepts on culture patteming and culture performance about how a person functions in a
culture or a community.
Classical holism, Chinese medical theory, and Hebrew concepts ofshalom and
redemption are the whole that caimot be divided. As Linden illustrated, the arc of a circle
contains many parts to form the whole. Another example from Linden describe that the
parts of a clock can tell time only when the parts are together A final example illustrates
holism in the same maimer as the orange tree that grows into proper form from having all
the necessary genes in the orange seed right from the beginning. AH these holistic
concepts and illustrations explain that isolated parts cannot be understood, studied, or
described by themselves separated from the whole. AU the components interact and
merge with one another, but none of them replaces the others. In HITC, the four
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emphases of spiritual life, community life, working/laboring, and schooling work
together as a whole. Mainly from the episodes and Lam's interviews, 1 found that these
four emphases overlap, interact, and merge with each other much like overlapping areas
in a sphere. At the same time, the spiritual life embraces all the other emphases. The four
views, or perspectives, comprise a revolving sphere that when viewed from different
angles illusfrate different emphases.
The spiritual life in HITC was a core worldview providing the dynamics in all
areas of interaction. In Lam's interview, he quotes 1 Corinthians 12:23-24 to show what
direction the spiritual life of a person should go in a day-to-day setting. The maturity
(spiritually or psychologically) of a person was revealed in how he or she treated the
weak, in his or her servant attitude. The mature or fransformed life became a "giving" life.
The whole life of a person puts this giving attitude into practice; the inside worldview
changes according to the giving attitude. Lam commented that the worldview shift was
the key to spiritual formation. With the positive responses from the interviews, the
participants were showing signs of fransformation to maturity.
Commimity life was a platform or a framework for practicing holistic interaction
for fransformation, which led to intrinsic changes in the life of each member of the
community. Workmg and laboring and schooling were outside the range of experiences
for many residents, because dmg addicts were extremely unfamiliar with these emphases
before entering the program. They provided adventures for them and had great impact on
their lives.
As such, working/laboring and schooling resembled cross-cultural experiences for
residents and offered opportunities for counseling. In Hong Kong society, workmg and
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schooling provided upward mobility on the social ladder and brought hope in the future.
This idea was deeply rooted in the Chinese culture. Working/laboring and schooling in
HITC created a strong sense of future, hope, and possibilities for changes and upward
mobility in society. These ideas showed clearly in the interview of the residents in each
episode (see Appendix F) and the news clippings (see Appendix C).
Findings from Interviews ofParticipants
The interrater reliability and the member check were conducted to ensure the
stabilit} ofmy interpretations and the quality of a qualitative study, respectively.
Interrater reliability. The intercoder reliability of the four participants regarding
the single response question was 0.81, 0.79, 0.91, and 0.85, respectively. The interrater
reliability was 0.84. suggestmg that the coding of the study is reliable. Of the twenty
metaphors (incidents, objects, feelings, etc.) I categorized, twelve metaphors agreed with
those of the outside social worker (interrater reliability = 0.6); among fifty adjectives I
categorized, thirty -nine adjectives agreed with the categorization of the social worker
(interrater reliability = 0.78). The reliability for the fifty adjectives was higher than that of
the metaphors; however, both figures were higher than 0.5. This level of reliability might
be due to a board interpretation of some of the words used by the participants (see Tables
4.7 and 4.8, pp. 105-06), which caused ambiguity. Because participants had dmg usage
histories and school dropout backgrounds, the approach of the questions on adjectives
and metaphors may have been unsuitable due to participants' limited vocabularies. In
future studies of participants with similar backgrounds, I can either use direct questions
or grand tour questions, which the participants can answer fiilly in their own words
without constraints and can express themselves in their own culture. Therefore, the
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research should not be limited verbal commimication. Observation of the interactions,
behaviors, and the performance of the participants is also very important.
Member check. I asked the four randomly selected participants to perform a
member check. I then calculated the result for this procedure according to each
participant's responses. Results were 0.97, 0.96, 1, and 1 , respectively. The interview
transcripts were closely similar to the participants' original intents when they answered
the questions.
As previously indicated 1 had an overall good reliability coding for the responses,
and the quality of the interview transcripts was very high.
Demographic data of participants. The average age of study participants was
16.25, very close to the 17.63 average of the eighty-one residents in the at-large
population. The participants' average length of stay was 1.35 years, also close to 1.3
years, the average length of stay of the at-large population. Among the participants, 75
percent were imder a probation order, while 82 percent of the residential population at
large was imder such orders. These three comparisons showed that the demographic
characteristics of the twenty participants were highly representative of the at-large
population. Further, 80 percent of the participants had criminal records and previous dmg
experience, while 55 percent claimed gang triad backgrounds. Accordingly, participants
were dmg addicts, juvenile delinquents, or both.
I concluded all twenty participants were typical residents in HITC, and their
responses were highly valid and meaningfiil.
Responses concerning HITC process. The overall rating of the HITC process
was positive at 61 percent. This percent indicates that participants' view of the process of
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HITC was positive. The correlation between the participants' length of stay and
participants" positive attitude was 0.23, not a one-to-one correlation. One interpretation
for this result suggests that participants' positive attitudes toward HITC increase as the
length of stay increases. The results were significant, because the calculation was based
on one hundred responses.
Table 4.4 (see p. 1 02) shows an interesting finding regarding two questions
concerning the staff ofHITC. The responses of the two questions were very different
from the other responses. As such these responses indicated that 90 percent of the
participants had positive attitudes toward the staff, and only 10 percent of the participants
had a negative attitude toward the staff. The correlation between length of stay and the
students" reports of then perceived positive relationship with the staffwas 0.89. Therefore,
the longer participants stayed, the better the relationship they reported with the staff.
Relationships were important in HITC because of the resulting holistic interactions and
interconnectivity that provided the empowerment of transformation. The significance of
the relationship was also emphasized in the news clips, five televised episodes, and
Lam's interview.
Responses concerning HITC product. Responses concerning the product of
HITC could be interpreted as the benefits or gains from participants experienced in HITC
or attributed to their stay in HITC. The overall product or outcome rating was positive, at
69.44 percent out of 1 80 responses, indicating positive regard for the HITC product. The
participants reported a very positive attitude regarding the product ofHITC. The
correlation between participants' length of stay and their positive attitude was 0.64. From
the perspective of the participants, they experienced more benefits when they stayed
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longer in HITC. The required length of stay by probation order for CZSA's resident is the
longest among all treatment programs in Hong Kong (see Appendix E).
Responses from ail single-response questions in interviews. Out of the total
340 responses, 66.76 percent were positive, 8.53 percent were neutral, 17.71 percent were
negative, and 10 percent offered no response. The respective correlations were 0.6, -0.3.
-0.17, and -0.78. The majority of the participants (almost seven out of ten) reported a
positive attimde regarding both process and product of HITC. The positive correlation of
0.6 indicated the positive relationship between length of stay in HITC and participants'
positive views of the process and product ofHITC.
Correlation between time of stay and nature of responses. I grouped the
population into four groups and intended to locate the correlations between time of stay
and the nature of responses. This grouping system created a time line within which to
study the correlation. I expected to see changes within each group correlate to the
participants' time of stay. After studying the responses from the single-response question,
I obtained a correlation of 0.6 for the overall program ofHITC. This positive correlation
indicated that length of stay in HITC was directly proportional to participants' positive
views of the process and product ofHITC.
Within the interviews 1 also employed many other grand tour questions and
follow-up questions in order to obtain more and deeper insight fi-om the interviews (no
single-response questions). Those grand tour questions and the follow-up questions
generated diverse responses among which significant correlation was difficult to establish.
This observation caused me to direct my strategy on the overall correlation fi"om the
single-response questions rather than identifying the correlation between the time of stay
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and the responses from the follow-up questions because of the reliability of the
correlation based on the number of similar responses from the questions (340 responses
from the single-response question grouped into positive, neufral, and negative).
The positive correlation between the time of stay and responses of the single-
response question identified the importance of the length of stay in HITC. Longer stays
seem to generate better results for the residents in the program ofHITC. I also suspect the
length of stay depended sfrongly on the four emphases. For example, a participant wanted
to complete his high school education and, therefore, would stay to complete grades nine
to eleven (three years). The schooling in HITC provided a reason and opportimity for a
resident to stay longer and to obtain a better chance to change.
Deep impressions and unforgettable experiences in CZSA. Table 4.9 (see p.
107) shows that community relationships are very important to the participants. As such
their one-word responses regarding the community relationships in HITC were often,
"support" and "happy." These words suggest that participants experienced positive and
productive relationships while m HITC. Question QAIIV asked, "Did you have any
unforgettable experiences m CZSA?" Participants' most frequent response was,
"mistakes," or a tune in which the participants experienced correction by the staff. The
section regardmg exemplary mterviews in Chapter 4, based on Appendix G, promoted my
understandmg that correction by the staffwas transformed into empowerment for change
through positive relationships, a feature of holistic interaction and of "tripping therapy,"
as explamed m episode NGU. The findings strongly agree with the participants'
responses for QA4Ia and QA4Ib�good relationships with the staff. As a result,
participants generally viewed mistakes as possible opportunities for transformation and
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worldview shifts. According to Lam, this highly emphasized holistic interaction was
deeply rooted in HITC for transformational purposes and echoed throughout the whole
research, five episodes, and interviews. The theme of HITC is holistic interaction for
holistic transformation on a collective holistic platform.
Unforgettable experiences and activities participants enjoyed. Tables 4.11 and
4.12. respectiveh. (see pp. 109-1 1) highlight that participants ranked sports/competifion,
(nine out of twenty participants), being together, moming assemblies, classes, and
interschool games as their favorite parts ofCZSA. Those activities exhibited the
characteristics of Lam's four emphases, namely, spiritual life, community life,
working/laboring (being together), and schooling.
Participants gave one-word descriptors regardmg their favorite parts ofCZSA. As
such, regarding community life activities, participants most frequently offered the
descriptor "happy." For schooling and working/laboring, they most frequently said,
"leaming" and "accomplishment." Regarding spiritual life and community life,
participants frequently indicated "self-reflection." These descriptors for participants'
favorite activities in HITC corresponded to the four emphases ofHITC (spiritual life,
conmiimity life, working/laboring, and schooling) upon which such activities were based,
thus iUustrating the connections and merging inherent in a holistic approach such as that
offered by HITC ofCZSA.
Changes reported by participants. Tables 4.14 and 4.15 (see pp. 113-14) show
that the top three changes reported by participants were "improved interpersonal
relationships" (thirteen out of twenty), "enhanced self-confidence" (thirteen out of
twenty), and "enhanced anger management, less impulsive" (twelve out twenty
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participants). As such, the majority of participants shared these three changes. These
changes also suggested that participant changes included social, psychological, and
spuitual aspects of their lives. Participants offered the following reasons for changes they
experience in HITC: "my own expectation" (nine participants), "teaching and sharmg of
the staff' (nine participants), "peer influence" (eight participants), "sense of community"
(six participants), "encouragement (six participants), and "family support" (six
participants). The previous descriptors and responses all involve relations�with self,
staff, other residents, and family. As a result, these fmdmgs suggest that HITC is
primarily concemed with reconnection and relationship. This primary concem was
illustrated by Lam in episode Holistic Interactive Therapeutic Communitv. He stated that
right relationships bring about right direction and perspectives in life, but wrong
relationships bring about wrong direction and wrong perspectives in life. The basic
philosophy ofHITC agreed with study fmdings regarding change through relationships as
described by the participants m the interviews. As such, study fmdings suggest that
smdents in HITC view relationships as the primary vehicles of their own personal
transformation. HITC, a program built upon a matrix of relationships, can help students
achieve greater levels ofwholeness ifHITC continues to explore new ways to brings
students into right relationships with themselves, with others, and with God in a
community setting. The community setting is the real life in which people live, so the
mentors, counselors, teachers, and facilitators can provide help immediately on the spot.
The help and empowerment can enter the residents' narrative of life. By definition
narrative is not bound by principles or systems, and narrative is a whole.
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Exemplary Interviews
When 1 looked at the exemplary responses in detail (see Appendix G), 1 saw some
that suggested worldview shifts in the residents. For example, participant C3 mentioned
that after a year in CZSA, he remembered one night that he ft)rgot to complete a simple
task. The resident was surprised because in his prior life he would not have remembered
such a small omission. His increased awareness and responsibility suggested a change
within him. This resident's experience also emphasized the impact of the community's
culture on a person because CZSA often highlights the importance of responsibility (see
Appendix F). The following is a portion of the transcript from participant C3's interview:
[C3A:] Don't remember whether it was moming or at night. Just a little
thing. I thought-it's like forgetting to do something. Then I sat dovm. 1
don't know whether it was the quiet time or self-study. I thought of it.
How come I would remember that?
[C3Q:] You were not like that?
[C3A:] No. No, really. I don't remember and I don't remember Nuts.
[C3Q:] That's really in your heart.
[C3A:] Now, don't know how come I had that in my heart. Don't know
why. I thought at that moment why I had to be mindful about that?
This exemplary interview and others were recorded in Appendix G in order to show
participants' worldview shifts. Nevertheless, such shifts in worldview reaffirm that
holistic transformation began inside and is a lifetime process consisting of continuous
divine-human mteraction and a continuing series of human decisions. Accordingly, the
last and most important work was action of the Holy Spirit who worked in his timing.
Jesus offered a perfect illustration, when he said, "The wind blows wherever it pleases.
You hear its soimd, but you cannot tell where it comes from or where it is going. So it is
with everyone bom of the Spirif (John 3:8). This insttiiction prompted me to avoid pride
due to mcreased understanding or insight and to depend on the grace ofGod in every
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sinjation. Lam also emphasizes that dependence on the work of the Holy Spirit brings
freedom, peace ofmind, and openness to many innovative approaches to rehabilitation.
From this mind-set, HITC is not a program-oriented approach but a Spirit-led person
approach.
Limitations of the Study
The limitations of this study are the preexisting relationships between the
interviewer and interviewees, the characteristic of a cross-sectional study, the age range
of the participants, the language proficiency of the participants, and the language barrier
between the participants and the readers.
Preexisting Relationship
As principal and executive Director at CZSA, 1 am an authority figure and
counselor to the interviewees, so bias or other influence could have occurred during the
study even if subtle. Role confusion could have happened as a natural, reflexive action.
One possible solution for this limitation might involve using another researcher to
conduct the interviews; nevertheless, interviews by outside researchers may bring about
other limitations regarding accurate imderstanding of the residents' culture. This
limitation presents recurring issues for future research. Another way to decrease
limitations of this study would be to increase the size of the research sample. With a large
enough sample size, even with bias, results are more apt to offer a good representation of
the reality. Further an anonymous questionnaire regarding the validity of the responses in
the interview could be used as a member check.
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Cross-Sectional Study
Another delimitation was that this study was a cross-sectional study in a fixed
time frame in which the longitudinal growth of the residents in the program cannot be
reflected accurately.
Age Range of the Participants
The third delimitation is the age range of the sample (13 to 25 years). This age
range covered two major developmental stages of human development (i.e., teenage and
early adulthood). This varied age range might have affected the validity and the
generalizability of the smdy. The fmdings are limited because they do not represent a
broad range of ages. Instead, the findings include only two developmental stages.
Generalizing the findings to other age groups might prove a questionable practice.
Language Proficiency
Students" language proficiency posed some limitations for this smdy as well.
From the pilot study to interviews and member checks, I made extra effort in order to
ensure that the students understood the interview questions. Their language ability
prevented them from giving specific metaphors and descriptors easily categorized as
positive, negative, or neutral. This language issue might explain lower interrater
reliability than was expected. An insider did the research to HITC, which proved helpful
in understanding and describing smdents' responses. Another corrective for the language
proficiency issue might entail a longer or more comprehensive interview in order to
enhance the communication between interviewee and participant.
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Language Barrier
The language barrier formed yet another delimitation for this study, an
undertaking that involved many translation processes. 1 conducted the interviews in
Cantonese, a Chinese dialect. The audio recordings were transcribed into written Chinese
and then were rendered into English. When 1 performed the member check, I translated
the constructs�^the translated themes drawn from their responses�again back into
Cantonese in order for participants to agree either or disagree with the accuracy of the
themes drawn from their responses. In addition to these facts, the students in HITC have
a culture of their own that features a unique set ofwords, meanings, colloquialisms, and
codes. Aspects of this culture might have been misunderstood or lost in the cycles of
franslation. A possible way to reduce the negative impact of franslation would be to have
one translator to manage the whole translation project for the study. This translator could
attend all of the interviews so he or she could watch and listen to the participants in
person. This fnst-hand knowledge would help the translator better understand
participants' language and culture and thus better understand the purpose of the study.
The interviews might also be videotaped so the translator could refer to them for
consistency in the translation process.
Unexpected Observation
Throughout the course of this research, I encountered some observations and
findings that did not fit with my expectations.
Unforgettable Experiences
I expected that participants would describe special events such as a trip to the
United States as their most unforgettable experiences; nevertheless, while some
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participants mentioned these events, (they seemed most impressed and most frequently
mentioned) were the relationships between participants and the staff. These relationships
were an important force for change in participants' lives.
Discipline
Three students mentioned that their experience of being disciplined was their
most imforgettable experience, likely due to the severity of the discipline. Participants
commented that such discipline gave them opportunities for self-reflection. 1 expected
that students would regard the sunple life (i.e., cold showers, and hard work) as negative
experiences. Nevertheless, for many students being able to take cold showers became
some form of a challenge and offered a sense of achievement when they accomplished
the task. Participants indicated that they enjoyed the hard physical work because they
worked together This response seemed to suggest that the work itselfwas less important
than the students' experience of togethemess and belonging. Smdents' emphasis on
togethemess and belonging might even explain part of the smdents' dmg usage or
criminal activities for the sake of belonging and experiencing togethemess.
Positive Relationship
Regarding impressions of the staff, all the participants responded in a positive
manner Even from the two participants whose general attimdes toward CZSA appeared
rather negative responded in appositive manner when asked about relationships with the
staff. The participants also offered positive responses about sports. Many of them
mentioned table tennis, instmcted by Mr Chung, one of the CZSA staffmembers. I
previously thought their favorite sport was basketball, but their responses indicated table
tennis as the favorite. This set of responses might indicate that sports were not the key
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issues but Mr. Chung's relationship with them as they spent time together in the training
process. Schooling was mentioned less frequently, though no participants expressed any
negative feelings regarding schooling.
Community Life
As 1 searched through the televised episodes, I found that the community life
stood out more than any other element of CZSA, and, as such, community life seemed
pervasive throughout e\ er\ part of CZSA. 1 also saw that the four emphases (spiritual life,
community life, working/laboring, schooling) could not be separated but were interwoven,
forming one mass. These four emphases and their namres ofwholeness can serve as a
blueprint for other treatment programs to duplicate or use as a foundation for further
development.
Language Proficiency
Prior to the smdy, I did not expect that the participants' language proficiency was
low enough to cause problems with understanding the questions or with self-expression.
This research was based primarily on participant responses in the mterviews. The
problem showed up in the results of the interrater reliability of the descriptors and
metaphors. Accordingly, participants' word choices directly influenced the results, and
their language abilities presented certain problems for the smdy.
Recommendation for Application of Findings to Ministry Context
HITC is not a program-based approach; instead, it is a dynamic, organic approach.
As such, HITC does not resemble an assembly line producing overcomers; rather, it is an
open setting where participants (including staffmembers) can find meaning in their lives.
The elements involved�^participation, the situation, circumstances, and/or the
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interactions among all these elements cannot be copied or replicated, especially because
the individual personalities of staff members may have been key factors. While the form
and program of HITC may be copied, the circumstances or the relationships caimot be
copied. As a result, distilling some principles, ideologies, values, or worldviews ofHITC
would be meaningfiil. The meaning behind the specific format or circumstance should be
considered for application in other ministry contexts.
For example, multidimensional relationships are important in HITC because they
afifect whether the ministry and service goals can be achieved (holistic transformation).
This general principle of relational connectivity may be applied to many other ministries.
The holistic relational interactions in HITC cannot be deconstmcted into simple, strict
roles for each community, member. While smdents are ultimately accountable for their
actions, daily life in HITC is non-hierarchical. As such, staff members work alongside
smdents, or a smdent skilled at a particular task might embrace the role of "teacher" in
order to teach the skill or task to the staffmember. This nonhierarchical approach is
different from a TC where residents begin at the bottom and climb up the hierarchy.
Smdy fmdings suggest that for HITC, relationships with staff, peers, self, or family
provide the empowerment behind the smdents' changes.
HITC's four emphases could be further developed or explored in CZSA or applied
to other dmg freatment programs. Regarding spiritual life, participants generally reported
positive feelings toward Christianity, though some participants do not as of yet express
belief in God. The testimonies, sacrifice, and commitment level of the staffmembers
caused them to have such a view.
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Out of all participants, 90 percent reported a positive impression of the staff, 0
percent reported a negative impression, and 10 percent were neutral. Nine out of twenty
participants reported that the staff and the teachers were the reasons for their changes.
Staffmembers and teachers were one of the most frequent reasons cited for change (see
Table 4.15, p. 114). Thus, the staffwho lived alongside the residents around the clock had
an impact on the residents' lives. The overcomer staff, who were ex-drug addicts, as peer
counselors also provided a living testimony ofGod's power. When residents saw changes
in the overcomers staffmembers, residents often would think more about matters of faith.
In Cowbov Lam. Lam stated, "They [the overcomers staff] can serve as a bridge, bringmg
the addicts into the life of the coimselors. Collaboration between them [non-overcomer
and overcomer staff] is a beautiftil thing. Zheng Sheng believes in this." Hierarchy was
not on the focus in HITC and this non-egalitarian approach contributed to the
relationships among all HITC's participants, both staff members and residents.
Nine out of twenty participants said that sports or competition were their favorite
activities in CZSA (see Table 4.10, p. 108). In Appendix G, the exemplary interviews,
many residents stated they experienced empowerment through sports or competitions
such as, a forty-two-kilometer marathon, fifteen-kilometer cross-country race, "full court
press defense" in every basketball game, and difficult training for table tennis. This sports
element could be ftirther developed to provide more opportunities for each resident so as
to strengthen the bonds among the residents and between the residents and the staff". The
resulting positive strengthened (holistic) relationships could lead to transformation as in
this smdy's findings. This transformation would enhance and add to the community life
ofHITC or another program.
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Regarding the working/laboring emphasis, the participants reported that they
perceived the overall atmosphere, the sense of collective responsibility, and the
collaboration among staff, residents, and business operations were useful in developing
their character. As they leamed to work without making excuses, they leamed to be
responsible. Participant C3A indicated leaming responsibility even with small issues (see
Appendix G). This attimde is a basic working skill in life. Lam expressed this idea
>
precisely: "A lot ofour business actually provides skill training. On the one hand, we
train them to be responsible in life, that is the most important skill in making a living"
(Cowbov Lam). Such responsibilities uicreased as the residents worked in real business
settings complete with market standards and demands. The pressure of deadlines and
direct contact with customers gave residents a sense of reality and of their fiiture. In
Chapter 4, describing HITC's focus on working and laboring, two smdents were quoted
as examples of being responsible at work and working for the fiiture. In these settings the
residents acquired more self-confidence (see Table 4.14, p. 113) and were better prepared
for their reintegration into society than prior to their experiences in HITC. This business
and the working/laboring concept should focus and highlight needs for other dmg
rehabilitation program to address.
Schooling, the last emphasis, could be applied widely to other rehabilitation
programs for young people. Many dmg treatment centers have education programs, but
these programs are unlike CZSA, a registered school that gives residents proper
identification to jom public school examinations or inter-school games. Lam said that
smdying was the responsibility ofyoung people. As such this identity gives them hope
rHolistic Interactive Therapeutic Communitv). In Chinese society, schooling provides a
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means to climb the social ladder, giving a sense of fumre to the young people. Other
treatment centers should also make good use ofCZSA's schooling concept.
I also found a very interesting and diverse phenomenon regarding participants'
responses for likes and dislikes in CZSA, in that such responses were the same. "Getting
along with the others" was the top response for likes and dislikes in CZSA (see Table
4. 1 1 , p. 1 09). These results seem contradictory. 1 suspect that this result showed the
importance of relationships in HITC. The residents enjoyed relationships within HITC,
but at the same time getting along with the others was the students' hardest task. I also
discovered that this diverse picture was cohesive with the participants' top response
regarding their changes in enhanced interpersonal relationships. The tensions among the
relationships�likes and dislikes�seem to bring about the good result of changes in
interpersonal relationships.
The residents also experienced difficulties in relationships, specifically disliked
getting along with others. At the same time they also indicated very positive relationship
with the staff during interviews. I suspect the residents were having more difficulties with
the other residents than with staff members. My assumption also matched with the results
ofQA3I, which asked about the atmosphere among residents (see Table 4.4, p. 102). I
obtained twelve negative responses out of twenty. The residents indicated difficulties
among them and perceived a negative atmosphere.
With the goal of enhancing productive relationships among residents, I tried to put
the fmdings of the importance of relationships, good relationship with staffmembers, and
the interest ofparticipants in sports and activities in practice by setting up new
components in HITC. The staff can implement team-building activities or team sports at
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the beginning of residents' stays at HITC. The staff will encourage newcomers and
participate with newcomers in activities in order to help them adjust into the HITC's
culture with positive interaction. From this study, 1 leamed that the role of the staff can be
the changing agent for each resident; therefore, program participation is ofutmost
importance. The senior residents can also provide a bridge between new residents and the
program. As such, senior residents have the advantage as insiders. I require activities to
provide positive interactions among newcomers, residents, and staff. Opportunity for
positive interaction is the base criteria.
On 2 June 2007, 1 will launch a pilot program�adventure-based counseling�for
personal growth and team building. I invited an experienced adventure-based counseling
coach to lead a hiking program. The coach will lead a group of ten residents to participate
in his designed program and will compare the outcome of the residents to the control
group at HITC. The control group will not participate in the hiking program, and they
will stay in the center as usual. I will evaluate the findings. In addition to the
effectiveness of the new program, most important are the new activities that provide
opportunities to engage the newcomers as early as possible. I suspect that early
engagement should improve the relationships among residents.
Speculations about Future Study
This smdy represented the CZSA's first time to be described in such a manner�
qualitative research from the residents' perspective. Accordingly, this study provides
some pioneeruig qualitative evaluative findings that support the positive nature of
CZSA's HITC and its effectiveness in promoting holistic transformation among young
ex-dmg addicts in Hong Kong.
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This qualitative research's strength was emerged from obtaining information
directly from participants. Nevertheless, my research coding might have been biased.
Member checks and detailed research can improve reliability and validity for ftiture study.
To further improve fmdings, a combined method of study or friangulation of qualitative
and quantitative research might prove of particular use. Questionnaires could be designed
for resident pretests and posttests with a control group within six months. The control
group is also HITC's residents under rehabilitation at the same time and in the same
center of the testing group. Because different factors between two groups still exist and
total confrol is not possible, ftiture study could aim instead for the best confrol the study
could assure. Then longitudinal research could be conducted to identify causes and
pattems of change.
Consttucts could also be provided. Research could be done from an observer's
point of view in which the observer scales residents' daily life to provide a more non-
biased picture. Tests on self-esteem could be administered to the smdents two times
within a certain period to ascertain their personal growth. Another possibility might be to
use the same instrument but interview more residents or form residents into groups of
shorter intervals of stay (e.g., a three-month increment) and interview those who have
finished and been out of the program for one year or five years. The various methods
outlined above could be employed for triangulation smdy.
Postscript
While a Westem understanding is likely to classify findings according to their
"rightness" or "wrongness," Dieter Gemert quotes a remark from E. Bierdumpel to
illustrate an altemative approach to understanding such fmdings:
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Bierdumpel (1987, p. 228) remarks that "Japanese handle incomplete,
incoherent, and inconsistent information much more easily than members
of the Westem countries, who always try to connect incomplete and
inconsistent observations by means of theoretical constmcts, ideological
concepts, or something like that, and to classify them as 'right' or 'wrong'
immediately." (563)
Gemert asserts that scientific thinkers should be willing to leam other approaches than
cognitive, linear Westernized understandings regarding conceptual schemes and pattems
of interpretation, especially in regard to cross-cultural styles of thinking and
understanding. Further, Gemert suggests that, an essential feature of scientific thinking
should be embrace methodical doubt in which thinking must be constantly checked and
updated (563). As such, science is a study of overcoming self-defmed boimdaries. This
attimde does not suggest the absence of tmth; rather, attimdes and understandings
regarding tmth are dynamic and changing. Tmth is more than personal knowledge;
however, the pursuit of tmth emerges out of personal knowledge.
Regarding application of this smdy's conclusions, an idea has begun to develop in
my imderstanding. On one side, I find all the factual material that I have discovered�
data, numbers, percents, and rates of effectiveness. Conversely, on the other side, I have
identified a vast area with infinite possibilities from which a dynamic possible solution
might emerge. For this reason, a holistic, interactive, open-minded approach must be
employed for fiiture smdy and fiiture work in HITC. A holistic approach opens up more
possibilities for innovative interactions in real life; as a result, more than one possible
innovative solution may be found.
The goal of this smdy was not to seek mere knowledge but to seek wisdom. The
conclusion of this smdy does not suggest a static, facmal answer; rather, the CZSA
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concept suggests a dynamic, organic approach or attitude to dmg rehabilitation through
spiritual life, community life, working/laboring, and schooling, not a step-by-step manual.
In the world of computer programming, people are finding that procedural
programming is not the only approach to finding solution to a problem. Derek Bridge
says, "A sequence of instmctions to act upon a collection of stored variables is not the
only way of expressing programs." This approach is widely used in the field ofartificial
intelligence�machines thinking like humans. The main idea ofprogramming in logic is
setting goals (such as holistic transformation) and declaring the relationships, mles and
constraints (such as spirimal life) between parameters, then letting the program system
(such as community life) find the solutions or ways to the goals. This programming
approach highlights my position on the holistic approach to the ministry m HITC.
Researcher's Reflection
Upon the completion of this research, I have reflected on the process of the smdy
and especially considered the mterviews with the residents. The word "relationship"
seemed the most pervasive theme of the interviews. The residents found that relating to
others was the hardest aspect of life in CZSA, but residents also foimd this aspect best
part of life in CZSA, as it provided opportunities to practice self-control. As a result,
many have become less hot-tempered. Also, the positive interactions inherent in HITC
increase residents' desire to avoid fiimre jail terms because such positive relationships are
often absent in the jail. Residents enjoyed positive relationships with the HITC staff and
appreciated their willingness to work long hours and take care of residents' daily needs.
The improved family relationships empowered residents to change. Their unpleasant
experience in jail also played a significant role for their changes.
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In all these interpersonal relationships, residents have leamed to be responsible;
many of them mentioned the word responsibility during the interviews. As the students
fulfill their duties and complete work or projects, they enjoy the resulting sense of
achievement and increased self-worth. Residents often would think about the ftiture and
agree that schooling was a path for a better fumre. The residents also enjoyed the good
feelings and ftm ofworking together with a large group of people. Due to the close
communit>' relationships, they had a strong sense of loyalty to the community. When
residents had to bear consequences ofothers' wrongdoings, some smdent, could accept
such consequence and remain free from bittemess even if they did not fully understand.
From their stay in CZSA, smdents had a good impression on Christianity in general and
moved closer to a Christian understanduig of God.
The researcher reflection offers my overall impression from interviewing and
interacting with participants. While such comments were not offered by a large number of
smdents, the maimer in which smdents expressed their opinions told me that these were
important to them.
This study is a piece of art that ftises east and west. All people touched by this
smdy humble themselves with deep understanding among each other and themselves.
With this new synergy, they may be able to understand a new dimension of tmth.
Looking forward to this new understanding will improve service to others in the name of
Jesus Christ the Lord.
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APPENDIX A
Interview Questions
Background
Name: DOB: Admission: Age:
Reason of admission: Drug experience:
Triad background: Sex:
A. Process evaluation:
1 . General impression of the program (Christian Zheng Sheng Association, CZSA)
I. What is your overall impression of the program? What are your feelings?
2. Comments on the program content
1. Were there any activities that most effectively aroused your interest to
participate in CZSA's living?
3. Comments on the program implementation
1. What are your thoughts on the degree or extent ofparticipation of the entire
center (i.e., all the smdents)?
4. Comments on the instmctors
I. What are your views on the mstmctors in CZSA?
B. Product evaluation:
1. Evaluation of the general effectiveness of the program
I. Do you feel that the training and education of CZSA are beneficial to the
development ofyoung dmg addicts?
2. Evaluation of the specific effectiveness of the program
I. Do you think that your participation in CZSA has an impact on your knowledge
(schoolwork and grades)? Please elaborate on your answers.
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II. Do you think living in CZSA can promote your self-confidence or ability to face
the fiiture?
III. Do you think the program in CZSA can enhance your abilities in different areas
in your life?
IV. Do you think the program can promote your spiritual life?
V. Do you think the program can promote your bonding with family, teachers, and
smdents?
VI. Do you think the program can cultivate your compassion and care for the
others?
VII. Do you think the program can promote your participation in and care for the
society?
VIII. Do you think the program can promote your sense of responsibility to the
society, family, school, and peers?
3. Other comments
I. If you are mvited to use three descriptors to describe the program, what three
descriptors will you use to describe the program?
II. If you are invited to use one incident, object, or feeling (e.g., indigestion,
enjoyment, etc.) to describe the program, what metaphor will you use to stand
for the program?
C. Supplementary
1. Changes (Three questions were added after pilot interviews with eight students in the
program.)
1. What were you like when you worked before? Now?
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II. What were you like when you were in school before? Now?
III. Do you have any dreams?
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APPENDIX B
Interview Questions with Notes
Background
Building rapport.
Name: DOB: Admission: Age:
Reason of admission: Drug experience:
Triad background: Sex:
Interv iew guide for the interviews involving the program participants
A. Process evaluation:
1 . General impression of the program (Christian Zheng Sheng Association, CZSA)
I. What is your overall impression of the program? What are your feelings?
II. Overall, did you enjoy participating in the program ofCZSA?
III. With reference to the program, what has given you a lasting impression?
IV. Do you have any unforgettable experiences concerning your participation in
this program?
2. Comments on the program content
I. Were there any activities that most effectively aroused your interest to
participate in CZSA's living?
II. Regarding the program, what are the things you like? What are the things you
dislike?
III. What are your views on the different areas and content of the program?
IV. Which areas do you like the most? Why?
3. Comments on the program implementation
I. What are your thoughts on the degree or extent ofparticipation of the entire
center (i.e., all the smdents)?
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II. How do you feel about the atmosphere and discipline of the center when the
program was implemented?
III. What are the responses of the participating smdents regarding the program?
4. Comments on the instmctors
I. What are your views on the instmctors in CZSA?
II. Regarding the interactions between the instmctors and smdents, what are your
thoughts and feelings?
B. Product Evaluation:
1 . Evaluation of the general effectiveness of the program
I. Do you feel that the training and education ofCZSA are beneficial to the
development ofyoung dmg addicts?
II. Do you thmk that the program has helped your development?
III. After livmg in CZSA, do you have any changes? If yes, please specify, (free
elicitation).
IV. What have you gained in this program? (free elicitation)
V. Ifyou feel that you have changed, what do you thmk are the factors that have
promoted such changes?
VI. If you have not noticed any changes in yourself, what do you think are the
reasons?
2. Evaluation of the specific effectiveness of the program
I. Do you thmk that your participation in CZSA has an impact on your
knowledge (schoolwork and grades)? Please elaborate on your answers.
II. Do you think living in CZSA can promote your self-confidence or ability to
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face the future?
111. Do you think the program in CZSA can enhance your abilities in different
areas in your life?
IV. Optional questions
V. Do you think the program can promote your spiritual life?
VI. Do you think the program can promote your bonding with family, teachers,
and students?
VII. Do ) ou think the program can cultivate your compassion and care for the
others?
VIII. Do you think the program can promote yoiu- participation in and care for the
society?
IX. Do you think the program can promote your sense of responsibility to the
society, family, school, and peers?
3. Other Comments
I. Ifyou are invited to use three descriptors to describe the program, what three
descriptors will you use to describe the program?
II. If you are invited to use one incident, object, or feeling (e.g., indigestion,
enjoyment, etc.) to describe the program, what metaphor will you use to
stand for the program?
C. Supplementary
1 . Changes (Three questions were added after pilot interviews with eight students in the
program.)
I. What were you like when you worked before? Now?
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II. What were you like when you were in school before? Now?
III. Do you have any dreams?
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I laid laboi and exercise has lakcn the place ol heroin 1 le said thai the govemnicnl
should start a special scliool lor > oiith with drug problems I here should be something,
which combined acenmniodation. drug lehabililalion service and training in useful
technical skills including computci, caipentiT and electronics lie said. "We have to give
these youngsters the help they need and the chance lo help themselves Yat Sing who has
also learned lo play Ihe pinno rathei than taking drugs i lis aims were to get on bcliei
with other people, ""'I he world ol'thc addicts." he said, is a lonely and sellish place
where the hunt for the next fix consumes all othci thougiiis I am now learning how lo
live with others and to be icsoiiilc in doing things 1 won t waver about taking drugs
again "LAM I lav-sing said that his \oung charges did nol object their photographs
being publi.shcd as thcv had changed the way and were proud ol themsehcs "I think this
guy should know that his past path was w long And this knowledge should nol onh be
present wlien they wcie in tlie camp. But they should know it in their heart "'He said. "If
they can accept that they were wrong, there's no way for them to hide away and be
afraid lo lace up to the past
"
CI IAN Siu-cheuk arranged for (hem three 3()-minute classes in the morning In the
aftemoon. they look up work in the drug rehab center and did homework at night.
The self-eonfidcnee of Ka Chun was built up in his busy days here I Ic said proudly that
he learned to do what he couldn't beibre ' I didnT do ain sports at all Not even strength
to walk when I was on drug. Now I can earn bricks. I shivered when I took even a hot
shower Now I can do that with stream water I also continue to studv Kwan Chai said.
" After ctmiing for one month. I told in\ self that 1 got lo learn to be good here because
the slalThere came here to help us, leaving comfort and nice pciks behind They love us
and teach us lo be good so we are here to learn to be good." The center reported that
K.wan Chai was a high achiever
fhe standards fif students varied Among the 17 students, onlv one has finished lorni
Three An 18-veai-old l-'omi One student did not even know the basic words
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CHAN Siu-cheuk thought dilfcrcnlK about ihe diiig addicts lie said that inan\ people
found tliem disgusting as thc\ would just do aiiyllimg when the\ wanted drugs. Ilieir
natuic was the same as the olhei people CHAN Siu-cliciik conipaicd people to a
Irashcan Aii\ noimai pcison is like a clean trashcaii with a lid Ollicis would thmk that it
was a clean one because of its look Diug addicts arc like the tiasbcan at the fish stall in
the wet market Ainonc would think that it was diit\ Whcthci the outside of the
trashcnn was clean oi not. it is for the purpose ol holding liasli People were like that.
CI IAN Siii-cheuk believed that the nature ol human being was the same leenage drug
addicts would change if they were given education
Hasketball training helped students learn to follow the instructions of the coach and
foster team spirit All teachers arc registered (iraduate Master Misliess who lia\e given
up their good job to come to Chi Ma Wan peninsular to help the teenage drug addicts.
CI IAN Siu-chcuk. the piineipal. bclie\ ed that education gives the students a choice
regarding their future. 1 hey wouki have to finish f orm l lirce cducatum before Ihcy
could have a choice, climbing the social ladder and reaching another level Drug
rehabilitation is a process of education, rebuilding hie and worldx icws If physical
dependence is dealt with but there are hurts in their heart, they arc not healthy people
>et CZSC teachers waul to build a trusting relationship with the students They loc^k for
wa\ s to solve problems and issues in life together Ah Kucn said. "The teachers here
have greatly encouraged me and led mc to face the problems
" The teachings of the
teacher and the remoteness in Chi Ma Wan peninsular gave Ah Kucn space to reflect
upon himsell He realized that it required elTorts if one wanted to mature He had to ask
of himselfmore Ah Hong said with a smile, i came to CZSA and I'm not that young 1
should think about my future
"
They were happy and their teachers and parents pleased
He has been in CZSA since he was put on a probation order for a minor drug olTcncc
two \ears ago Mr CHAN said that drug abusers were benefited the most trom Ihe self-
paced and self-inotivalcd education program At the center. 5 teachers conducied tutorial
classes for 34 students Most of them were on probation order for drug otfcnee.
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There were eight staffmcmbcrs and 34 teenagers on the island Only ten dollars per
person could be used for three meals a day Only riec vermicelli was served for lunch.
V-Hch night, only three staffmembers stayed but teenagers did nol run away or start a
riot Jacob Lam gave credits to the management mode ofthe center. The stafTatc, lived
and worked together with the residents, supervising and caring them 1 he teenagers
knew that the teachers gave a lot for them and they knew that if they ran away, they
couldn't come back again.
Subsidy would not increase but the registration would help development
fhe main responsibilities ofthe school are detoxification, rehabilitation, teaching life
skills, rebuilding confidence, cultivating positive attitudes, promoting good human
values and morals and integration to society. The first time ever a drug addict high
school basketball team played against a normal school team from United Christian
College.
It is dilTicult and dangerous to get off to the pier at the Christian drug rehab center.
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School Cerlilicalc Results wcic released toda\ lo niarn students, it was oiiK a part of
then life and did not thmk too much about it Hut lo Ah Kucn. who is now in a drug
lehab center, it was an opportunity for him to return lo society and to incieasc his edges
when looking for jobs
Ah l ai. a-26-year-old, has been learning to repair eiunputci l aiglish and typing at CZSC
for half a year Apart from practical skills like computer and typing, he also learned to
get along with others in the school lie confessed that he was bad-tcinpercd His self-
image was low. thinking that he was useless and tlieie was no goal in life Hut with the
counseling from the teachers and his faith in Jesus, he started to change. Now he could
control his temper better He looked at Jesus to learn from his forgiveness and patience,
changing his quick temper. Ah I'ai is working in the computer maintenance company
opened by CZSC in fai I'o I le can use what he has learned and al the same lime, he has
learned to trust himself 1 here are also oppoilunities tor him to open up himsell and
communicate more with others, preparing himself to return to society Ah Yuen, 19
years old, said that he has been beneliled a lot Irom the teaching method ofCZSC. i e
tailoring for the students. Though he had studied form Four, he didn't put his heart there
and he only reached Ihe junior high level But the school taught him as he was and
allov\cd him to learn from the basics, helping him to make up what was missing. He has
also leamed typing in Chinese The school arranged .some work for him and he felt that it
was more concrete and meaningful. He is now a skilled Chinese t> pist Ah Yuen said
conlidently that he would work hard for Ihe positive in life Chi Ha left CZSC last
October and continued his Form Five program at United Christian College. He was not
used to regular school life as he had been in CZSC for quite a while. Luckily teachers
and classmates didn't disenniinate him but spent time to help him. English is the
teaching medium and he didn't understand at all But with the help and understanding of
the classmates and the extra lessons from teachers, he caught up gradually. As CZSC
adopts the same curriculum as any regular schools, he had no problem w ith it and was
able to adjust to school soon I le has not thought about his luture plans > el but he was
vers interested in accounting and hoped that he could get into the trade
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Alter school, students woikcd together to impiovc the environment Students and slall'
used this pooiK equipped bathroom every nighl having a shower with chilly stream
walei in Ihe wind 1 he principal, the teachers and the students .spent a night together in
Ihe biokeii doimilory CI IAN Siu-cheuk came to serve as the principal, a tcathei. a
counselor and a worker in the schoiil
As there was no time to Ihink about what to cook. Ihcy just ate rice vermicelli everv
afternoon l iven, two students have to cook Ibr some thirty people for three days All
year around, tbcv take showers with stream water In winter, the water is so hot' that
there was smoke This is really our swimming pool" Do you think you wilt get bored if
there is no music, no sport or arts in life ' This is grace, good medicine for the heart
These should be the curricular activities
"
The opening ofC/SC CZSC olTered drug rehab service for teenage drug addicts It was
registered as a private school last year and was the first in I long Kong The students
there turned away from the wrong track, being cared for and enjoying the community
life. As Ah l ung recalled, he couldn't get used to the life there at first, especially the
fixed schedule for ev ery day and the ban on foul language But later he found that many
people cared for him and understood that the work assigned to him in the school was to
sharpen their determination. He started to enjov working together with others and
improve his family relationship Ah Fung put his faith in Christianity and he quit drug
through this faith. What he enjoys most now arc basketball and computer
Ah Kuen, who looked stable and honest, was a problem student Ele got three major
demerits in Form One. Al that time, he smoked and drank and got zero Ibr his score. 1 Ic
thought that killing himself w ould be a contribution to the societv' Later he w as admitted
to Ihe matriculation program in a high school in Cheung Chau I Ic was the chairman of
the class association, a member of the basketball team; he joined long-distance running
and gave public .speeches Apart from studying. Ah Kuen also helped managing the
dormitory and pi//a restaurant ofCSZC and there was some aehicvcmenl lie was
among the upper half in his result in linglish and came first in Chinese. As for the
university entrance exam, he was nol that confident However the result will be, he has
decided to say in CZSC to help other teenage dmg addicts.
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When he lirsi ciime, Kai I .un did not change his temper and slapped a classmate He was
not allowed to study or woik for three months As inlliienccd by other classmates and as
he believed in Jesus, he started to have some direction in life He wanted to be a social
woiker, helping peiipheral youth with his experience Ihe goal ofCZSC is to help
tcciingers luin trom death lo life. Nine programs have been developed including
computer. Hash caid, piano mainlenance. and pizza restaurant.
"What I find the saddest is nol Ihe student doing something wrong but giving up like
hurling his feet with stones bcfoie the race starts." Hut the help and support from his
faith, his wife and friends and the .society have been the force driving CHAN Siu-cheuk
to go on for years I le has experienced love, acecptance and goodness.
CZSC team came first in the grade A boys section CHAN Siu-cheuk. the pnncipal of
CZSC. said that the school encouraged students lo play sports as this would help them
rebuild their self-confidence and understand that one should not give up He said. "When
they were on drugs and sulTering withdrawal symptoms, they shivered and now after
making an cIToit, they earn respect which is due to them
" The leam made a real elTort It
was especially true with KWAN Kai-lun. the individual champion in the grade A boys
group He showed his persistence before and after the race. He has definitely changed
What was more, he was hurt in a basketball contest before the race He said that didn't
expect that he would win He said while his feel still hurting after the race, I only
wanted to lest my willpower and there arc not many competitions in a lifetime '"T hope
the people in general will understand that teenagers like us are able to achieve
something. II one is willing to change, one will have a future
" He's now studying in
form live and wanted to further his study and become a physical instructor one day.
1 he result ofCZSC: Group champion in the boys' section in the Tsucn Wan and
outlying island high school interschool cross-country competition.
Kwok Lung said that though fhe world outside gave him up, there were people caring for
him here Someone had some expectation of him Here, he wouldn't lose himself for
some heroin 1 le knew that he was valuable Kwok Lung is the dormitory supervisor at
this drug rehab school. He has decided to sit for the School Certificate Fxam and lo stay
lo help others because he believed that many teenagers got lost just like him before. The
core ofthe problem was that Ihcy had nol made up their mind CZSC students had
various activities including religious ones during their leisure lime, fhe life there was
tough. Other than studying, the students had to help repair and maintain the school
building. n
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' A lot of things arc done from the heart not because of external cireuinstaiiLcs Only if
they don't give up. they can change
" Most of CZSC studenls are referred h\ court, the
Social Welfnrc Dcpailinent and 80"o ol tlicin look heroin and some in triad .society
Apart fiom legular acatlemie subjects, there are many piactical subjects It is a two-\cai
Christian diug rehab program I hc\ have class in the morning, laboring in the altcrnoon
and studv in the evening feacheis who are not mariicd have to stay for four nights and
those married three nights to give extra help to students who need it CI IAN Siu-ehcuk
believed that it is more important to live together which will help understand one
another
A year and a half ago. he asked himself, "Will 1 spend mv whole life in robbery and drug
addiction''" I lis turning point was believing in .lesus
The education program of CZSA expanded into a registered college. CZSC in 1998
CHAN Siu-cheuk sened as the principal CZSC was the first high school which was set
up fiir drug addicts fhe school was located at 1 \KYC ofCZSA at Chi Ma Wan
peninsular in l.anlau There were onlv two classrooms, seven teachers and 51 students
Students were required to stav in the dormilon, and their age ranged from 14 to .34. Most
ofthe teenagers were sent there bv the court They had taken drug, committed oirenccs
or had triad background. SO'o of them were required to stay there for two years CI IAN
Siu-cheuk believed that one must earn respect due to them One could not beg for
respect Apart from studying, students had to work in the school-run business like the
pizza restaurant, fish farm or piano company or take up duties like cooking or repairing
computers. This was to help them return to society .lust like any other regular students,
the students here could join the public exams So CI IAN Siu-cheuk described CZSC as
the most practical school. What did the students think about this principal? CHAN Kam-
hong, a 2 1-\ ear-old. said. "He is harsh sometimes but he realh' cares for me. He is a
friend but also a teacher He always encourages us but always in the same words. 1 have
already mctnonzed them.
Chinese University ofHong Kong professor. Allreda Stadlin who is also an expert in
drug studies said the situation in Hong Kong was worry ing as both drug olfcnders and
abusers are getting younger The situation is comparable to that in the United Slates
n
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lun I'ling was sent to C/SC b\ couit I laving changed, he studied in a computer course
with Uaplisl Uiii\eisit\ And now be has become a technician at u computer coiiip;in\
Chung Yin. as am newlv arrived, was nol used to the poor lacililies in t'/SC and
wanted to leave many times 1 le went there voluntarily and could leave at anytime But
with the support Irom some overcomer stalT. Chung Yin stayed al the end. After
spending two \ ears there, be has changed a lot but he decided that he would stav for
another two years as he wanted to finish the malriciilalioii piogram on the one hand and
help otheis who shared his expenence on Ihe other fvling S/e hoped that she could
broaden hci hori/on and testify the grace ol (iod on her
With some nice food, we interviewed CI IAN Sui-chcuk. the principal He said that Ihe
education idea of C/.SA was to care and love Ihe students and to set realistic and
responsible expectation (iod has reasonable expectations towards us (iod helps those
who help ihcmselvcs. nol telling to do nothing Chinese people believe in inodelmg
StatVmembers do what ihev leach What they ask ofthe students. the\ do it themselv es
What the students need is not what the\ have to do or nol to do but a person standing by
them Our goal of education is to help our trainees to build the identity of a student
through a school, to return to mainstream education, and to take part in the competitions
which all Hong Kong students join, for example, the students joined the inler-school
cross-eounln eompetilioii 1 hrough their participation. Ihcy could train themselv cs to
ask of themselves and improve themselves. Also, we have started manv businesses
where the students can apply what they have learned
""
POON Kai-kuen testified that
.lesus changed his life and blessed his family. One of the colleagues is an interior design
had to weed and work on the field Mr Lam has never taken diugs but stressed that be
understands the drug addicts
" 'fhe Bible says that all people hav e sinned Drug addicts
and 1 arc Ihe same 1 w as under the bondage of sin and the\ under the bondage of drug
addiction. I have experienced Jesus and w as set free f rom the bondage of sin. 1 herefore.
I am also an overcomer
"
C/SA wanted to facilitate the return of their students into the society and spent a huge
amount <)fmonev on computer-assisted film editing equipment
C/SA starts business programs like computer, design, angelflsh larm. dog breeding,
piano companv and pi//a restaurant where students can woik and learn some working
skills
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C/.SC teachers had a set of special skills to help then students change CHAN Siu-cheuk
said that Ihe teachers and Ihe colleagues lieic yvould not disenniinate against the studenls
because of then past Lvenonc lixed on an equal basis The leacheis that slaved
oyernight did not haye their oyyn room hut had to sleep on the bunk bed A.s there was no
money and as a yyay lo Irani their yvillpoyvci all people theic look cold shoyyci 1 his
formed a classless and inlimale relationship and there vyas care and people yveic real
Students had no holidays Ihev could only contact Ibeir familv through phone There
yyere times some studenls got verv upset yyhen they learned that their parents vvanted a
diy oicc Ol got sick When the teaclieis learned about that, they would go to do a home
y isit Ol go lo the hospital to show their care 1 hose parents may still end up in divorce
but the students responded to Ihe eaic and the giving ofthe teachers and they changed ll
IS a long y\ay to help these young people retum to the right track. CHAN Siu-cheuk said.
'I observe the look of every .students When they are in a good mood. 1 will give them
some proper values and life attitudes It's belter than just preaching to them
'"
" Do you remember that I finished the 42-km marathon la.st year It was unforgettable I
wanted lo do thai again But this year. I didn't join Ihe race as I am in form Six now and
Ihe program is hard It takes a lot of time to do homework I got no time for training. I'o
me. studying in Form Five is already a big challenge Studying is no easy task. There are
many diniculties. Sometimes I am discouraged and it's like getting exhausted when
running But it is the time to test myself My faith has given me a lot of strength and
support I believe that if I endure. I will be saved. This is a Bible verse I want to give to
you and hope that you can put it in your heart When you leave Shek Kwu Chau
rrcatment & Rehabilitation Center for the society, that \m11 help you. "(Letter to his
elder brother)
C/SC takes drug addicts on a one-year program The partnering school agrees to take
back Ihe student recommended bv C/SC
C/.SC IS the only high school with a drug rehab function in Asia.
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It s not important yyhetlier the result is good or bad but 1 see Ihe university entrance
exam as a hurdle, II 1 don t go through this hurdle. I will ne\ cr know how much lurther I
need to go or yyhelliei I can make it
�
Really, 1 hay e never thought I yyoiild sit lor the university entrance exam Compared lo
yyhal 1 was. an addict and a prisoner. I am now m another world
"
I'm a lot older than
them and there .iic not many opportunities lor me so ! have to work harder "Apart liom
learning abilities, all students had lo overcome some psychological barrier "1 really felt
einbariassed especially when taking the oral test. When it was bcrore. 1 yyould definitely
give up ll It were an intcrview-like setting Hut I've learned to persist in these few
years "At Ihe completion of form In e study . he has decided to stay in C/.SC lo be a
dormilon supery i.sor and prepare for Ihe uniy ersily entrance exam
"They learned about the faith gradually and they practiced the disciplines of life step by
step Ciod put together dilTerent things to let human beings go through various
experiences, ll is like dilTerent breyying methods fi>r different tea. The yyater temperature
for brewing tea is 70 to 80 degree Celsius If it is too hot. the tissue and the texture of tea
leaves will be damaged and the tea bitter If the tealeav es are left in the water for too
long, the tea yyhich is good to health yyill become harmful to health Life and faith are
like lea One has to brew more, understanding and mastering the time One has to put
his her heart there and be concentrated and a cup of refreshing tea yy ill be brew ed 1 think
thai there is no short cut for faith or teaism Spintual life has to be trained too and one
needs to read the Bible and pray. Brewing tea can help one quiet doy\n and perform each
step slowly llong Kong people lead a fast-paced life and they really need to quiet
down." Choi (ioh. an ex-addict, enjoy ed teaism and the philosophy he found there I le
has never thought that he yyould have breyyed tea yvilh his hands yyhich were only for Q
taking heroin before
OX
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Quote
Kuan, a 19-year-old, was sent to C/.SA lo quit diugs two years ago. He studied and
learned to do video liliniiig and computer film editing to pass his time No\\ he has got
back lo the right liaek I le said,' I've got back my.sclf, mv farnil\ and my self-
eonlidence."'
fhe pnncipal and students of C/SC. a group of 1 7. .shaied with Ihe residents in Oakland
their experience of helping .studenls to return to the right tiaek and the impoitance ol not
giving up leaching with sincenh , care and senousness can help a aioup ol icenageis
who have gone the wrong way seek tlieir direction, goals and dignity for life We teach
thcin responsibilities, earing for others and to be forbearing and let them know thai there
arc othei choices in life
CHAN Yau-chi. the principal of I Inilcd Chiistian College, had an interview with Saiilos
(I I 111 I ") during the summer holiday and reali/ed that he had a very clear goal Ibr his
fulure Mr CHAN said that he was expecting Santos to join his school and gel into the
university
To equip students for the .society they had to take their work .senously as people only
got married once
A spartan lifesty le CI IAN Siu-cheuk described that the tools were changed but not the
value system Students still lived in a doiniitoiA' with broken windows and thev asked
why money was spent on computers but not ie|)ainng and maintenance. Money was not
the issue. I'hat was a .symbol telling the students what the most important was Yan Ming
cume to C/SA beeau.sc olTobbeiy nine months ago and has been sleeping under the
bniken window 1 le felt he was unlucky and it was cold v\hen il rained Later, he put a
piece of cloth there to piotect himself fiom the rain. And he got used to it He said. Tl
was comfoitnblc at home If I eompaie whai il was hke when I was detained in Pik Uk
for 21 days, it is already quite nice here '" Students had school and leisure al the center
Laboring was also a must, fat Chau, a l4-\ ear-old. had to earn sand and stone, build
platfbrms, make desks and chairs w ith wooden boards. Hoi Oi. a 15-ycar-old, being
rather quiet, was transferred to the lish fann half a year ago to look after the angelfish
that was worth some HKS500 to 600 dollars each They had to leam to work hard, lead a
simple life, cooperate and get along with others CHAN Siu-eheuk said that the students
were verv self-centered when they first came. So they had to live in a community and
helped each other out. experiencing the meaning ofworking logethei Work in the real
society, long-tcmi vocational training skills and devotional time all helped Ibein to
change their personal relationship, work attitude and even directions in life so that they Q
could return and contribute to the society g
ox
4:^
Source: Christian Zheng Sheng Association, "News Chpping on File."
Chan
Appendix D
Locations of CZSA's Centers in Hong Kong
Source: Christian Zheng Sheng Association, "Map on File."
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APPENDIX E
Drug Rehab Centers in Hong Kong
(Note: listed in alphabetical order)
Name Capacity Duration
Bamabas Charitable 49 � 2-year
Service Association residential
Limited
Caritas�Hong Kong, 20 � 1 to 3 months
Caritas Wong Yiu Nam residential
Center
Christian New Life 40 � 6 months
Association Limited
Christian Zheng Sheng 180 -24 months
Association Limited
Client type Model/method
Female drug
abusers at or
below 40
Male aged
below 30 who
abuse opiate or
non-opiate
related drugs
Male
Rehabilitated
drug dependent
persons
Gospel therapy: Bible
teaching and counseling
Long-term residential
treatment program
Short-term residential
treatment program
Residential treatment
service professional
service from psychiatrists,
nurses, social workers,
peer counselors, teachers,
chef, and clerks
Gospel-based coimseling-
assisted
Group work
Occupational training
Practice honesty, modesty,
self-control, and
unselfishness which are
deeply rooted in the
Christian faith and man's
heritage.
DACARS Lunited,
Enchi Lodge
Glorious Praise
Fellowship (Hong
Kong) Limited
Hong Kong Christian
Service, Jockey Club
Lodge ofRising Sun
Mission Ark Limited
Operation Dawn
Limited
Remar Association
(Hong Kong) Limited
St. Stephen's Society
24 � 6 to 12 months � Male drug or Gospel-based treatment
residential alcohol abuser model
30 � 12 months Drug abusers Drug abusers receive
residential medication and treatment
from registered doctors.
24 � 1 to 3 months � Drug abusers A holistic, mcentive.
residential under 30 client-program matching
and competence-based
approach
20 � 6 months Male � Gospel-based
. Counseling-assisted
. Group work
. Occupational training
66 � 12 months Drug or . Spiritual therapy
substance
abusers
20 � As long as Drug abusers � Long-term rehabilitation
rehabilitating aged over 18 program based on a
persons wish Christian faith
137 � Depend on the � Opiate and Are-parenting
need of clients psychotropic nonmedical approach
substance based on faith in Jesus
abusers Christ
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Name Capacity Duration Client type Model/method
The Christian New 66
Being Fellowship
Limited
The Finnish Evangelical 44
Lutheran Mission
The Societv for the Aid 378
and Rehabilitation of
Drug Abusers
The Societ\ of 26
Rehabilitation and
Crime Prevention, Hong
Kong
Wu Oi Christian Center 1 02
12 months
12 months
2-6 months
2-3 weeks
12 months
(live- in)
Male drug
abuser imder
age 25
Male drug
abusers
Male and
female
Male
Male and
female
Youth Gospel Drug
Treatment and
Rehabilitation
Integrated Training
(Christian Faith)
Disciplined lifestyle
Physical training
Study of the Christian
belief
Therapeutic community
Responsibility and
discipline through
planned work positions
and a promotion system
Short-term
detoxification
Community
rehabilitation
Multidisciplinary
Holistic rehabilitation
program
Depend on God and
based on biblical
principles
Source: Government. Fourth Three-Year Plan Annex VII i-xliii.
Code Episode
Coininumly life Cowboy l.am
Community life Cowboy l.am
Coinmunil> life Coubo\ l.am
Communitx lilo C'owbtn l.am
Clip* from episode
Vl) A li)l ol" people thmk lhal c\-addicls or i)\ crconicrs arc more suitable in doing drug
ichabililation woik Hut .lacob. the superintendent oi' this school, tiiinks othcrw i.sc
|.St;ilT trainee Wong Wing l ai | I was on drug and on the street I don't know much I'hc
most diliicult lliiiig IS ! unnl Ihem to be concentrated when thc\ do rc\ ision but I was the
worst among ihcm
|C'1'(^ .lacob I, am ) 1 iiad members and those with lunmal ramily background arc all
'o\crcomcis" Wc ha\c passed from sins lo life Wc have gone through the same slmgglcs
and experienced the same changes The non-ovcrcomcrs can teach tlie o\crcoincrs what
thev don t know ( )vcicomcrs on Ihe other hand, because oi their experience, can gain the
Irii.st of the addicts. Thev can scn c as a bridge, bringing the addicts into the lilc of Ihe
counselors Collaboration between them is a beautiful thing /iieng Sheng believes in this
|CI'() .Uicob l.am I I come here lo talk with the brolhci^s and .sisters As they ha\e come. I
want lo understand how they are dtiing. encourage ihem and tell them Imw they can leam
here (iel to know Ihem
Code EpLs4i(le Clips from episode
Community life Cowbov l.am | Staff li amee Wong Wing l ai | Wc had a big project that day and had to build a verv ihick
and long cement wall Wiiile having breakfast, we heard a faiuiliur voice shouting, "1 laxmg
breakfast? Come on I a en thing is ready Come out lo work right away ," ll was Mr. I . am I
went out and saw a big mountain oi sands and stones I le uas on the top of it. bareback,
�fhen he look up the spade and worked, saying, "Move it Coine on," What 1 thought was
where we should store llie sand and stone if we couldn T finish it as it was jusl put on the
road. All the brothers worked extremely hard that day and we even forgol tt) take our lunch
Someone needed lo urge us to have lunch I think we fmished the work al four m the
afternoon and ci>mpleted eveiylhiiig I his really helps me lo see his energy and
concentration in work I reallv respccl him for that
Community life
Communitv life
I'duealuMi and Drug
Addiction
Ivducation and Drug
Addiction
[Student Ng Chun Yeung:] I hrough work. I have leamed to demand nn self to do better
Those are not only my responsibility; I am also held aceounlable to others. 'Hits will affect
me and Ihe rest of the group.
|CIX) .lacob Lam | One ofthe ways to apply the 1 lolislic Inleraclive 'nierapeulic
Community Approach" is to have our colleagues living, working and having funs together
w ith our students I'his is counseling in action If a certain student is good at a proiessiona!
area, we w ill learn it from him or her. Our staffmembers are more experienced in life and
the students will leant from them in thai area, Ihere s no way a person can know
e\ en thing in even thing and be a teacher on c\ crylhing We believe that wc have limits
Communitv life I'ducation and Druu
Addiction
[Staff Cheung Yuk I,ing:j We're like a Seven-LTe\en. alwa\ s one in \our neighborhood
We are always with them in their daily li\ es. studying, or work. We are like a mother
Whether it 's the toilet paper or there are enough clothes, we need to ask them about that
We provide help to Ihcm in tlicir daily lives, sUidying, working or through coim.sehng
Code Episode Clips from episode
Community life I'ducnliou and Drug
Addiction
CommunitN life
Community life
Community life
Community life
Community life
Communitv life
l-'ducatton and Drug
Addiction
Education and Drug
Addiction
Lducntion and Drug
Addictiog
1 lolislic Interactive
Therapeutic Community
I tolistic Interactive
Therapeutic Communitv
Never (live Up
IStudenl Wong I liii I lung | When I see the stalT living with us - taking cold shower in
winter, eating the same food, working and earn iiig feces - biil not doinp other things. I
know that they do more than hp sei\ ice l lic\ Ine together w ith us, slunviiig tiieir care in
action and wanting to help us change I am touched
IStudenl Ng Chun Yeung | 1 he leacliers arc like my teachers anil mv friends In class, thev
are my teachers In Ihe ballgame. lhc\ are my teammates In daily lu es, they arc mv
friends Now w hatever I do, I need to thmk of others I only thought about m\ self befoie 1
did what I wanted Now I will ask Ihem and they would tell mc how I .should lead mv life
and what the meaning of lile is. I hey leach mc not just from books but hou lo gel along
w ith others
|I'I) Alman Chan | Through \ urunis compctitKms or volunlan work, we provide
opportunities for our students return to the society and to build up some positn e
expenences They didn t feel Ihcy were respected Hut at the competition, thev will Iccl
they are accepted and respected in the society fhese good experiences will help them build
up positive attitudes towards life
(Student Wong Mei See ) fhe most important thing is that I feel respected This gnes me
courage to face the future,
I Student Wong I lui I lung 1 1 \ e been in Zheng Sheng for three years ami have learned that I
need to finish what 1 have started 1 \\ouldn"t befoie us I didn t thmk 1 had lo be
responsible
[.Staff Law Chi Wah:| You saw us mov ing sand and stone l.sn t that hard work ' We are
w Ith them in e\ en thing we do daily, whether big or small
I Subtitle I Leisure time
I VO I Zheng Sheng A.s.socialion believes that the values and the outlook of life ofthe
brothers and sisters are reflected in their daily life and work Ikmg iiTes)ionsiblc, placing
low importance on consequences and c\ ading difficulties are problems cominonh found
among the brothers and sislcrs. Such attitudes are the mam rea.sons leading them to take
dmgs Is the late submi.ssion direclh related to this work altiluJc '
C�kIc Epiiioile Clips from episode
Communitv life Never Ch\ e Up
Communitv life
Community life
Community life
Community life
Conclusion
Conclusion
Conclusion
Never Ciive Up
Never (live Up
Never (ii\ e 1 Ip
Unexpected Drug
Rehabilitation
Approach
liducation and Dnig
Addiction
I lohstic Interactive
Therapeutic Communitv
Never (live Up
I V():| A Chinese pioxerh says. Life .spring Irom sonous and calamity, death comes from
ca.se and pleasure
'"
( '{�/)': ^ .',U � �i'Bt '�!<.- 5^) In dailv life, man tends not to rcdccl upon
what they do Zheng Sheiig Assoeiulion adopts a "tripping lhcrapv (ljp,;^|jf)|,7;j m older
to Id hrt>theis and sisters ha\e an opportunity to rellect on them.selves during the
monotonous life
|Ci:() .lacob l.am I Tripping therapy' is just a casual expression It means u person trips
another one person on purpo.se so that he will fall down The pcTson being tripped will
definitely gel angr)'. All soits of feelings w ill come out If he pretends to be alright, we w ill
fmd other thing.s to provoke him. Perhaps he does not need lo face this but ue choose ki let
htm face the difficulty in this way. If he can't stand it and loses his temper, we ll use the
incident to give him guidance
(Student Lau Chun Kit,| In the past, if I thought the present situation was acceptable. 1
wouldn't accept any ad\ ice from others Hut after this incidenl. we rcali/ed lhal there are
plenty of rooms to improve ourselves and we can learn better We shouldn't just stay in a
particular stage
(LT)A Alman Chan | If we do not in our best, the brothers and sisters around us will lose
their chance
(Staff Wtmg Wing I'ai ] 1 think drug rehab is to conect oneself and lead a new life
I Subtitle I Zheng Sheng Dream 1 acton may be the first professional multimedia
production company in the world that is made up of rehabilitated dmg addicts onh
I Subtitle: | We aim at helping the counseled build up Iheir life directions and have
communication with friends and family members and make contnbutions to the society
( VO: I Through this experience, we know "taking dmgs" is only a means to e\ ade
responsibilities Whether it is about quilling drugs or coirecting any form ot deviant
behav iors, the pracliee is the same The most impoi tant thing is to lei the person in question
understand the meaning of life, starting from every detail in daily life and helping them
understand their limitalions Then they will be able to change their \\ a\ of thinking.
attitudes and behaviors
Code Episode
Conclusion Unexpected Dmg
Rehahilitation
Approach
I liston Couho\ l.am
I listorv' Holistic Inleraclive
Therapcu 1 1 c Conimui 1 1 1\'
I liston Unexpected Dixie
Rehahilitntioii
Approach
( lips from episode
I VO I Alman Chan believes lhal e\ en person is lull ol" potential lixen drug addicts can
lead a new lile /.lieng Sheng believes lhal the relationship between ihc stall and students
pro\ ide the students a diiection and a goal to make cliaiiges What is more is that thev don I
I'ocus on academic achicveiiicnis but the enlightening ol" the students as thev lenect on the
iclalton.shi|) u ith others These are their goals ol teaching I'his is a place full o| love, care
and hope
|StalT Law l.am I Ion ] When we were Ihcvc. wc dug a fishpond, biokc up used metal, did
some maintenance works l licre were not many ol us At the most, we went out to nunc
things foi others Now , after 20 years (d'dcx elopincnt and I ha\ e come back to .sene. a lot
has been changed in Zheng .Sheng
I VO I Zheng Sheng Association was set up in 1985 Stalling from a hut made of sheet iron,
Zheng Sheng has dex eloped into a feu training centers and nine .school-run enterprises
.lacob Lam. the Chief bXccutne Officer of Zheng Sheng Associatiim, believ es that dmg
rehabilitation is not to single out the addictiv e beha\ lor for focused counseling but lo focus
on beha\ lors in general that leads to riddiction
I VO I The Christian Zheng Sheng Association was set up by Mr. .lacob Lam ui I9H5 He
rented a zinc sheet quarter m Kam fin. New Territories lo start a drug rehab program for
adults. A youth center located at Ha Kan came into scn'ice at around 1992 to 199.3 In 1998.
Chnstian Zheng Sheng College uas established ofliciall\ , proxiding .Secondary Ihree lo
Live cilucation to drug rehab students f orm Si.\ cuiriculuni uas aildcd in 2(i().^ In the
beginning, there were only 16 pupils in the college Nou sixty per cent ofthe material
resources ofthe collepe were acquired from recycling It can be called a green school
Zheng Sheng College has a liislon of 7 years Seven years ago. seeing that the voung
people ill Ihc drug rehab program need lo recei\e fomial education. Jacob Lam and Alman
Chan started this college Zheng Sheng College u as thus established
(Subtitle 1 Chnstian Zheng Sheng College
(VO] Christian Zheng Sheng College adopts the standards of business setups to help dmg
rehab youths to retum to the .society A neu element is injected in the sc1k>oI lo train
students to return lo the mainstream ofthe socictv ttiioiigh business operation
Code Episode
Never (ti\c 1 )[�>
Working/laboring
Working/laboring
Working/labonng
Worknig/laboring
Working/laboring
Cowboy Lam
Cowboy Lam
Cowboy Lam
Cowboy Lam
Cowboy Lam
Clips from episode
|C1'() Jaeob !,am;| l liat s win C hnslian Zheng Sheng Association cniphasi/es an approach
of Lilc Meaning Counseling Ihcrapy' Cl-.i^'i .(tMM^^W'I':) which bases itself on the
Ihble. helping people understand the tnilh of life and how to set directions and goals for
tlieir lives We are a ilolislic Inleraclive fherapeulic CoinmuiiitvV j: liiifJij'jjiriWjl.Wi)
Zheng Sheng Association is a community v\ith therapeutic functmns (;n#^II.UI.!) 'Holistic
Interactive' ( \\ Jii\rjL�jj) is rcali/ed when students and couiisckirs lead their lives with a
proper attitude in an cvendav context The way lliey get along with people, deal with
things and the way thev handle situation in life are ail lenected m the daily living Our
therapeulic communitv is like an epitome of the society, it is also a small communitv In
fact the daily ev ents enable cininselors to pdint out students" pmblems and help them
conect such
|CI'0 .lacob Lam | I work together with the brothers and this is a means of a)unscling Let
them see what a person should be Wliat should be the attitude m life and at uoik'' That's
the reason. Il has nothing to do with my identity as the supcnntendenl of the school.
I VO I More commercial elements are added to Zheng Sheng lo teach the trainees in skills
and altitudes al work
IStudenl: fsui King Lun:] I'rom food preparation to washing up we are responsible for it
Well I wouldn t say I don't like it But it s lough working all day long in the kitchen Hut I
u ill continue to leam and I can face il when I go out
IStudenl Leung Ka Ho:] It's hard work here, working for more than 10 hours a day The
picky customers w ill come and say this is not good and that is not good Sometimes. I got
some feelings Hut I also know that if I can make it one time. 1 can learn something. I leam
a lot but It s tough.
|CI'X) Jacob Lam ] A lot of our business actually pro\ ides skill training On the one hand.
we train them to be responsible m life, that is the most impoitant skill in making a living
Secondly, we teach them some inactical skills like those in a pizza leslauranl. multi-media
production, advertisement, piano tuning, film editing, paper cutting, and photograph)'
These are all skills to make a living.
Code Episode Clips from episode
Working/labming
Working/labonng
Working/laboring
Working/laboring
Working/labonng
Working/laboring
Working/laboring
rdiicalion and Drug
Addiction
1 kdixtic Inlcratln c
riicrapctitic Coninuiiulv
Holistic inleraclive
rherapcutic ConiniuiiUy
Holistic Interactive
Therapeutic Comnuiiiitx
Never Cnvc Up
Never tiive U|>
Unexpeetcxl Drug
Rehabilitation
Approach
|1T) Alman C lian j Wc bclie\c that we need to be in the market when we provide
oceupalioiial training so that the standards in the markcl economy can be used to help our
students Our school chooses to have it in a real setting. This leads us to setting up
businesses and there are some connneicial operations So what ue provide is not onl\
occupational training but a nay lo prepare them for their future emplovment
IStudenl fang Wai Hang | When I first came. I got to move sand, stone and cement up
there and ifs leallv tough It takes seven to eight minutes to walk this little path and I just
sweated As I thmk about it now, it was a good training
\\'.D Alman Chan | ShooUiig provides an oppoilunilv for the trainees \o grow These
settings, people and inler-pcrsoiuil relalion.ship help them to understand themsehcs.
strengthen their sense of responsibility, understand their goals in life, relationship w ith
others, the way they plan details and work 1 hat is the real process of dcloNilicalion
|Staff Cluing Wing l-'al | I w ant them to leain through work When they worked belore,
they would first thmk about how much the salaiv was and wiiat the cost was and hciw much
they could get if thev made the effort I hey always wanted to calculate whethei it's fan
Through all tliese dilTerent types of work, what w e w ant them to see the most is that tliey
are working for themselves and they are making the effort ibr themselves
|Subtitlc;| l liey work for their own good..
IStudent Wong Mei See j I ve never done voiceover though I've had many jobs before It s
new and .special I th(Hight it would be very easy but it s nol easy at all It is quite difficult
|CTX) .lacob i,am:| W'e don't set up various businesses i>nh for the purpose lo pro\ ide skill
trainings to students and help them able to make a living later on fhe meaning is far deeper
than that We hope students can leam from a real life and real work situation how to
cooperate with others, to be persistent, to discipline oneself, to set standards for oneself and
meet the expectations ol others This is the reason why Zheng Sheng Association sel up .so
many businesses.
I Student I It's really tough to work in the fish faim.
IStudenl ] li s really tough to work in the works department
IStudenl ] It s reallv tough lo work in the dream factorv'
|Sludenl;| I think it's tough
(.Student | It's tough
(Student I It's lougli
Code
Working/labonng
Working/laboring
Working/Iabornig
Workmg/laboruig
Worknig/laboring
Working/laboring
Working/laboring
Working/labonng
Working/labonng
Episode
I Inexpeclai Dmg
Rchabililalion
Approach
I InexpecleJ Dmg
I^ehabilitation
Apprt)ach
IJnexpecled Dmg
Rehabihtation
Approach
Unexpected Dmg
Rehabilitation
Approach
Unexpected Dmg
Rehabilitation
Approach
Unexpected Dmg
Rehabilitation
Approach
Unexpected Dmg
Rehabilitation
Approach
Unexpected Dmg
Rehabilitation
Approach
Unexpected Dmg
Rehabilitation
Approach
Clips from episode
I VO I Many people think that yoinig people have no patience Hut the students uorking in
Ziieng Sheng Advertising I louse have a chance to Icain to be patient ll is diliicult to keep a
sensible mind in the complicated and routine work processes
IStudent Wong I liu I lung | this one, ue have made a banner Ibr an linglish Day. We will
open a cale This banner is vciy impoitant Without il people uon t know there is a calc
that the\ can go in Ibr lood
IStudent Wong I lui I lung ] I ni doing design work on the computer using the newest
soltwaic km ven happy to be able \o learn it. Although the woik procedures of banner
production are the same, like culling words, sticking, spraying uater. one must be carelul
not to make any mistakes But I was careless, thinking that il could he dime in a ceilaiti uav
and I made mistakes easily At the tune 1 handed in the work to Ms l.ai, the teacher, she
turned it all doun
IStudenl Wong I liu I lung ] 1 got to leam about my carelessness On reneclinn. I hope that
the next banner u ill be done better If vou ask me whether I u ill make mistakes still, of
course I w ill But I w ill encourage mvself lo be more carelul next lime
I VO; I Photography is a ven professional trade Mr, Cluing, one of the staff members, is a
professional in this So a new business started, ll is an unexpected thing thai the peison-m-
charge of this dmg rehab center is ven fond ol photography What is even more
unexpected is thai his interest has become a business because of the students.
I Staff Chung Wing Fat | When developing the film, he has to .set up a standard for himself
I le could jusl do whalev cr as the customer won't be able to tell any difference or he could
do his best
IStudenl I.i l.ing Kong:] I am veiy satisfied when looking al them It's really verv boring
.sometimes. Hut uhen you look at what you have maile and uhat you have bred, vou'il be
really happy It's veiy satisfying.
I Staff Law Chi Wah j But I won T give the students the concept of making big money . 1 just
let them kni>w that fish breeding is about life and responsibility comes first. You have to
change water cv erv day. You have to let them bath f resh u aler has to be added c\ cn day
I Subtitle I Award-winning in a colorful DISCUS breeding competition in 20()1.
Code Episode
Working/lahoruig U�c\pccted Omg
Rchnbililation
Approach
Wotking/hibonng
Working/laboring
kabonng/iiilcractix c
I Jnexpected Dnig
Rehabilitation
Approach
Unexpected Ding
Rehabilitation
Approach
1 lohstic Interactive
. i'herapeuiic Conununity
Laboring/interactive
Laboring/interactive
Never Oive Up
Never Give Up
Laboring/interactiv e Never Give Up
Laboring/interactive Never C?ivc Up
Clips from episode
IStudent Kong Chun l,ing:| Ihcn 1 became a member ot the lilm-editing department Later
some projects were assigned to me hke editing a lilin in a DVD lor customers I haven t
learned such skills outside 1 tried to ask other people but they were busy with their work.
Then you have to think of a solution yourselL But as 1 am limited in skills and Ivnglish,
errors and itbstacles were bound to be there, 1 thought that it was natural at first. But as
there were more and more dilTiculties, I was a bit upset that I leamed so slowly 1 blamed
mvself and pushed myself. But the lesult was not what 1 expected My ideal can't be
reached at all
In summer time, under high tempeiatuie ol over 30 degrees, the students have to keep close
contact with crowds Ibr nu^re than 10 hours There are lots to learn
Like taking photographs at people's wedding, this may be a unique experience to many
[Kxiple No enor is allowed
IStudent Wong Tak 1 lo: j I've never worked overnight 1 only plaved overnight But this is
really the first lime 1 worked like that. We started to shoot for this program at six till ten m
the evening, fhen we edited the film in the studio and had to deliver to the customers
before six the next moming so that it could be broadcast online. It's demanding physically
but its more dilTicult to get along with others It 'snot just me who worked on this I got to
work with schoi:)lmates and tutors when editing this film.
IStudent Laxman 1 1 guess most of the audience is Chinese-speaking so I tr\ to make a
breakthrough to learn to speak Chinese. It was hard
IStudent Tang Wai llang:) Actually during the filming of �Ninely-nine' (Jl \-Jl'^). I
wanted to give up when it was ven late at night, Reallv very tircxl
[Student Wong Wing I'ai: 1 1 was under great pressure when receiv ing calls from the
principal. When he reminded me of something, his tone was heavy I acing such a situation
and other difficulties. I felt veiy unhappy and really wanted to give up. 1 wanted to stop all
the work and mn aw ay from it.
|V():| When he was under pressure and cannot control his emotions, would Wing l ai
choose to give up or to face the problems in a positiv e way ?
[VO:| fhese ex-dmg addicts didn't have any experience in film production It is rather
difficult for them to finish a twenty -minute film in one week. Is there any reason that wc Q
should be more understanding ,'' g
Code Episode
Labonng/intcraclivc
Liiboring/interactn c
Labonng/intci active
Labonng/interactn c
Schooling
Schooling
Schooling
IJnexpecled Dmg
Rehahilitation
Approach
I InexpLVtcd Dmg
Reliabililation
Approach
Unexpected Dmg
Rehabilitation
Approach
Unexpected Dmg
Rehabilitation
Approach
Cowbov Lam
Hducalion and Dmg
Addiction
liducation and Dmg
Addiction
Clips from episode
ISlalT Lai Pui Chen:| The most unforpcltablc was to burn up projects with them I cn)oved
the process and working hard together If the custtmier does not accept the work, we ha\ e lo
work again to luHill the icqiiiremcnls ot the customer Hut it s thcui who need lo do the
work In Ihe process, thev get emotional and annoyed Iking a middleman. I have lo help
them under.sland and meet the re()uiiemcnls ol the customer, meeting the actual demand in
the society Wc also have lo lace the reality of Ihc society
I VO 1 1 low do they .see the life id' these lilllc creatures
ISludenl Li Chun l ing | It is not a big problem if'you could be careful and skillful when
working in the aquarium But cooperation w ith people in doing a job is something one has
to learn I he work is easy but hou can that be done better'' l hal rcquiies good
communication You can do sometime as a routine or do it with your heart
Through work, our staff gets to know the student more
|C1;0 Jacob Lam | We believe that a .school is uhat the leenage drug addicts need So we
put together education and counseling In 199S. we register a schoi>l for teenage drug
addicts
|LI) Alman Chan: | Chnstian Zheng Sheng College is a special school We help teenagers
uho have committed offences, abused drugs or those who arc malad|usted in behav ior and
emotion I'hey are from different background and have reached diffeient levels The time
the>' are admitted lo the school is different So we need a special un angcmcnl on our
cuiTiculum which we call a largel-oncnted cumculuni We design for each of the students
a cuiriculum according to his or her standaid I his is to help them buikl a better foundation
which will enable Ihcm lo lelurn to the mainstream education
IStudenl Ng Chun Yeung: | .Something I found interesting when I first came to Zheng Sheng
College Whatever level the students had reached out there, u e need to start from 1 plus I
for our Maths or ABC for l lnglish I thought I didn t need to do these simple things liven if
I had to do it, I could just manage So why bothered'' But as I thought, I remembered that I
came here to study .so I tried lo deal with this, doing what is required and doing it over and
ov er again This builds up mv palicnce
Code Episode Clips from episode
Schooling
Schoohng
Schoohng
Schooling
S})intuiil life
Spirihial life
Spiritual life
Spiritual life
liducation and Drug
Addiction
liducation and Drug
Addiction
l-diicalion and Drug
Addiction
Holistic Interactive
Therapeutic L\>innninity
Cowbov l.am
Cowbov l.am
Cowbov 1 am
Couboy Lam
Spintual life
Spiritual life
1 lohstic Interactive
fherapeulic Communitv
I h)listic 1 1 1 1 CI aclj vc
'l"her;ipeu 1 1 c Commun i ty
IStudent Wong Met See | When I first eamc. 1 had lo do 1 plus 1 I think something miisl be
wKMig here And there was no way 1 would make a ini.stake After Imishiiig this lc\cl A. 1
IoiukI that I made more than one mistakes Then I icali/cd I thought loo highlv of my.sclf.
And when I became a student. I needed to be a responsible one. lhal is, lo be diligent
|I'I)A Alman Chan | In a school, the identity as a student gives hope and self-expectation to
a teenager 'fhis is already some help lo them In their li\es before, they had no hope and
didn't expect anything of themseh cs So being in a school is already a lomi of therajn to
them
|CFX) Jacob Lam 1 Young pcxiple have their own responsibilities in life I hcy have their
ow n ability and potential I hey need to study So their responsibility is to study Children at
school age should study. So they have to face this situation As they study, ue also let them
learn many different skills
|CF-0 Jacob Lam] 1 laving faith in God means that wc make good use ofthe intelligence,
physical ability and lespimsibilily which God has given us But if ue ha\ en't tried our best
and U)ok lo Ciod for provision or our brothers and sisters Air help, 1 think this puis us in a
place as a beggar I'his, we cannol accept
JCT-O Jacob I . am: I All these three did more than smoking I'hey took heroin before N<n\
they don't smoke and don't drink anymore, 1 le has worked w ith me for 1 2 years, now as
one of the perst>ns-in-charge in our organization CIX) (Jacob Lam ) 1 his is an elderly
home. We 11 see whether ue Ciin get il and start a free sen ice for the elderlv
|CFX) Jacob Lam: I Different places got different social needs ( )ther than this tyjie of
people, we will also help the orphans, uidowed. elderly, the weak and sick, any one uho is
suffering and helpless u hile on earth Wc belie\ e that this is what a Christian should do
|CF;0 Jacob Lam I We as Christians ha\e receixed mercy And wc need to send out the
love of God for others to experience and enjoy' How can this be done
' I his is it. Care for
the poor 1 lelp the needy and the weak fhis is the basic responsibility of a belie\ cr fhis is
the teaching of the Bible It's not about preaching or anything but it is let others experience
the love of (iod in action
|Stalf Cheng Wing Kin ] ChiKstiun Zheng Sheng Association believes that God creates all
men and they are noble
]Staff l am Man | Our mission is lo proclaim that (Iod can reneu and IransfoiTii men
|Staff Yu Chi Km ] Our duty is to sel free those under bondage
Code Episode Clips from episode
Spintual life
Spintual life
Spintual life
Spmtuai life
Spiritual life
Spiritual life
Spuitual life
Spiritual life
I U^listic Interactive
Therapeutic Communitv
I holistic Interactive
fheiapcutic Communitv
Holistic Interactive
Therapeutic Community
1 lolislic Interaclivc
fherapeutic Community
Nexer (hve Dp
Never Oive Up
Never (ii\e Up
Never Ci ive fJp
.hK(�li I am. the Chief Executive Oflicer of Zheng Sheng A.s.socialion. believes thai dmg
rehabilitation is nol lo single out the addictn c behavior for focused counseling Init to focus
on behav lors in general that leads lo addiction
|C1X) .lacob I, am I Zliciip Sheng Association believes that the reason for ilrug abuse is that
man has positioned himself in a wrong place in the universe Why i>ur faith can help these
people ' Because w e believe that faith can help him find the correct place m life l hal is
how he \ lews his life In our faith, we believe that man is noble I here is a reason for man
to be here It's not coincidence We are made for eternity We arc precious We also believ e
that man iseiiuipped with much polenlial
|CI'!() .lacob 1 .am | Zheng Sheng life focuses on hardship We believ e that life is hard if we
don't want lo he engulfed by hardship and difficulties, we need to overcome them w iih
endurance and a positive attitude.
jC'l X) .lacob l.am | Only with this kind ot altitude can we overcome the diflicukics in life
and surviv e ihem and won't be dragged tlown by these hartlships
I VO] With the grace of (iod, 9 episodes of 'Ninety -nine were relea.sed on schedule. What
is more delightful is that a group of ex-dmg abusers w ere giv en a chance to use ihcir
potentials fhe filming ofthe tcslimonies looked easv but there were a lot ol difficulties and
challenges It's the testimony ofthe production leam lo persist and work hard when facing
pressure
1 1, AM I On the other hand, I am verv glad lo sec that they are w illing to make the effort and
tn their best Seeing llieir prt>duclu>n, I feel ven proud and happy for them 1 am grateful
that they can have such an opportunity
If we do not tn our best, we actually do not desen e anv opportunities
But what wc should be most grateful is that the brothers can experience (Iod in tough times.
and even in hopeless moments, they can still rely on (iod lo go through
^ Code Episode
Sini iliuil life Never (iivc Up
Spiritual lile Never (live Up
Clips from episode
IStudent Wong Wmg I'ai pi ays | Lord' I 'ven- one of us has our own weaknesses and I'aults
while comiiuiiiicating with others Mav the Lord forgne us lirst
Student 1 Icaiii to sluiie w itli otiiers our testimonies in Ninelv-nine"
Student Tang Wai I lang ITnallv I ha\e also leamed lo handle and lace Ihe problem When
I pray and relv on (Iod. 1 can calm down
IStudent Yu Chi Kin | I dcseribe invsell" as a hopeless person During the inteniews. I
realized (lod loves us so much and has given us plenty ol' opportunities
IStudent Wong Met See:| I thought, if I also rely on (tod, in fact. I can also be transformed.
IStudent Wong Wing Lai | I am e\ en more grateful because I see not onlv my progress but
also many areas I need to impro\ c I tun c made some progress but I still have to learn to
persist in times of setbacks When 1 fall doun. I will stand and learn again
IStudent Chau Man Cheung 1 1 Icllo' I am Man Cheung fhe last episode of Ninety-nine has
been finished I can .sec the chance (iod gave us during the production He them the
director, members of the \ idet)-shoottng team and the editing team or e% cn when I was
inten icwcd. ue all came across difficulties and problems I can see uhat 1 lack and I can
also experience the faitli myself Looking back, I am \ cn grateful for tlie opportunity 1 had
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Exemplary Interviews
Ideas Quotes
I work because I enjoy
working together with
others.
AIQ: Oh well, I'm misleading you - - in the life in Zheng Sheng, any deep
unpression? Impression?
AlA: Together The staffwas with us even for digging sand.
AIQ: Workmg together?
AlA: Yes. The whole village works together
AIQ: Why this feeling is so deep?
AlA: Few chances to do it. It's flm. I saw togethemess and cooperation.
AIQ: That is you saw that it's happy for a group of friends to work together.
Can 1 say that?
AlA: Yes.
A 1 Q: And the staff�^why are you so impressed with the staff digging sand
together?
AlA: Really saw that we worked together Usually - - they are not with me
and I don't know - - not many chances - - so whenever we work together, 1
treasiu-e it - - (unclear)
AIQ: If that is the case, Man Kit, if you are asked to work on your own or
work together with a group of schoohnates, what will you choose?
AlA: Better with the group.
AIQ: If it is some clerical work like writing when working by yourself and
cleaning the septic tank with a group of people - -
AlA: Cleaning the septic tank.
AIQ: You'd rather clean the septic tank?
AlA: Yes.
AIQ: Because you really enjoy working together with friends?
AlA:Uh.
I knew I deserved the
correction and 1 was not
angry with the staffwho
disciplined me because
he was my friend.
AIQ: Any unforgettable experience in Zheng Sheng? Say some instances,
experience which you will never forget even after you leave here or grow up.
AlA: Stealing luncheon meat to eat.
AIQ: "What happened?
AlA: Got punished. You don't know that? All got punished.
AIQ: 1 don't know. Tell me more details.
AlA: What details?
AIQ: How did it start? You beganit?
AlA: 1 didn't.
AIQ: Under what circumstances did you get into this difficuh situation?
AlA: That was before the concert. Were making preparation in the kitchen up
there. Bui Lam pan-fried the luncheon meat. I and Fei Fai and (unclear) - -
AIQ: Why pan-fried the luncheon meat?
AlA: Evening - - for the aftemoon.
AIQ: Fixing the lunch?
AlA: Were fixing the lunch. Then it smeh good. The three of us went in and
ate. Got caught by Ah Kwan.
AIQ: When the three of you ate - -
AlA: No. Five ate.
AIQ: At that time, did someone make the suggestion? Anyone who
suggested - - or you were the first one to say, "It smells good. Let's share it."
AlA: Don't remember that well.
AIQ: Okay. Anyway (imclear) ate -
AlA: It was Bui Lam who ate first. Then slowly we ate together. One piece -
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AIQ: You saw him eat and there's no way you don't eat yourself.
AlA: Uh.
AIQ: But did you think about telling him not to eat when he ate that or
saying that I would report you?
AlA: No.
AIQ: But when you saw him eating, the first thing that came into your mmd
was to eat yourself as well. Right?
AlA: A little bit. Had thought about not eating myselfbut not reportmg them.
AIQ: You thought about not domg it but why did you do it?
AlA: Hungry.
AIQ: Okay. You got the need. It smeh good. And saw that others did it?
AlA: Yes.
AIQ: You agree to all these?
AlA: Agree.
AIQ: Then what?
AlA: Then got punished.
AIQ: Got caught first?
AlA: Yes. Got caught first.
AIQ: Who caught you?
AlA: Ah Kwan. Then he toldAh Kuen.
AIQ: Did you get angry with him?
AlA: I didn't.
AIQ: Telling Ah Kuen?
AlA: Yes. Got punished and I eat plain congee. Am arranged to be on duty
by myself now.
AIQ: Why is this incident so unforgettable? Impressmg you so much?
AlA: The first time that 1 got punished so badly!
AIQ: How did you feel? Not worth it? Deserve it? Complammg? What did
you think?
AlA: Deserve it.
AIQ: You felt that you're not right?
AlA: Once 1 ate, I expected something bad.
AIQ: Okay. How come it is unforgettable? Other than being punished so
badly, anything else?
AlA: Er - - 1 saw something from my reflection. 1 have stayed here for so
long and I still get caught m these little things.
AIQ: You have mentioned that it might be like the situation where you were
in: there was a need. It was appealing. Could do it with others. Are they
similar to what it was?
AlA: Similar.
AIQ: What similar things did you do?
AlA: Robbery. Drug trafficking - -
AIQ: You got no money - -
AlA: No money but wanted to have fun. So got to find some.
AIQ: You got a need and someone accompanied you m that.
AlA: Two people. With another friend.
AIQ: Ifyou were alone, would you go? What do you think?
AlA: Don't know.
AIQ: If you were alone in that luncheon meat incident, would you eat that?
AlA: No.
AIQ: If that is the case, you have mentioned that workmg together with a
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bunch of people is good: stealing food to eat together with others; if I say,
this is the importance of friends to you, do you agree?
AlA: 1 agree.
AIQ: It doesn't matter whether you do good or not good. What matters is
whether you have a group of people with you?
AlA: Should be.
AIQ: Stronger feeling?
AlA: Uh.
AIQ: IfMr Chan says so, how do you feel? Agree, disagree? You would
examine yourself? You knew it?
AlA: I knew this too.
AIQ: You knew it a long tune ago?
AlA: I knew it when 1 was a kid.
AIQ: When did you get to know this?
AlA: When I was a kid, I had no father My mum went to work. I got only
friends around - -
AIQ: So you knew as a kid that friends were unportant.
AlA: Uh."
When I have leamed to
do something, 1 feel
useful and independent.
I was very happy when I
went out for the first
competition.
I couldn't deal with a
long-winded person
before but now I can see
that she keeps saying
the same thing because
she cares for me.
AIQ: You like bookkeeping. Ever asked yourselfwhy you like bookkeepuig?
AlA: Leam to be mdependent, on my own.
AIQ: Would it be because you realized that you could leam something?
Usefiil?
AlA: Yes. Useftil. Leam something.
AIQ: Was there anything similar before? Before coming in?
AlA: No.
AIQ: Never had that?
AlA: Never had that.
AIQ: That is hardly even That is that time, a staffmember taught you to do
something and you liked it?
AlA: Uh.
A 1Q: Ifyou got things to leam and to do or you are not requu-ed to do
anything but sit by the side, what would you choose?
AlA: I wouldn't choose not domg anything because it's very tough if not
required to work.
AIQ: That is you don't want to quiet down totally and do nothing?
AlA: It's tough.
AIQ: You are more interested in working or working together with a group.
But other than these work, any activities that you like?
AlA: Ballgames, basketball, puig pong ball.
AIQ: Basketball, table tennis�^was there any time you were very happy?
AlA: The first time going out for a ping pong compethion.
AIQ: In the life in Zheng Sheng, has your ability to overcome difficuhies
become stronger?
AlA: Yes. Yes.
AIQ: Why? What could help you?
AlA: When handlmg the feces. I wouldn't touch this dirty thmg before. Lok
Mim Tong, too. Auntie is very nagging. But I hold myself.
AIQ: But if it's difficult, it's difficuh. How come it helped you to become
more patient?
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AlA: Auntie was so nagging - - it's not that she has no point in what she said
but she keeps talkuig and talking and taikmg the same thing. This type of
naggmg. Maybe because she cares for you.
AIQ: That is you read more from an incident. More understanding and have
become not that irritated. More patient.
AlA: Yes.
I will think about flitiu-e A 1 Q: Do you thmk Zheng Sheng has helped you think about the faith in
after believing m Jesus. Jesus and the direction of life?
AlA: 1 would think about the fumre after believing in Jesus. Even when I am
here - - when I first came here, I thought 1 would just finish the two years or
just a few months here and 1 could ask my mum to let me go - - got this
attitude.
AIQ: After you believed in Jesus - -
AlA: No more.
1 experienced A2Q: Any other mstances, feeling or experience that you can talk about?
acceptance m the trip to A2A: Yes. 1 left Hong Kong and took the plane the first time when I am in
America. Zheng Sheng. 1 really feh somethmg. How could this be? Never thought
about that.
A2Q: To America?
A2A: Yes. To America. 1 went to the mainland before - -
A2Q: Where did you go in Zheng Sheng?
A2A: A lot ofplaces. In Zheng Sheng, I went to Shunchang, Gutian, Minhou,
the farm and - -
A2Q: Yunnan?
A2A: No. Because that was for fun and 1 didn't sign up so that my family
wouldn't need to spend money. To Yaoping, then to Luolan and America.
A2Q: These impressed you because it was fun? You've never been there?
Because - - what are so special about these trips?
A2A: Er - - first I saw those opportunities. I wouldn't think about them. Say
America. Because 1 have been to the mainland. 1 really felt something too as
1 saw a lot of different things there. Have never thought about that. For
America, Chi Kin gathered a group of chosen people and asked us, "Who got
the SAR passport?" We all went dumb. Didn't think about applymg for a
SAR passport. Only one among 16 of us got the SAR passport. That is we
have never thought about going abroad. To me. a SAR passport could only be
sold for money. There's a price. Then, we went to get visas. We didn't know
how to speak nor could we understand. We didn't know anythmg. Actually it
wasn't us who did something that we could go. If it was so, we couldn't go.
Then, when we got there, someone said that apart fi-om letting us share with
others, it was also to let us see how far we have gone on the road of
detoxification and have persisted. 1 really feh with them as they said so.
Support and opportimities were given us. Of course, there is support in Hong
Kong but even when we got there, people wouldn't discriminate against you.
A2Q: So you experienced acceptance - -
A2A: Some feelmg. And - -
A2Q: Have you experienced this acceptance and respect before?
A2A: From the time 1 beganto fool around or after taking drugs, it seemed
that I have not had it. After kicking the habit m Zheng Sheng, I experienced
that. But 1 was not that mature at that tune so it wasn't that strong.
Even I can't get A2A: Self-image got built up. Mine was rather low. In Zheng Sheng,
promoted to a higher gradually I could look at myself positively. Sometimes, I always feel that it's
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not okay. 1 don't know how to do it. But the fact is just that 1 really don't
know how to do those. But Zheng Sheng education is that if you don't know,
you got to leam.
Worldview shift
A2A: Can't say that. Should say this: for example when we studied before,
we had to sit for exams and get scores. Then I studied in Form Six; 1 knew
that 1 couldn't get the score. So when we went to classes, we not only smdied
but acquired knowledge. For example, in computer class, it's not for getting
marks m exams but 1 leam some knowledge like a computer starts with a
vacuum tube first. Also for Chinese, we did some projects and what we leam
is knowledge - -
1 believe that God has
plans for me.
1 work because I have
the responsibility to do
so.
I know that my life is in
the hand ofGod.
A2Q: What are you taikmg about? Promise?
A2A: Yes, promise. This the first promise. Then 1 know that if 1 continue to
be like this, 1 really see how good or poor 1 am.
A2Q: That is to say - - why do you persist? Because you believe that
persisting will be good. Why? You believe persisting will yield good results.
But it's not necessary.
A2A: Maybe because I believe in God or the arrangement ofZheng Sheng.
Very simple.
A2Q: You believe that since the staff" told you so, because ofyour
relationship with hun, you believed him and it should be good. He told you
so and it would be good. - - Apart fi-om the staff, what else do you believe?
A2A: God plans these for me.
A2Q: You really believe so?
A2A: 1 really believe so.
A2Q: Not formoney when working in Zheng Sheng?
A2A: No. Because no money will be given du-ectly when you work here. But
you have to do it. How to face this work? You will think that it's not fair, no
money - - it's the responsibility at work. You got to be responsible to
yourself.
A2A: Don't know why. I like planning. I need to make arrangement. 1 didn't
like making preparation hastily. I'm still the same now. We made detailed
plans for robbery or fightmg. I still don't like making preparation hastily. Just
face what comes my way first.
A2Q: What is it that causes you not to think in a longer term?
A2A: Because I know it's not in my hand.
A2Q: Whose hand is it in?
A2A: In the hand ofGod. It's very tme. I have experienced a lot and I know
however detailed the arrangement is, it's not m your hand.
A2Q: Do you think you have changed, comparing now and then?
A2A: Yes.
I enjoy staying here but
sometimes it's difficult
staying here.
I don't like sharing
consequences of others
when they do wrong.
I was happy to finish the
marathon race. 1
ASA: Sometimes, 1 really enjoy living here because you can change and you
can be loved and build up confidence. But sometimes the atmosphere is not
so good sometimes because so many people are living here. And everyone
has their own way.
A3A: The things 1 like are: when 1 have problems, there are many people
here helping me. But since we are in the same family. I,... if someone has
done somethmg wrong, we'll have to share the consequences of others when
someone did wrong. 1 don't like that.
A4Q: How did you feel about the general impression of living in Zheng
Sheng?
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A4A: Genera! impression ... no choice. You can't make choices for a lot of
things. Anyway, such a big thing here for you.
A4Q: There is no choice?
A4A: You can say there is or there isn't.
A4Q: Yes, but you are willing to follow. What is your overall impression of
Zheng Sheng, good or bad, neutral or what?
A4A: Good.
A4Q: Do you enjoy, say living here in Zheng Sheng?
A4A: 1 enjoy it.
A4Q: What deep impression had you got from living in Zheng Sheng? Any
unforgettable experience?
A4A: Deep impression... the rather unforgettable one was that time from
around September last year to February early this year 1 was making
preparation for a race, the marathon. I enrolled in the half-marathon race. At
that time, Man Choi was also here. We went to run on the street all the time.
There were few people. Only me. Ah Hung and two brothers. We ran and ran.
Then the whole bunch of brothers came and ran too. 1 was very happy during
that tune. After running, 1 feh very relaxed after the rurming.
A4Q: Completing one thing?
A4A: Yes. When it was the race day, 1 had never fmished runnmg 22 K
before the race day. Usually when it was about 15 to 16 K, my legs got
pamful and couldn't stand it. But on that day, I could mu-aculously finish the
race.
A4Q: Did you fmish that day?
A4A: Yes. 1 only feel pain for 1 to 2 minutes on the way that day.
A4Q: Did you think about givmg up that time?
A4A: No. Because I knew that since 1 got down to the racing ground, I must
finish it.
A4Q: Did you think in that way before coming in Zheng Sheng? Was it your
attitude in life to insist?
A4A: Definitely not.
A4Q: I just think of definitely yes.
A4A: I wouldn't do that before. It's hard to say. 1 didn't have these moments
before.
A4Q: You won't join that at all?
A4A: I wouldn't join any races. 1 should say, 1 wouldn't do so much
preparation or put so much effort for one thing. Not to say to insist.
A4Q: Not up to that.
A4A: That's right.
A4Q: You mentioned about traming together and making preparation
together. What did you enjoy in this? Say you enjoyed in somethmg, but what
was that?
A4A: In a group - - first, 1 enjoy miming on my own. It feels good mnning
along the seaside and on the street ofCheung Chau. Second, some of those
who ran together were good friends. We're bonded and I'm very happy.
Actually I don't feel good when 1 didn't run well and I mmd that and may be
unhappy for that. They encouraged me and talked with me about that. Then I
came back and was down. After taikmg with someone, 1 ran again.
A4Q: Then what relationship was it among you and others?
A4A: There was encoiu-agement and cheering up. When I saw him mnnmg
well, 1 wanted to run well too.
A4Q: I mean positive influence?
A4A: Positive.
A4Q: Can you thmk of any examples?
A4A: Choi Goh made one comment in a morning assembly and there were
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only four words, "Do not hold grudges." 1 heard it. But 1 can't do it.
A4Q: So you think this is the right direction but it's difficult to do?
A4A: Er - - that's right. When 1 can do it, it will be beneficial to me. If 1 don't
hold gmdges, 1 would not place too much importance on others' things and
do m> own things more. Then 1 will feel better It's very difficult.
A4Q: Do you thmk you have changed?
A4A: Yes.
A4Q: What? Examples?
A4A: Examples ... getting along with others.
A4Q: How?
A4A: 1 didn't like a lot of things before. Now 1 adjust myself Whether 1
pretend that it was okay or 1 leam to put it down or to talk to hun.
A4Q: Have you asked yourselfwhy is that?
A4A: Because this thing works. When you think it's okay, it's okay when
talking with that person.
A4Q: You tried that before?
A4A: I have dealt with that. After dealing with yourself and talking with the
person again, 1 felt it was okay.
A4Q: Do you feel that you are more equipped?
A4A: Academically, I gain more basic knowledge. When I really leam
history, the picture got clearer I know a bit more about economics. 1 have
leamed a bit more in every area. Now I wouldn't just timi to the
entertainment page when reading newspaper, reading those no-brainer things.
A4Q: You read newspaper before?
A4A: Yes.
A4Q: Whieh newspaper?
A4A: 1 would skip those on economics. I would read other thmgs. 1 wouldn't
read details and the colunms. I read those about food and drinks.
A4Q: What about now?
A4A: I would read it sometimes if the headlines appeal to me.
ASA: To be very frank, I didn't like it when I first came since I got trapped
here. But after staying here for some time, I really examined myself, thinking
about what it is in life? I should behave. There are so many staffanalyzing
for you non-stop, taikmg to you, you don't need to - - when you saw so many
staff or overcomers who have changed, 1 would examme myself, thinking
how it will be like when 1 go out. Going back to the same route? Be a normal
person? Be a normal person and the risk of taking dmgs again is very big. Is
that right? Then I beganto - - really - -
ASA: Nothing would be negative. Not that type ofpeople hanging out or
having out there. That is people will support each other, moving forward
together. This rather impressed me.
ASA: I - - when 1 was bad, I remember one day I threw the TV set and was
(unclear) very namrally. But one of the staffmembers went to Ha Kan and
specially took me to Cheimg Chau and treated me to breakfast. He or she
analyzed the simation for me. I thought whether he or she was nuts. I should
be punished when I did wrong. But he or she taught me in a different way.
This experience is quite unforgettable.
A5Q: Caring?
ASA: Caring.
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My relationship with the ASA: 1 felt mferior, being laughed at all the time. 1 felt that he bullied me and
staff helped me listen to 1 needed to make a show ofmyself Is it when 1 wanted to ehange, wanted to
them. change, you stepped on me. Actually I couldn't be bullied like that. If 1 need
to die, let's die together Is it that - - throwing a TV set is nothing outside. I
would just explode once so that you will get scared. 1 thought like this at that
time.
A5Q: Then the staffmade an analysis for you. Did you change your view?
ASA: Of course.
A5Q: Mm.
ASA: Because my view was - - 1 have stayed here for a year or so. It was all
a level ground. 1 have not fallen at all - - But when 1 fell, and if you are
willmg to take the first step to get up agam, you can receive so much more.
For example, your attitude in life, others' trust in you. You have to stand up
again. It is difficult at that time. But it's worth it during the toughest
moments.
The work is hard. ASA: The work. I edit fihns. It was unforgettable to complete a fihn together
with the brothers. We went our way to edit the fihn, shoot the fihn, write the
script and so on. All of us completed a film. We rushed the deadline within a
week. From 9 in the moming till 3 to 4 the next mommg. We then slept,
sleeping till six-thirty. Then we bmshed our teeth, had our quiet time. After
the assembly, we edited it again till 3 to 4 the next moming. We kept working
and working to complete a film. I felt that who would be willing to do that.
We got only a few hoiu-s each night. There was also frustration and temper
You don't want to do it. You want to beat up people and don't want to eat at
all. But I feh that I was veiy happy. When it's done, we didn't even fix our
bed, just laying on the grotmd and we slept. When waking up, we then had a
shower.
I finishedmixing all the
cement and that gave
me a sense of
achievement.
It's my job and so I have
to finish it. It's my
responsibility.
ASA: Yes. Before I joined the editmg team, actually I like mixing cement. 1
built the water tank. You are so silly. A little kid building a water tank? There
was a tune when a bunch ofpeople mixed the cement. During thatmixing
time, it was on the ground. Several dozens of cement had to be mixed in a
day. All were done manually. These gave me a sense of satisfaction. At the
moment it was done, 1 signed my name there.
ASA: Of course there is. Before I wanted to get money for one to two
months. After 1 got a few thousand dollars, 1 would go to have fiin. But going
to work - - 1 was late. I got off earlier than the set time. I lied. Thmgs like
these.
ASQ: Now when working - -
ASA: Of course 1 wouldn't do this. Do you know - - it's your job. You have
the responsibility to finish it.
ASA: Of course there is. Before 1 wanted to get money for one to two
months. After 1 got a few thousand dollars, 1 would go to have fun. But going
to work - - 1 was late. I got off earlier than the set tune. 1 lied. Things like
these.
ASQ: Now when working - -
ASA: Of course 1 wouldn't do this. Do you know - - it's your job. You have
the responsibility to finish it.
My feelmgs usually ASA: Because I want to change. There are only feelings and reasons m this
went first when making world. In my former world, feelings usually come first. But I need to
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It's not God who has
left you but I have put
Him down.
1 can also help the new
comers.
I'm confiised and have a
lot of conflicts withiu.
The staff told them not
to do that but they still
do that and we had to
share the consequences.
I didn't like runnmg but
1 still did it because I
saw others doing it and I
was proud ofmyself if 1
could do that.
1 can overcome
temptation m Jesus.
understand some reasons. You know, but 1 don't know how to show it off.
When you come here, you know that you have to face some issues. When 1
get to know these reasons, there is one truth in this world. If I don't go
towards this direction, it's easy for me to go back to the old path.
ASQ: You just did what you want before?
ASA: That's right.
ASQ: All die time?
ASA: Right. 1 wouldn't do that now. Wouldn't just do what I want. I will
thmk about it and weigh it.
ASA: Yes. That is though you are not happy, you also recognize that He is the
only true God in this world. 1 did something wrong but 1 also recognize that
it's not that He's not around but you have put Him down.
ASA: Need time to train myself. After a certain period of time, two or three
years, you will have the responsibility to accept new comers because you
have been there. You know how this road will lead to. For example, 1 have
come here for four years. I don't know what the fifth year would look like.
But 1 have really gone through 1 to 4 years. I can tell them when I have gone
through.
ASA: Because the life now is very tough. No classes but there are a lot of
thmgs entangling me. Plus I was not happy and I want to finish the things.
And, I work like that every day. It's like workmg out there. What's that for?
It maybe for leaming things, eaming money. But I'm very confused now. I
am not saying that it's wrong. It's also my problem. Then 1 have a lot of
stmggles in this area. You teach and 1 then I know, understand and 1 go to do
it. I have leamed and understood but there are a lot of stmggles. But to be
very frank, I haven't said that I would leave. 1 didn't say that I have to - - 1
have to go. But I heard a lot of thmgs and that make me unhappy.
BIQ: What annoyed you? Any example?
BIA: When someone did something wrong, all of us were made responsible
for it too. Sometimes I really felt uritated. The staff said don't do it but the
brothers don't take it seriously. They don't really care. They keep on doing
something wrong. Why do we share the consequences?
BIA: Experience like nmning. I didn't expect myself doing it. 1 don't really
Uke to mn a lot. But when 1 came here, seemg some brothers runnmg around.
I want to do it too.
BIQ: You enjoy it.
BIA: Yes. 1 enjoy it but it's really tough.
BIQ: Then why are you doing it if it's hard?
BIA: I don't know why. I felt that running is hard for me before. But after
mnning, 1 feel a bit of pride. I did it, I accomplished it;
BIA: This place believes in Christianity. If I believe in Christ, I can
overcome that temptation.
My temper was not as
bad as before. The
BIA: I'm still a tempered guy.
BIQ: You're quick tempered?
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brothers eneouraged me BIA: Yes. Anyone - - 1 just get angry whh him very easily. The feeling
to change. comes - - (unclear) use violence. Not even talk about it or understand what
the misunderstandmgs we had. 1 just used to think that I am right and he's
wrong. After coming here, when I was just a new brother, 1 really felt that
kind of difficulty. Should 1 beat him or take him to the comer and punch him.
It was really hard. 1 used to have very hot-temper 1 just shared with some
brothers over here and they still explained to me and encouraged me to
change that kind of habit - - getting rid of hot temper easily.
BIQ: Do you thmk it's better now?
BIA: Yes, it's better
BIA: Yes. 1 feel like - - some of the guys here are not physically buiU up.
And when 1 see them sometimes some other guys are like always telling
them you know - - always blaming them - - why don't you do it - - you can't
do it, stuff like that. Sometunes 1 feh like - - even 1 said that sometimes, 1
don't realize I am saying it.
BIQ: You don't do it purposely.
BIA: Yes. Sometunes when 1 see them do that, 1 really feel bad. Just try to go
to talk to them. Just try the best to encourage them.
I want to lead a normal BIA: Yes. Everything is scheduled. But outside, sometimes I go to bed at six-
life now. thirty in the moming. Sometimes 1 go to sleep m the mommg mstead of
night. And I beganleaving home at five in the aftemoon. Getting home at
three o'clock, four o'clock. Sleep at six-thirty. No time, no schedule.
BIQ: These two kinds of lifestyle, which one do you prefer right now?
BIA: Right now. Getting up at six-thirty.
B IQ: A normal life. Not like the one before.
BIA: More normal life.
1 shouldn't say thuigs to
hurt others. I tried to
encourage others.
There's enough of B2A: Here - - everything is happy. If you can be content, it's enough. Ifyou
everything ifyou are want more - -
content.
We were not brilliant
players but we tried our
best. Others respected
us for that.
B2A: Er - - well we are not that great m the game and don't know how to
play very well. Er - - that is you got respected in playing ballgames. That is 1
am not that tall or fabulous, good at scoring or good. But others still said that
we were good at it, saying that we were good, willmg to go after the ball.
And we played the game and the score - - we tried our best but we didn't
place so much unportance on the score. It's okay to win or to lose. We tried
our best anyway.
It isn't that tough to
work here because you
only work for two to
three hours.
B2A: Yes. A lot of people said that it's tough to work here but I don't thmk so
because we only work for two to three o'clock - -
B2Q: Two to five.
B2A: Uh. Two to five. There are only three hours. But out there, my family
got to get up early md go to work. We only work for three hours only. Ifwe
cannot take it, how could we work out there for some ten hours?
B2Q: You think the work here helps prepare you to go out?
B2A: One of them and 1 think that if I want my life fiill, the time here is not
enough. Not enough. Uh.
The Bible has taught me B2A: Good. Er - - some reminders and ideas for ourselves. Say the Bible
somethmg that I have talks about loving your enemy. I didn't know there is such a thing. How
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come we are asked to love our enemy? That is 1 didn't expect so. Through
preachmg and hearing, I heard a lot of teachings.
B2A: After coming here, that is 1 saw the love of Jesus through the staffhere.
They really change people with their heart.
B2A: Because when I first came, 1 was very self-inferior 1 looked down on
myself Everytiimg is just grayish for 1 didn't see any good. But it was me
who fixed my mmd that way. 1 couldn't look further and was very
pessimistic. It's like someone owing all that to you. It's not true. In fact in the
society, people out there would not ask themselves to accommodate you.
They wouldn't accommodate you. The most important is how you yoiu-self
are. Ifyou treat others nicely, they will treat you nicely too.
B2Q: You were very imhappy during those times?
B2A: I was very unhappy when 1 first came m. 1 was always complaining.
B2Q: What help do you get fi"om running?
B2A: Running. Actually - - long distance rurming is tough. I run and - - but it
depends whether you persist or not. A lot of people said that they couldn't
make it. Actually I am not particular strong or good physically. But if you are
willmg to run, you can do it. When I run, I feel it's tough. Don't want to run.
But it depends whether you are willmg to persist. Ifyou can persist, you can
run more and more and will be able to catch your breath.
B2A: Yes. That is I will look at the mcident. If I don't go forward once
there's an obstacle, it's like ruimmg - - once I can't catch my breath, I stop
nmnmg. Actually 1 can catch my breath. If I persist, I can.
B3 was not a cooperative resident.
B3A: The staff is very nice. Quite nice.
B3A: Not tough. The work is quite nice. It's not tough to leam thmgs. The
work is not tough.
B3A: Nothing too difficuh about the mles.
B3Q: Were you happy after quarrelling with others?
B3A: Happy if 1 won.
B3Q: What is the meaning to you?
B3A: Nothing much. He told me to do it and I did it.
B3Q: You were told and you did it.
B3A: Yes.
I would think whether
there is God.
It's tough here but 1 like
it.
I enjoyed working
together
B3Q: The staff said that Jesus is God. Do you believe so?
B3A: I did think whether it's tme or not, whether there is or not. But he or
she listed much evidence to say there is but sometunes 1 don't think there is.
Maybe there is. When I got nothing to do, I would think.
B4Q: Mm. What about feeling?
B4A: Quite good. Though it's tough, I'm happy.
B4Q: In the life ofZheng Sheng, is there any deep impression?
B4A: A large bunch ofpeople moving cement and bricks for a few rotmds at
the pier This is very imforgettable.
B4Q: What was your feeling then?
B4A: At that time, happy.
B4Q: It's happy to work together with such a big group?
B4A: Yes.
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B4Q: Happy ifyou work together?
B4A: Yes.
I have never expected
myselfplaymg m the
inter-school game.
1 thought it was silly to
do ballgames but 1 find
it fun now.
Doing the hard physical
work can train me up.
1 work so that 1 can have
a futiu-e.
B4Q: Any unforgettable experience?
B4A: Playing in the table tennis ball competition.
B4Q: Which competition?
B4A: The inter-school game for example. Because when 1 was out there, I
wouldn't play these sports. Never thought that I would play table tennis here.
B4Q: You didn't jom competitions before. Was it because there was no
opportunity or you didn't want to or any reasons?
B4A: No. 1 thought it was silly.
B4Q: You think playmg table tennis was silly. Why did you change here?
B4A: Nothmg to do. So 1 tried some new tiimgs.
B4Q: It was trying at first. But as you went along, it's tough but how come
you contmued?
B4A: I found it flin as 1 went along.
B4Q: These are unforgettable.
B4Q: Helped you to be more normal.
B4A: Yes. Carrying sand and stone helps train my willpower
B4Q: Ifyou were given a job now and there's no money - say Ka Cheung
clear the cement waste for me. No money though. What do you thmk it's for?
B4A: For later
B4Q: What's that for?
B4A: For future.
B4Q: Why is it for the fiiture when you work here?
B4A: To give myself a little responsibility, to allow myself to finish
something. To allow myself to leam something.
B4Q: Work given to you is an opportunity for you to leam?
B4A: Yes.
I enjoyed working B5Q: Any unforgettable experience in Zheng Sheng?
together B5A: Working in the workplace.
B5Q: Doing what?
B5A: The school, the ground. Together with the brothers.
B5Q: Why was that unforgettable?
B5A: Happy.
B5Q: Why? Not happy before?
B5A: Not had that before. Not had that before. A big group of people wanted
to finish one thing and completed it.
B5Q: And that is to say, it's happy to finish something together with a bimch
of friends.
B5A: Yes.
I don't like the way the B5A: Nothmg that I like. A lot that I don't like.
staff handle issues. B5Q: Tell me? As much as you want.
B5A: Some staff scolds you before getting the things clear They would not
make thmgs clear They would not talk with you first.
B5Q: Mm.
B5A: They just scolded you without any reasons.
B5Q: That is you don't like the management of some staff.
B5A: It's not that they supervise�it's that he or she hasn't got the picture
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B5Q: You don't like their personality, the way they handle things?
B5A: Yes.
B5Q: Okay. What else?
B5A: Nothing much.
CIA: 1 don't know. Maybe because 1 see people every day. 1 thmk one must
speak up here. Out there, people will understand you though you don't speak
up. But one must speak up here. Got to speak up. Then people understand
you.
CIA: Maybe the life here helps me realize that 1 am not ready to go out yet.
That is I would also think that I should stay longer Should stay till Form
Five. Then 1 can thmk about what 1 would do out there. Otherwise, if I go out
when I'm Form Three, it's just average.
CIQ: You think that ifyou can continue to leam, you can continue to study,
and when you go out to look for a job - -
CIA: Will be better
1 did the Maths and I
realized that 1 didn't
know much.
I have leamed to pray
here.
CIQ: What about here?
CIA: Now I stay there. I do it.
CIQ: Why?
CIA: After commg m, 1 realized that I don't know many thmgs. I was in
Form Three and 1 beganto do Kumon Maths from 1 plus 1. 1 didn't know
how to do fraction when 1 first came. Ah Ling told me that it's only primary
school level.
C 1 Q: That is an opportimity to build a good foundation. But are you happy as
you can do it?
CIA: Happy.
C2A: What unpressed me most was that after I came m for two months. I had
another offence of theft and I was told 1 had to go to court after commg m. I
went to the court and was detained in Pik Uk for the second time. That stayed
with me. Because the prison guard m the court said to me, "You won't have
any chance gomg back to Zheng Sheng. Choose RC, Sha Tsui." I was scared.
After 14 days, I went to court and I beganto feel that there was God - -
C2Q: Why you felt that there was God?
C2A: Because when 1 was m the cell, I was very scared. I didn't know what
to do. Then 1 prayed, saying that if 1 could go out, I would change - -
C2Q: You told God?
C2A: Yes. Praymg.
C2Q: Did you pray before coming in Zheng Sheng?
C2A: No.
C2Q: Did you know about praying?
C2A: No.
C2Q: If 1 say, you have leamt to pray in Zheng Sheng or you saw how people
did it - you pray to God when you have a need - - because you also felt that
there was no way out. When it gets difficult - - what was the result?
C2A: Then I came back to Zheng Sheng. I think it's a miracle. There's no
way 1 could come back because I should go to Sha Tsui (unclear) center but I
came back.
The thmgs 1 leam now C2A: It's better with the work now. Now I feU it's more stable. Out there, 1
are usefiil for the fiiture. didn't work. 1 went out for fun everyday. After having fim, I went home for
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food and sleep. My dad said ofme, "You only come home for three things:
eat, play and sleep." But it's different here. Very different. It feels a lot better
if you work.
C2Q: What do you think are the benefits ofworkmg? Anythmg good?
C2A: 1 can leam thmgs. The things 1 leam now - -
C2Q: That is > ou not only give somethmg m the work, you also leam
something?
C2A: Yes. The things 1 leam now will be useful m the future.
C2Q: The work is for the future?
C2A: Uh.
C2A: That is on the one hand, it's for money. On the other, it's for future.
C2Q: Then that is not just for money? Not just an issue of getting wages?
C2A: Actually 1 felt that out there, my dad set some standards for me but I
didn't care. But after coming tn, I don't even have the chance to ask hun to
give me some standards. So I'd rather have someone demandmg something
from me than having no goal at all.
I d rather have someone
demanding something
from me than havmg no
goal at all.
1 should set a standard
for myself.
The things I leam here
are usefiil for the fiiture.
C2A: When I came m, 1 thought that since 1 did wrong, I had to be limited by
others. But after coming in here longer, 1 became more sensible. I thought
this is basic courtesy. Say good moming in the moming and good night at
night - -
C2Q: Was it difficuh to leam this at first?
C2A: At the beginning, 1 was not used to it. For example, I said it the first
day but then 1 forgot it the following few days.
C2Q: How come you said it later on? Think about it?
C2A: I remmd myself, reminding myself all along.
C2Q: Why remmding yourself? That is what motivated you to say so? It's
okay to forget it, isn't it? Why weren't you like that?
C2A: If I didn't set a standard formyselfon these little thmgs, how could I
expect anythmg ofmyself after 1 go out?
C2A: For example, I'm working on film editing now. I wouldn't do this out
there. I thought when I first joined that I should find something to do in these
two years and it wouldn't be that boring. Now, I heard from those brothers
who have completed the program that it was usefiil and the things they leamt
here were usefiil when they got out. It's like puttmg money into my pocket,
so 1 think it's usefiil.
C2Q: For the fiiture?
C2A: Uh.
I am happy that 1 made C2A: Yes. At the beginnmg, 1 didn't know how to edit it. Then a little. Later I
some effort and there was able to edit some and I am very satisfied and happy.
were results. C2Q: Did you have this type of feeling before?
C2A: 1 didn't. I did those. few things every day�takmg dmgs, playmg
amusement games, havmg fim, these few thmgs. Nothing satisfying.
C2Q: No sense of achievement. Compared with editing a fihn - - Though you
receive no money after editing a fihn, are you happy from within?
C2A: Uh.
C2Q: How happy? Tell me.
C2A: That happiness is from the fact that 1 made an effort myself But I did
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hav c the sense of satisfaction out there. When 1 stole things, I didn't get
caught and I feh satisfied. 1 didn't obtain something through my own effort
and I feh that it's not concrete.
C2Q: You're content here because you have made an effort. Do you feel that
you're useful?
C2A; Usefiil.
I don't like it but I can
do it.
C2Q: What do you like and dislike about the life here?
C2A: Now? Nothing. 1 leam one thuig. I can't make my own choice. 1 have
to accept it though 1 don't like it. So nothing much. I can take it.
C2Q: At the begmning, what didn't you like?
C2A: At the beginning, there were a lot that 1 didn't like. Cold shower,
carrymg sand and stones. 1 wouldn't touch these at all out there. Many stuff.
C2Q: Examples?
C2A: Weeding. The sleepmg place is poorly equipped. Sometimes I got
allergy and itchy all over There were trees, flowers and grasses all around - -
not used to it - - but now I thmk about it, 1 find it very comfortable, very
enjoyable.
C2Q: It's a lot better now. Got used to all that. What do you like? That is you
feel good about it?
C2A: The scenery.
C2Q: You like the nature?
C2A: Uh. The nature.
1 don't need to spend a
day in vam.
1 beganto change after
the jail experience.
C2A: Got things to do. Then I won't spend a day m vain. I also leam while
working. But I leamed nothing fi-om having fim. I only leamt to take dmgs.
C2A: How did I cope? I really wanted to hit him. But I thought, I came
because of an offence. If I committed another wrong, would I cause more
embarrassment for my family? And I needed to go to court for yet another
offence. So I thought about that. The second time I came back, 1 beganto
change.
C2A; I think it's because I have gone so low that I can't go any fiirther down.
If I do wrong again, I will not come here but prison. So 1 think I should
listen.
C2Q.- You want to change.
C2A: Yes.
How could there be
schooling in a dmg
rehab center?
C2A: Yes actually. This is a dmg rehab center where you can study. 1 think
it's impossible to have education in a dmg rehab center. It's different here.
I enjoyed working C3Q: What impresses you most m the leaming process in Zheng Sheng?
together C3A: Quite good. First, I carried the cement not long after I came here. It
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was tough. Over a hundred pounds, man. Have never moved such. And
weeding. I saw�seemed that a group leader taught me how to weed. 1 saw
this guy - how could he do that? Seemed - - (unclear) - - he was ofmore or
less the same age as mme. Wow - - (unclear) - - this guy didn't think about
that. I thought, "You and 1 are more or less the same. Other brothers are
younger than me but they do more than 1 do." 1 stood there. Very impressed.
Very unpressed. If I'm not wrong, we weeded all the way down there
(unclear). Very impressed. Another stuff is mixing cement, helping (unclear)
mix it for a few nights. It was late at night. I didn't know that I had to mix
cement when 1 came m. 1 was forced to mix it. 1 just kept mixing it.
Something was wrong with my hand but 1 couldn't tell him. Blisters all over
These left me a deep impression.
C3Q: These tough moments left you a deep unpression?
C3A: It was happy.
C3Q: That is good.
C3A: That is good.
C3Q: What about at that tune?
C3A: At that tune, it's difficuh to stand.
C3Q: At that time why did you do it? You could just blow off (unclear) - -
C3A: 1 wouldn't do that.
C3Q: Why?
C3A: That is 1 feh that others did it too - - 1 thought that the younger ones
also did it. Those younger than me, they also did it. Though sometunes
skippmg some (unclear) - -
C3Q: That is you felt that the whole group could help you persist?
C3A: Yes.
C3A: Yes. The last time was three years ago. When I first heard that there is
the inter-school game here. That's great. Haven't played in it for a long time
really. Very happy. When you asked me how I was in the New Year, I was
very happy. Man, I thought who could play in it if they were at my age. Very
very happy. Haven't seen a bunch of high school students. I often felt that -
well - so old already - - last year, it was very happy - -
C3Q: You didn't have this chance before?
C3A: Not before. No school took me in.
C3A: Yes. And maybe it's because of the Bible, though I don't believe yet.
Let me say this. It's like nagging. I'm afi-aid to hear - -
C3Q: How could it help you?
C3A: Maybe this thing keeps talking to me, telling me to set up a bottom
hne, not to commit any wrongs, not to cause trouble. Don't want to get told
off in my conscience because of these.
C3Q: Which statement�any statement that is specially - -
C3A: Ephesians 4. Seemed to be verse 28. "In your anger do not sin."
C3Q: You think that this reminds you all the time?
C3A: Yes. Or slow to listen, slow to become angry. These are bothersome.
C3Q: So you thmk that your temper is better?
C3A: A lot better.
It's great to be a student
here.
The Bible keeps tellmg
you to do something.
I tried to holdmy C3A: I haven't done so here. Not long after I came, I almost beat up a
temper brother The second day or the thu-d day, I spoke somethmg nuts and he
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I didn't expeet that my
domg wrong would hurt
the staff so much.
1 don't know why 1 had
that change.
1 would never knit
scarves for my family if
1 were out there.
Quotes . ^
kicked me. 1 stood there and didn't beat him. 1 couldn't hold it 1 stood there
for ten mmutes. Then 1 took an iron bar laundry and wanted to beat him. But
Uncle Fat stopped me. Say sorry to him.
C3A: Er - - when I was out there, I didn't care about anyone whatever 1 did. 1
did what 1 liked. Now 1 need to think about the brothers. If 1 do this, will 1
cause trouble to others? That is a family. I wouldn't if I'm outside.
C3Q: That is this living together Collective responsibility. It has made you
not only taking care ofyourself 1 did wrong and - -
C3A: Yes. AU the people.
C3A: Yes. One time I did something wrong. Then Wing Fai and Ah Pang
were not happy. They said "Shouldn't trust you guys." I didn't expect that
they would be that unhappy.
C3A: I don't feel that. I think the staff loves me much but he or she said,
"Because of Jesus, 1 love you all."
C3A: Don't remember whether it was moming or at night. Just a little thmg. I
thought - it's like forgetting to do something. Then I sat down. I don't know
whether it was the quiet tune or self-study. I thought of it. How come 1 would
remember that?
C3Q: You were not like that?
C3A: No. No, really. I don't remember and I don't remember Nuts.
C3Q: That's really in your heart.
C3A: Now, don't know how come I had that in my heart. Don't know why. I
thought at thatmoment why I had to be mindful about that?
DIA: Knitting scarves?
DIQ: How?
DIA: I've never knitted any scarves before. No one ever taught me that. And
I would never knit one for my family.
DIQ: Why did you knit here suddenly?
DIA: Got nothing to do.
DIQ: Nothing to do.
DIA: Also, when I came in, I saw my mom and my matemal grandma give
so much. 1 knitted - - showed a little ofmy care.
DIQ: But you are not the only one here knittmg?
DIA: No. A group of people. The tutor taught you, knitting like this and that.
Then we leamed. If there was anything not clear, we asked.
DIQ: You don't think it's sissy? Knittmg scarves?
DIA: It depends. You knit scarves and people say that you're like gu-ls. But
it's something of fidelity. It's not somethmg of romantic love. It's of fidelity.
DIA: One of the reasons. Many boys knitted.
DIQ: Would it be because there are so many men knittmg here and that
affects you?
DIA: No.
DIQ: But you don't think only women would knit scarves and men
wouldn't?
DIQ: If 1 ask you: why was knittmg scarves that imforgettable? What would
you say?
DIA: Because 1 would never knit that formy family if I was out there.
1 made some effort in
the training and 1 leam
DIA: That is I can leam a technique through traming. 1 give something and
make some effort and see the resuhs. I feel happy. Not as before, I looked at
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the computer for a few hours and then went back. Looking at the computer
for a few hours and it's meaningless. That is 1 can leam some skills. There
are results. Very happy.
DIQ: You are saymg that playing table tennis is better than playing
computer?
DIA: Yes.
DIQ: Because -?
DIA: Table tennis balls. A certain skill is buih up through time. But with
playmg computer, it's still just a computer at the end. It's only a made-up
world, not a real world.
DIQ: Now you found that playing table tennis is more real? Feeling wise,
training wise?
DIA: Yes.
DIA: I still tmst him/her because there must be a reason he or she punishes
me. He or she wouldn't punish them for no reasons.
DIA: Now for working, people out there would not teach you to do it this
way�this way. But people here would. If you do things wrong out there, you
got scolded right away. Ifyou do things wrong here, you will be taught to do
things right and not to do so and so.
DIQ: Someone explamed it to you?
DIA: Yes.
I have leamed to persist DIQ: Does the life here help you with your endiwance to overcome
in nmning. difficulties?
DIA: Endurance - - yes.
DIQ: How?
DIA: Sometimes traming for nmnmg - got tu-ed and leam to take it.
DIQ: Insistent.
DIA: That is don't walk. Endure it. Endiu-e it. Got to finish the whole trip.
Rim slowly but no walking.
DIQ: Good or bad?
DIA: Good.
DIQ: What is good?
DIA: The next time, because I have trainedmyself to mn slowly to get up
there, my endurance has become stronger My mrmmg got also better I
wasn't that tired when I ran the next time. Some staff said that you took one
more minute this time and next tune you could do one more mmute?
DIQ: That is your endurance has increased your strength?
DIA: Mm.
DIQ: So the next time there is progress?
DIA: Yes.
I was addicted to havmg D2A: That is I wanted to buy very much. It's impossible not to buy. I got to
what others had. have what others have. So I can't control myself.
Participation is more
unportant than prize-
wiiming.
D2Q: Actually, do you thmk it's more unportant to get a prize or to
participate?
D2A: Important to participate.
D2Q: Did you thmk this way before?
D2A: Before, because my teammates wanted to get a prize, I also thought
that it's unportant to get it. Here, participation is more important.
I wiU treat that as a
challenge.
D2A: I was curious. Will try everything. Got to try whatever it is. Overcome
it.
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D2Q: So taking a cold shower, which is what you don't like, is also a
challenge?
D2A: Yes.
1 have learned to build D2A: 1 can leam things. How 1 can use my imagination to build a bookshelf.
different things and 1 shoe rack - - 1 also leam to build a platform.
feel usefiil. D2Q: What feelmgs do you have after completing some work?
D2A: Happy and joyfiil. Never had that before. Very happy that 1 can make
it.
D2Q: Would you think you're useful?
D2A: Yes, 1 often feh useless, useless before.
The staffs experience in
dmg addiction
encouraged me.
Even thev punished us,
ifs for our good.
D2A: I thought that I had to try quittmg stealmg after stealing so many years.
They could quit heroin, why couldn't 1 quit stealmg?
D2Q: You think you are addicted to stealing?
D2A: It s like taking heroin. Got hooked.
D2A: The second week 1 came in, the whole village was punished to stay
quiet. There s no way that those ofus who were new had to be punished too.
A finend ofmme was here. He told me to face it. The staff scolded us again.
Then I began to understand that the staff really put their heart in when they
taught us. If the staffwere not strict, they wouldn't punish us. Just let us do
whatever
D2Q: If they set some standards, that means they care for you?
D2A: Yes.
D2Q: But your dad cared for you too, scolding you before - -
D2A: 1 didn't thmk so before.
D2Q: You felt it this time?
D2A: 1 feh it this tune.
I enjoyed workmg D4A: The first day 1 came - - it should be the second day, I sat there and had
together nothing to do, relaxmg - - carrymg sands - - carrymg stones - - oh man. Not
used to it. That time, I carried that fi-om the pier to the sand storehouse. That
was really something, man.
D4Q: Very tough.
D4A: Very hard. Couldn't move it.
D4Q: Will you forget that day m the fiiture?
D4A: No.
D4Q: How did you feel? Tough?
D4A: Tough. Haven't done this is my whole life.
D4Q.- Did you - - scold him - - argue with them?
D4A: No.
D4Q: Why? You were explosive.
D4A: I knew that 1 ate and slept here and 1 should help you.
D4Q: Can I say the mles here are like these and you got to do it? Everyone
does it.
D4A: Everyone did it. There's no way I didn't do it. I was even bigger
physically than those at 16.
D4Q: It was that tough. Ifhalf of the group sat there that day and didn't do it,
would you go for that and would you do it?
D4A: If it were that day, maybe I wouldn't do it.
1 want to change so I D4A: Not even one word. Got told off like this. Of course I would get
treat these as training. uritated. If there were just one or two words, I would just scold you. There
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would be some foul language. But I can't say that here so I hold myself 1
want to change my temper and 1 treat these as a sort of training.
Anger management
D4Q: Any help to you m this setting?
D4A: Oh yes. Taking cold shower
D5A: Upset. What is that? It's like going to a poorly equipped rural village,
remote mland m the mainland. The school looked shabby. It's nothing like it.
Never been to a school like that. Now I've lived here for some time, 1 don't
fmd anything odd. It's not such a long time or a short time. Soon it will pass.
D5A: I didn't want to hurt my mum and dad. I was m Pik Uk and they had
said that they wouldn't come to visit me but they still did. I felt very bad at
the time. If I had promised them to come to study here but broke the promise,
they would be hurt further
Reflection
D5A: I'm braver now. Can just go to the water without warming up. Before I
stood there for half an hour and looked at the water tank. Just washing the
feet. What should 1 do then? Others said, " Be brave. Go for it." Just went for
it and poured water 1 really remember the cold shower in wmter Had never
had it. My hand went numb after it. It's like needle pokmg you every tune
you poured down the water.
D5Q: In this process, anything you think of?
D5A: 1 thmk why I didn't treasure the time when I was out there and had to
come here to take cold showers. If you have treasured it, you don't need to
come here for the cold shower but a hot shower out there.
Honesty makes the
difference.
It's right to share
consequences when
others do wrong
because we are a family.
I have changed my ways
of dealmg with thmgs
and people.
D5A: A lot of fun.
D5Q: What is so much fim?
D5A: Very satisfied when I shot someone.
D5Q: Ha-ha-ha.
D5A: And I got hit - - leam that honesty is the most important m a war game.
When others shot you, you got to say that and come out.
D5Q: What are the benefits ofbemg honest?
D5A: At least, others won't nag on you.
D5Q: Better relationship.
D5A; Yes. Relationship - -
D5Q: If there is no honesty, do you think it's fim?
D5A: No honesty, no fim. They won't die even after being shot many times.
D5A: Of course I also feel that why that is so. It's not fair. Why not just
punishing him? But as I thmk further, Uncle Fat had scolded us and told us to
stand together and wanted us to leam. In Zheng Sheng, we have to leam to be
responsible collectively. Uncle Fat has said and 1 well remembered, "Why
you don't want to bear the wrong of the brothers here. You did wrong out
there and your family bore such with you."
D5A: Yes. One time, 1 don't like some brothers. They are not happy with me.
There was some disagreement between us. 1 didn't want to do wrong again.
I've promised mum and dad to behave here and not to fight anymore. Well,
forget it. Later, we talked about it and knew that it was a misimderstanding.
D5Q: And that is this way of thinking has helped you?
D5A: Yes. Now 1 will think about the consequences.
D5A: Attitudes in dealing things have changed. Won't just scold people.
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Timetable for Kam Tin Adult Center
DAY
TIME
MON to FRI SUN
6:30AM RISE AND SHINE RISE AND SHINE
06:30AM-
07:00AM PERSONAL HYGIENE PERSONAL HYGIENE
07:00AM-
07:30AM DEVOTION DEVOTION
07:31AM-
08:30AM PRAISE AND WORSHIP HOUSEHOLD CHORE
08.31AM-
09:30AM HOUSEHOLD CHORE BREAKFAST
09:31AM-
10:10AM BREAKFAST FREETIME
10:11AM-
12:40AM WORK SUNDAY WORSHIP
12:41PM-
02:00PM
PREPARE LUNCH AND
LUNCH TIME
02:01PM-
05:00PM ACTFVITIES AND WORK SPORTS AND GAME TIME
05:01PM-
06:30PM
FREE TIME (SPORT AND
RECREATION)
06:31PM-
07:30PM DINNER TIME DINNER TIME
07:31PM-
08:45PM SELF-STUDY SELF-STUDY
08:46PM-
09:45PM
10:00PM
DEVOTION
LIGHT OUT
DEVOTION
LIGHT OUT
Source: Christian Zheng Sheng Association, "Documents on File.
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APPENDIX I
Timetable for Ha Keng Youth Center
DAY
TIME
MON to FRI SAT SUN
6:30AM RISE AND SHINE RISE AND SHINE RISE AND SHINE
06:30AM-
07:00AM PERSONAL HYGIENE PERSONAL HYGIENE PERSONAL HYGIENE
07:00AM-
07:30AM DEVOTION DEVOTION DEVOTION
07:31AM-
08:30AM PRAISE AND WORSHIP
PRAISE AND
WORSHIP HOUSEHOLD CHORE
08:31AM-
09:30AM HOUSEHOLD CHORE BREAKFAST BREAKFAST
09:31AM-
10:10AM BREAKFAST HOUSEHOLD CHORE FREETIME
10:11AM-
12:40AM CLASSES LABORING SUNDAY WORSHIP
12:41PM-
02:00PM
PREPARE LUNCH AND
LUNCH TIME
PREPARE LUNCH
AND LUNCH TIME
02:01PM-
05:00PM
CLASSES, ACTFVITIES
AND WORK LABORING SPORTS AND GAME TIME
05:01PM-
06:30PM
FREE TIME (SPORT AND
RECREATION)
FREE TIME (SPORT
AND RECREATION)
06:31PM-
07:30PM DINNER TIME DINNER TIME DINNER TIME
07:31PM-
08:45PM SELF-STUDY SELF-STUDY SELF-STUDY
08:46PM-
09:45PM
10:00PM
DEVOTION
LIGHT OUT
DEVOTION
LIGHT OUT
DEVOTION
LIGHT OUT
Source: Christian Zheng Sheng Association, "Documents on File."
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